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NOTE THAT ALL COLLECTIONS FROM 
BO’NESS NEED TO BE MET BY A MEMBER OF 
BONHAMS STAFF PLEASE SEE BELOW FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS.

CONTACT DETAILS FOR COLLECTION
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STORAGE WILL BE FREE OF CHARGE FOR 
THE FIRST 14 CALENDAR DAYS FOLLOWING 
THE SALE, CHARGES WILL APPLY FROM 
WEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER 2016. 
AFTER THE FREE STORAGE PERIOD, THE 
FOLLOWING CHARGES APPLY: £10.00 + VAT 
PER WEEK FOR SMALL ITEMS, AND £15.00 + 
VAT FOR LARGE ITEMS.

CITES REGULATIONS
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MARKED 
WITH THE SYMBOL Y ARE SUBJECT TO CITES 
REGULATIONS WHEN EXPORTING THESE 
ITEMS OUTSIDE THE EU. THE REGULATIONS 
MAY BE FOUND AT WWW.UKCITES.GOV.UK 
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UK CITES MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY
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2 THE SQUARE
TEMPLE QUAY
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THE FOLLOWING SYMBOL IS USED TO 
DENOTE THAT VAT IS DUE ON THE HAMMER 
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† VAT 20% ON HAMMER PRICE
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* VAT ON IMPORTED ITEMS AT A 
PREFERENTIAL RATE OF 5% ON HAMMER 
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TO SUBMIT A CLAIM FOR REFUND OF VAT 
HMRC REQUIRE LOTS TO BE EXPORTED 
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FOR LOTS ON WHICH IMPORT VAT HAS BEEN 
CHARGED; MARKED IN THE CATALOGUE 
WITH A * OR , LOTS MUST BE EXPORTED 
WITHIN 30 DAYS OF BONHAMS’ RECEIPT OF 
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SALE DATE.  FOR ALL OTHER LOTS EXPORT 
MUST TAKE PLACE WITHIN 3 MONTHS OF 
THE SALE DATE.
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art in the room that says ‘Look at me!’ I’d much rather people 
took their time to discover it themselves.” 

In the room in which we are sitting, for example, there are 
glass fruits and vegetables scattered across a table, another 
work by Ditte Gantriis. Nonchalantly propped up on a small 
side table, there’s a fabulous drawing by Turner-Prize winner 
Chris Ofili, which most people would hang in pride of place on 
its own wall. And there is also a collection of assorted objects 
that the artist Peter Liversidge stuck stamps on and posted 
personally to Nicky and Robert. “I received a lemon in the post 
covered in stamps and with my address written on it,” said 
Nicky, “and I thought, ‘Oh great! It’s an invitation to a Mexican-
theme party’. I was busy cutting into it when my son, Rory, 
pointed out it was a Liversidge artwork.”
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NICKY WILSON
at home with

it left. More … bit more. Now down… I’m not sure if 
these pictures are having a conversation with each 
other. Or just look as if they are stuck together on a 
wall.” Nicky Wilson, the founder of Jupiter Artland, is in 

the kitchen with John, her assistant, hanging a pair of paintings 
by Hayley Tompkins, one of the artists that represented 
Scotland at the Venice Biennale. The pictures are being placed 
behind a straw basket so vast that looks as if it has come 
from the land of Brobdingnag. This work of art – by the young 
Danish artist Ditte Gantriis – had spent the summer installed in 
Nicky’s ballroom – yes, ballroom – in her stately 17th-century 
mansion, Bonnington House in West Lothian, which must 
be one of the few houses in Scotland to have had two wings 
added in the 21st century.

We have arrived on change-around day at Jupiter Artland, 
the sculpture park and gallery that Nicky and her husband, 
Robert, created from scratch eight years ago on their 100-
acre estate. Nicky, dressed all in black, apart from a pair of 
shimmering sparkly pink shoes, is celebrating the end of a very 
successful season, having seen 90,000 visitors through the 
gates, an increase of 32 percent on the year before. And, as 
icing on the cake, Jupiter Artland was on the shortlist of six for 
the Museum of the Year.

The sculpture park – and garden (designed by Arabella 
Lennox-Boyd) – have been much written about: the driveway 
itself with a Charles Jencks’ land form (Cells of Life) and Marc 
Quinn’s massive flower (entitled Love Bomb) are in themselves 
worth a detour. But Bonnington House itself is also filled with 
art, often set in deliberately unexpected places. “I love the way 
one can stumble across art,” said Nicky. “People ask me why I 
haven’t got museum-standard lighting,” she gestures to a track 
in the sitting room which looks pretty top-of-the-range to me. 
“And I say, we don’t want to live in a museum. We don’t want 

“B

The creator of Edinburgh sculpture park, Jupiter Artland, has also curated 
the interiors of her 17th-century mansion, Bonnington House.  

Lucinda Bredin gets a guided tour  Photography by Gilberto Martinez

“People ask me why we haven’t got 
museum-standard lighting. Well, 

we don’t want to live in a museum. 
We don’t want art in the room that 

says ‘Look at me!”



Nicky Wilson in the ballroom of Bonnington House,  
where the plaster ceiling is decorated by Irish artist,  
Naomi Jobson 
 
Opposite: An oval lightwell illuminates the staircase
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Brought up in Edinburgh, Nicky herself trained as an artist 
at Camberwell and Chelsea Schools of Art, where she was 
taught by Phyllida Barlow, Cornelia Parker and the late and 
great Helen Chadwick. She met Robert at an advertising 
agency in London where she had taken a job to fund making 
her sculptures. Robert was in the process of reviving his family 
business, Nelson’s homeopathic medicine, by turning it from 
crank medicine to bathroom cabinet essential. But as Nicky’s 
career was taking off, she found creating art works problematic 
once their children started to arrive – she and Robert have four, 
ranging from Hermione aged 19, to Rocco, 13. The answer 
seemed to be to channel her effervescent energy into working 
with artists and supporting them. 

Now the house and park have become her artwork. As we 
go on a tour through the rooms, it is clear that every surface 

has been considered as a potential spot to show work. In the 
television room, the floor has been transformed by Jim Lambie, 
the Glaswegian artist famous for his installations of stripes. 
On the wall, there is a huge hanging piece like an oversized 
necklace by the Portuguese artist, Joana Vasconcelos. “I 
admire her work so much,” says Nicky, who rattles off all the 
forthcoming exhibitions of Vasconcelos’ work. Even a narrow 
corridor is fair game, where one is button-holed by a vibrant 

Grayson Perry tapestry, while a small ante room painted  
a dark sea green has an ancient African pot next to a  
Damien Hirst sculpture. 

One constant in the house is the accents of bold colour. The 
sitting room next to the kitchen is painted ‘Lead’ (from Papers 
and Paints) which acts as a backdrop to the bright floral fabric 
sofas, orange cushions, pink candlesticks and, of course, the art. 
“I’ve picked up my colour sense from my mother-in-law, Anne 
Wilson, who designed the colour schemes for London Bridge.” 
said Nicky. “I admire her sensibility and the way in which she lets 
colours talk to each other.” 

Not surprisingly, one of the great joys of owning a house 
such as this is to be able to commission art for it. Every piece 
of art at Jupiter Artland is has been created for the site, and 
Nicky has extended that approach to the interior with a Carrera 
mantelpiece by Matthew Simmonds that chronicles the family 
– with each member represented by their star sign and an 
emblem. And then … there’s the ballroom. 

Not only have the Wilsons added wings onto Bonnington 
House, designed by Edinburgh architect, Benjamin Tindall, but 
one of them contains a ballroom, which in an era of ‘wet-rooms’ 
and cinema dens, is not the first must-have room one would 
think of tacking on. But as we walk through the corridor and into 
a glorious space, which has acres of parquet floor and a ceiling 
decorated by artist Naomi Jobson with what looks like spun 
sugar, I think why would one have anything else? 
 
Lucinda Bredin is Editor of Bonhams Magazine.

Jupiter Artland, Bonnington House, Wilkeston, EH27 8BB opens from May – 
October 2017. jupiterartland.org

Even a narrow corridor is fair game, 
where one is button-holed by a  

vibrant tapestry by Grayson Perry

Above: Not your regular oak boards – the television room  
with a floor installation by Glaswegian artist, Jim Lambie
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Nicky Wilson with a hanging piece by Joana Vasconcelos
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1 A pAir of itAliAn CAntigAlli mAioliCA style vAses mounted As lAmps
Circa 1900 
Twin handles in the form of scrolling snakes, painted to both sides with a cartouche and 
Renaissance inspired decoration, 56cm to top of handles, unmarked
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

2 A pAir of veuve perrin style fAienCe twin hAndled vAses And Covers
Circa 1900 
Each painted to one side with a courting couple and to the reverse with a nautical scene, 
the handles in the form of winged birds, 46.5cm high, painted VP mark
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

3 two moroCCAn shAllow bowls
Circa 1900/early 20th century 
The larger with interlocking circular motifs, the smaller with foliate patterns, 37cm diameter 
and 28cm diameter, one with a painted mark
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

4 A hispAno-moresque tin glAzed pottery Copper lustre ChArger
16th century 
within a round wooden frame, restored, 53.5cm diameter including frame
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot
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A lArge derby Crown porCelAin trAy
late 19th century 
Decorated in the Imari palate, pattern 198, of lobed circular form, 49cm diameter, 
underglaze blue printed factory mark
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

8A lArge delft blue And white dish printed with ‘the lAughing 
CAvAlier’, After frAn hAls
mid 20th century 
within a flower and scrolling leaf border with scalloped rim, 64cm diameter, 
underglaze blue painted marks
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

7

two viCtoriAn Amethyst glAss ApotheCAry bottles And stoppers
Both with a gilt label, one labelled ‘DEC.saRsaE.w’, the other ‘lIN.saPONIs’, 42cm high
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

6A pAir of lArge dutCh delft blue And white jArs with domed Covers
Circa 1900  
Each painted with three large figurative and landscape panels, with honeycomb shaped 
borders of floral decoration, 46cm high, underglaze blue marks
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

5
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three meissen figures And A meissen CAbinet Cup, sAuCer And 
miniAture teApot
Circa 1900 and later 
Two figures modelled as mars and minerva, c53 and 559, one as a sleeping maiden, C58, 
largest figure 18.5cm, teapot 7cm, underglaze blue crossed swords
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

14three meissen figures
Circa 1900 
One modelled as a lady by a mirror, allegorical of sight, E3, one as a boy reading, 
C28, and one as a girl feeding her cat, 13.5cm to 5.5cm high, underglaze blue crossed 
swords
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

13

A meissen porCelAin figure group
Circa 1900 
modelled with a caged bird on a table, with two surrounding male figures, and one female 
holding a dog and umbrella, 15cm high, 20cm wide, underglaze blue crossed swords, 
incised 2894
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

12A meissen figure group
Circa 1870 
modelled as three figures around a barrel of wine, standing on a rocky ground, 21cm 
high, underglaze blue crossed swords, incised C65, impressed 137
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

11

three meissen figures of putti
late 19th century  
after the models by m.V. acier, the tallest 14cm high, crossed swords marks in 
underglaze-blue, one with two cancellation marks, incised model numbers F 2, F 4 and F 
13
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

10three meissen figures
Circa 1900 
Comprising a pair of figures, of a shepherd and a shepherdess, one group modelled as an 
old lady in love, 14cm to 15.5cm high, blue crossed sword, pair incised 2784, 2789, old 
lady a.46
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

9
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A limited edition group of royAl doulton henry viii And his six wives 
figures
Including certificates of authenticity, 16cm high - 24cm high
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

19A set of four limited edition royAl doulton queens of the reAlm 
figures
Including certificates of authenticity, 21cm - 23cm high, factory marks
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

18

A group of twelve thuringiAn porCelAin monkey bAnd figures 
mostly pössneCk
Circa 1860-70 
Comprising eleven Pößneck figures and a slightly smaller figure of a drum-carrier, probably 
Volkstedt, 10.5cm - 17.5cm high, factory marks, conductor unmarked (12)
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

17four royAl worCester month of the yeAr figures
modelled by Freda Doughty 
Comprising February,3453, June, 3456, august, 3441, and December, 3458, 13cm - 
17cm high, black printed factory marks
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

16

A ColleCtion of vArious dresden figures
Circa 1900 and later 
Including a ten piece monkey band, a nine piece putto orchestra, and two sets of four figures representing the seasons, approximately 10cm-12cm high, various factory marks
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

15
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A ColleCtion of vArious florAl enCrusted porCelAin pieCes
19th century and later 
Including English and Continental examples, tallest pair of vases 45cm high, various marks, some unmarked
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

24

A menneCy sugAr bowl with domed Cover
Circa 1750 
Painted with mixed flowers and foliage, cover with bud finial, 12cm high, incised D.V mark
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

23A porCelAin dessert serviCe pAinted with lAndsCApes
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

22

three royAl worCester fruit pAinted plAtes by r sebright
The pair dated 1907, the single dated 1912 
23.5cm and 22.5cm diameter, puce printed factory marks
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

21six royAl CopenhAgen fruit plAtes
20th century 
Each finely painted with a study of fruit and leaves, 22cm diameter, underglaze blue wave 
mark, stencilled factory mark, painted and impressed numerals
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

20
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A royAl Crown derby imAri pAttern CAsed Coffee set And A pArAgon 
silver mounted CAsed Coffee set
Circa 1930 
Each comprising six cans and saucers, printed factory marks, Royal Crown Derby dated 
1934, Paragon silver mounts hallmarked for Birmingham, 1926
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

30A royAl worCester fruit pAinted twin hAndled vAse And Cover by C 
hughes
Post war 
Painted to each side with apples and grapes, peaches and brambles, on a mossy 
ground, 35.5cm high, black printed factory marks, shape 1691.
£1,000 - 2,000          €1,100 - 2,300

29

A herend ‘Chinese bouquet’ pAttern dinner serviCe in puCe
20th century 
printed and impressed factory marks
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

28A meissen Coffee pot with domed Cover
19th century  
Puce painted with sprays of mixed flowers, moulded branch handle and bud finial, 26cm 
high, crossed swords
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

27

A viennA plAte pAinted with ‘the mirror of venus’, And three viennA 
style pAtes
Circa 1900  
Entitled ‘margueritte’, ‘Una Gitana’, ‘Ferier’, each depicting a beautiful woman, 24cm - 
26cm diameter, various marks including Vienna and wahliss
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

26two royAl worCester fruit pAinted tAzzAs by sebright And A pAir of 
wedgwood lilAC jAsperwAre urns with Covers
tazza 23cm diameter, 5cm high, urns 17cm high, tazzas with puce printed marks, 
1908, urns with impressed mark
£500 - 600          €570 - 690

25
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A Chinese fishbowl on stAnd
Early 20th century 
The bowl with a band of moulded figures, the stand with pierced panels, in 
green, blue and yellow glaze, 82.5cm high, 74cm diameter
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

36english stonewAre tAnkArd
Early 18th century 
with contemporary white metal mount and domed cover inscribed with the initials GR, 
21.5cm high
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

35
An 

A mAssive ‘jACkfield’ blACk glAzed punCh pot
18th Century 
Of fourteen pint capacity, the near spherical body with domed cover and compressed 
knop, 28cm high
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

34A lArge winChCombe pottery ‘hArvest jug’ by miChAel CArdew
Circa 1935 
Of ribbed form, yellow slip on brown, with stylised decorative motifs, 
MC and WP makers seal marks, 29.5cm high
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

33

A CreAmwAre jug insCribed ‘good trAde to All weAvers’
Circa 1800, possibly scottish 
The body enamelled with three brown leopards heads and a yellow chevron reserving a 
thistle, 15.5cm high
£500 - 600          €570 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

32An english delftwAre posset pot
late 17th century  
Probably Brislington, cover lacking, 12.8cm high
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

31
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A ColleCtion of vArious beswiCk And royAl Albert beAtrix potter 
figures
also including two F.w & Co figures dated 1995 and 1996, factory marks (39)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

42A lArge jApAnese eArthenwAre lion dog, shi-shi
late meiji 
standing on all fours, on an oval base, enamelled in colours, 58cm high, 56cm wide
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

41

A group of stAffordshire AnimAl figures
1820 and later 
tallest figure 14cm high (12)
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

40A ColleCtion of six spongewAre pottery Cow CreAmers
Early 19th century 
the largest 14.5cm high, 20.5cm wide
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

39

A pAir of stAffordshire hounds
19th century 
Painted with orange spots, on a naturalistic oval base, 25cm long, 17.5cm high
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

38A pAir of stAffordshire CoCkerels And A hen on bAsket
19th century 
cockerels 30cm high, hen on basket 24cm wide
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

37
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A bristol porCelAin mAsk jug
late 18th century 
Painted with festoons of flowers, 14cm high, painted cross mark
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

48A ChelseA bowl And A ChelseA plAte
Circa 1760 
Each of fluted form and with floral painted decoration, bowl 10cm diameter, plate 20cm 
diameter, red anchor mark (2)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

47

A ChelseA porCelAin soup bowl
Circa 1770 
Painted with ‘Fancy Birds’, with feather moulded rim, 23cm diameter, red anchor mark
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

46A ChelseA plAte And two dishes with meissen style flowers
Circa 1755-58 
One small dish of ‘silver shape’ with sparsely painted sprigs, the other dish and plate with 
deutsche Blumen in meissen style, pate 20.5cm diameter, dishes 18cm and 22cm long, 
two with red anchor
£700 - 900          €800 - 1,000

45

A worCester sAuCeboAt
Circa 1765 
with ‘Fancy Birds’ decoration, 20cm wide
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

44A liverpool porCelAin helmet shAped CreAm jug
Circa 1780 
with gadroon moulded rim, biting snake handle, polychrome painted, pink diaper internal 
border, 10cm high
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

43
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A ChelseA toilet box And Cover
Chelsea Derby period 1770-1784 
Of barbed lobed form, painted with green foliate sprigs, final in the form of a shepherd boy 
playing the flute, 9cm high, 13.5cm diameter
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

54A worCester bAChelors teApot
Circa 1760 
Of globular shape with polychrome painted floral and butterfly decoration, 15cm wide, 
albert amor 1981 exhibition label to base
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

53

A ChelseA plAte And A dish with giles relAted deCorAtion
Circa 1760 
The plate with mecklenberg-strellitz type moulding and typical Giles fruit, the dish with 
feathered rim and Fancy Birds, plate 23.5cm diameter, dish 26.5cm long plate with gold 
anchor, dish with red anchor
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

52A ChelseA porCelAin eCuelle stAnd
Circa 1755 
Painted with a greenfinch, a nuthatch and a linnet, each perched on a branch, 19cm 
diameter, red anchor mark
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

51

A lund’s bristol porCelAin CreAm jug
Circa 1750 
with moulded diaper border, floral moulded panels, polychrome painted floral designs to 
interior and exterior, 6cm high
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

50A worCester porCelAin CreAm jug
Circa 1765 
Of barrel shaped form with sparrow beak, 7cm high, albert amor label to base
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

49
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two worCester moulded dishes
Circa 1760 and 1770 
Comprising a cabbage leaf dish with meissen style flowers and a ‘Blind Earl’ 
sweetmeat dish with formal coloured flowers, 16.5cm and 22cm long
£700 - 900          €800 - 1,000

60A worCester porCelAin suCrier, Cover And stAnd
Circa 1765-75 
The cover with a leaf and flower moulded finial, 18cm diameter, underglaze blue painters 
marks on cover, bowl and stand
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

59

A study ColleCtion of Coloured worCester items
Circa 1770-80 
Comprising ten pieces of various designs, various marks, some unmarked
£600 - 900          €690 - 1,000

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

58three teA bowls And sAuCers And A bow mug
late 18th century 
Including a liverpool and a lowestoft example, the cylindrical mug with famille rose 
decoration, together with an additional saucer (8)
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

57

A longton hAll plAte And A Coffee Cup
Circa 1755-60 
The plate with distinctive strawberry moulding, both with Trembly Rose type painting, 
23.5cm diameter
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

56A worCester Coffee Cup And sAuCer
Circa 1756 
Painted in famille rose with the Honeysuckle pattern, saucer 12cm diameter, cup 6.5cm 
high
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

55
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four english porCelAin items
18th century 
Champions sauceboat, Derby or wirksworth plate, Bow coffee cup and lowestoft jug, 
plate 17cm diameter, jug 8.7cm high
£700 - 800          €800 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

65three worCester CreAmjugs
Circa 1765-75 
One of barrel shape with Chinese flowers, one ‘Chelsea Ewer’ shape with formal flowers, 
the third sparrow beak jug with mandarin figures, 6.5cm to 9.3cm high
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

64

three lowestoft ‘redgrAve’ pAttern teA bowls, four sAuCers And A 
wAste bowl
Circa 1780 
Painted in the Chinese manner with shrubbery and pierced ornamental rockwork, 
together with various blue and white tea bowls and saucers (13)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

63six worCester Coffee Cups
mid to late 18th century 
Of various designs, some unmarked
£500 - 600          €570 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

62

A seleCtion of lowestoft And new hAll ‘CompAgnie de indes’ style porCelAin
late 18th century 
Including a lowestoft jug, six tea bowls, three saucers, a waste bowl and three smaller bowls, jug 9cm, one bowl painted 191 in red (14)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

61
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A ColleCtion of 17th/18th Century CerAmiCs
Comprising a 17th century bellarmine, two 18th century Dutch tiles, a 17th century Dutch 
Delft charger and a Netherlandish porringer. (5)
£500 - 600          €570 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

69A lArge CAntAgirone storAge jAr
Dated 1729 
The tin glazed vessel of ovoid form with twin rope twist handles, decorated with a coat of 
arms and foliage, date to reverse, 59.5cm high
£500 - 600          €570 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

68

three pieCes of english delft
18th century 
Comprising a small pill jar, and flower brick and a round plate, jar 10cm high, brick 11.6cm 
wide, plate 23cm diameter, unmarked
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

67A frenCh tin glAzed blue And white jug, A hispAno moresque dish And 
A hispAno moresque vAse
16th century and later 
Together with a miniature tin glazed earthenware vase and an earthenware underglaze 
blue decorated jug. jug 24cm high, largest vase 28cm high, miniature vase 9cm high
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

66

THE FOLLOWING EIGHT LOTS ARE FROM THE W.A. BEARE COLLECTION
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three iznik dishes
16th century 
all decorated in raised red, blue, green and black outline with flowers issuing from a leafy 
tuft, 25cm, 30.5cm, 32cm diameter
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

73A ColleCtion of ApotheCAry vessels
mostly 16th century 
Comprising four Italian albarellos, a syrup jar and a later cylindrical jar with cover, 13cm - 
31.5cm high
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

72

four pieCes of itAliAn pottery
mostly 18th century 
Comprising a low savona tazza, a jug, a tile depicting a saint and a twin handled bowl, 
tazza 24cm diameter
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

71An itAliAn Coffee pot And two ContinentAl Cups And sAuCers
18th century 
The floral pot with fluted bird form spout and gilt metal mounts, cup and saucer with 
underglaze blue and overpainted red decoration, pot 26cm high
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

70
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three vArious CordiAl glAsses
18th century 
15.5cm, 16.7cm, 17.5cm high
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

81A bAluster wine glAss And A deCeptive drAm 
glAss
Circa 1720-30 
15cm and 12.2cm high
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

80

eight vArious opAque twist glAsses
18th century
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

79four vArious sweet meAt glAsses
18th century 
17cm, 15.4cm, 9cm, 7.4cm high
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

78seven vArious opAque twist glAsses
18th century 
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

77

A pArt suite of engrAved mAsoniC drinking 
glAsses
19th century  
Each engraved to one side with compass, square, gavel 
and trowel, and to the reverse with crossed quills. (12)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

76two dutCh engrAved wine glAsses
Circa 1740  
19cm high and 18cm high
£500 - 600          €570 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

75two 18th Century glAsses
One with a bucket bowl on a mercury twist stem with 
an annulated knop, one with bell bowl on a plain stem 
with a ball and baluster knop on a domed folded foot, 
16.5cm and 18cm high
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

74
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seven vArious opAque twist glAsses
18th century 
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

87six vArious glAsses
mostly 18th century 
Including a sunderland rummer circa 1825, 21cm, 20cm, 17cm, 14.5cm, 13cm, 12.2cm 
high
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

86

ten vArious plAin stem glAsses
Circa 1750
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

85nine vArious plAin stem wine glAsses
mostly circa 1750 
also including two firing glasses. (11)
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

84

ten vArious 18th Century glAsses
Including examples with knopped stems and dimpled bowls.
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

83four fACet stem glAsses And three Air twist glAsses
18th century 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

82
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A wedgwood lustre ‘hummingbird’ pAttern bowl
printed factory marks, Z5294 Y, 13cm diameter
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

91A lArge CArlton wAre tutAnkhAmun ginger jAr And Cover
with death mask finial on cover, designed to mark the opening of Tutankhamun’s tomb in 
1922, 
printed W&R Stoke On Trent Carton Ware mark, gilt Egyptian Heiroglyph 38cm high
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

90

A pilkington royAl lAnCAstriAn lustre vAse by williAm s myCoCk
Circa 1920 
Painted with large scrolling stylised leaves and flower heads, on a red ground, 
impressed factory marks, painted artist’s monogram, 15cm high
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

89A wedgwood lustre dAventry pAttern bowl
Of octagonal form, decorated with Chinese inspired scenes and panels of stylised flowers, 
printed factory mark, painted Z5440, 21.5cm diameter
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

88
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two mArtin brothers miniAture vAses with inCised deCorAtion
Circa 1890 
One with scrolling leaf designs, the other with elongated neck and flowers on leafy stems, 
the smaller inscribed Martin Bros London 8-93, the other inscribed Martin London, 9cm 
high and 12.5cm high
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

97two dellA robbiA Art pottery vAses
Circa 1900-1905 
One decorated with irises and one with citrus fruits, 
incised DR ship mark, one painted LJ (for Alice Louisa Jones), one painted GR (for 
Gertrude Russell), approx 39.5cm high
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

96

A pAir of ruskin lustre vAses
Dated 1915 
The vases of tall slender form with elongated necks and mother of pearl effect glaze, 
impressed and printed factory marks and date, 26cm high 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

95two edmund de wAAl beAker vAses
Circa 1990 
with pale green lightly crackled celadon glaze, of ribbed tapering form, 
impressed makers seal to body, 11.5cm high
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

94

A royAl doulton ‘huntsmAn’ figure, hn1226
green printed factory marks, and black painted marks, 21.5cm high
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

93A royAl doulton figure of ‘the bAther’, hn687
printed and painted factory marks, 20cm high
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

92
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A pAir of williAm moorCroft ‘moonlit blue’ vAses
(imperfect) 18cm high, impressed marks, blue painted wm initials
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

103three vAses And two bowls by williAm And wAlter moorCroft
various impressed and painted marks
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

102

A smAll williAm moorCroft ‘spAnish’ vAse
Circa 1913 
impressed factory marks, green painted W.M initials
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

101two williAm moorCroft ‘pAnsy’ vAses
Circa 1920  
The larger vase decorated with a band of buds around the rim,  
the larger with green painted W.Moorcroft signature, the smaller with blue painted W.M 
initials, impressed factory marks, 13cm and 18cm high
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

100

A williAm moorCroft ‘pomegrAnAte’ jArdiniere
impressed factory mark, yellow painted W.Moorcroft, 25.5cm high, 36cm diameter
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

99A ColleCtion of five modern moorCroft vAses
Comprising ‘wenlock Edge’, ‘Town of Flowers at Christmas’, ‘Knypersley’, ‘wolfsbane’ 
and ‘andalucia’, 
various impressed and painted marks
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

98
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six vArious modern moorCroft vAses, A jAr with Cover And A boAt 
model
various impressed and painted marks
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

109A williAm moorCroft floriAn wAre ‘lilAC’ vAse
Circa 1902 
Of tall slender form with bulbous neck, 
printed Macintyre factory mark, green painted signature, 21cm high
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

108

A smAll williAm moorCroft ‘wisteriA’ vAse And A smAll wAlter 
moorCroft flAmbe ‘Anemone’ vAse
the Wisteria vase with impressed factory marks, no painted initials, the Anemone 
vase with impressed facsimile factory mark, 7cm and 8cm high
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

107A williAm moorCroft ‘pAnsy’ vAse
Circa 1914 
The shoulder of the vase with a band of pansies on a cream ground, with a band of leafy 
buds around the foot rim, 
impressed factory marks, green painted signature, 15.5cm high
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

106

A ColleCtion of five pieCes of modern moorCroft
Comprising a ‘winter Trees’ vase, a ‘Rockpool’ bowl, a ‘swaledale summer’ vase, a 
‘moonlight’ vase and an ‘avignon’ vase, 
various painted and impressed factory marks
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

105A williAm moorCroft ‘pomegrAnAte’ vAse
painted W.Moorcroft and impressed factory marks, 31cm high
£500 - 600          €570 - 690

104
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A ColleCtion of twenty one CAithness pAperweights
mostly limited editions 
also including one unmarked weight (22)
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

113A ColleCtion of twenty one CAithness pAperweights
mostly limited editions 
also including a savaja weight and a weight by Nigel morton (23)
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

112

A ColleCtion of nineteen CAithness pAperweights
Including william manson examples
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

111A ColleCtion of twenty one CAithness glAss pAperweights
mostly limited editions 
also including a Venetian weight (22)
£400 - 500          €460 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

110
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six lAlique ‘Coquilles’ pAttern CleAr glAss And opAlesCent bowls 
And six plAtes
wheel cut R.Lalique mark, plates marked No.3012, bowls marked No.3204, bowls 
13.2cm diameter, plates 20cm diameter
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

117A lAlique ‘lAurier’ vAse
Design 1922 
Opalescent, frosted and polished glass, 
18cm high, engraved R.LALIQUE FRANCE
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

116

A lAlique ‘Coqs et plumes’ vAse
Design 1928 
Polished and frosted glass heightened with blue staining, 
stencilled R.LALIQUE FRANCE
£700 - 900          €800 - 1,000

115A lAlique ‘mésAnges’ box And Cover
Design 1921 
Together with a lalique ‘Dahlia’ bowl, moulded R.lalIQUE FRaNCE, and a Joblings 
‘Opalique’ glass bird group, 
box cover moulded R.LALIQUE, bowl moulded R.LALIQUE FRANCE, birds with etched 
mark to base, box 18cm diam, bowl 24cm diam, birds 11cm high
£700 - 900          €800 - 1,000

114
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A pAir of george iv silver sAlts
by Paul Storr, London 1827  
Of cauldron form on three foliate scroll feet, gadrooned border and gilt interior, diameter 
8cm, weight 9.3oz.
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

121A williAm iv silver toAst rACk
by Paul Storr, London 1830  
six division, with loop handle, length 15cm, weight 9.6oz.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

120

A george iii silver sugAr bowl
marks rubbed, possibly by Paul Storr, London 1810  
Oblong with shell-capped upward scrolling handles, length 19cm, weight 10oz.
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

119A williAm iv silver teApot
by Paul Storr, London 1836  
Of squat lobed form, with cast acorn finial and acanthus-capped handle with ivory 
insulator, engraved with coat of arms, weight 26.3oz.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

118
Y 
Ф

THE FOLLOWING NINE LOTS ARE FROM A pRIvATE COLLECTION
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A george iii silver lidded tAnkArd
by Peter, Ann & William Bateman, London 1802  
later decorated with a horse and plough within a farming scene and engraved with foliate 
monogram, height 22cm, weight 26.7oz.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

125A set of twelve silver hAndled dinner knives
by Paul Storr London 1812, the blades stamped E.Tessier, 26 New Bond St, London  
Of hour-glass pattern with steel blades, length 27.5cm.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

124

A george iv silver burner stAnd
by Paul Storr, London 1825  
Of conventional form on three shell feet, acanthus-capped supports, the burner crested, 
height 8.5cm, weight 13.6oz.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

123A george iv silver ChAmberstiCk
by Paul Storr, London 1826  
Of conventional form, with gadrooned borders, cone-shaped snuffer, weight 11.6oz.
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

122
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A pAir of figurAl silver tAperstiCks
possibly German, marked only N within an oval  
Circular base with the figure supporting the nozzle, scroll borders, height 11cm, weight 
8oz.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

129A williAm iv silver snuff box depiCting newsteAd Abbey
date letter indistinct possibly 1836  
a stamp box and four further boxes, weighable silver 7.4oz. (6)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

128

An 18th Century silver Cow CreAmer
by John Schuppe, London 1763  
Of conventional form, the hinged cover with fly finial, length 15cm, weight 3.7oz.
£2,500 - 3,500          €2,900 - 4,000

127A pAir of eArly george iii silver ChAmberstiCks
by William Cripps, London 1761  
Of conventional form on three shell feet, cone-shaped snuffers, crested, weight 29.5oz.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

126

OTHER pROpERTIES
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A rAm’s horn snuff mull
unmarked  
The hinged cover set with central banded agate with an engraved inscription to the 
surround, length 9.5cm.
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

135An eArly 20th Century silver wAiter
by Wilson & Sharp of Edinburgh, Sheffield 1911  
On four claw and ball feet, together with four toast racks, weight 20.6oz. (5)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

134

A george iii sCottish silver wAiter
by Francis Howden, Edinburgh 1800  
Of shaped circular form on three hoof feet, with a wide border of engraved fruit and 
flowers, centred by a monogram, diameter 21cm, weight 10.9oz.
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

133A george v sCottish silver Crumb sCoop
by Hamilton & Inches, Edinburgh 1913  
Of sickle form with turned green stained ivory handle, length 29.5cm.
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

132
Y 
Ф

A williAm iv sCottish silver hot wAter jug
by John Mckay, Edinburgh 1836  
with hinged domed cover and mask spout, together with a sugar caster and a cream jug, 
weight 39oz. (3)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

131A george iii silver twin hAndled Cup
maker’s mark JH, probably for J.Hay, Edinburgh 1819  
Of campagna form on pedestal foot, with leaf capped scroll handles, with later engraved 
presentation inscription and crest, height 26.5cm, weight 40.2oz.
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

130
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A george iii silver ClAret jug
marks rubbed, makers mark indistinct, London 1779  
Of neo-classical form on square foot, beaded borders, rattan-covered handle and urn 
finial, loaded, height 28cm.
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

139A pAir of george iii silver sAuCe boAts
maker’s mark rubbed, London 1770  
with stamped rim and double scroll handles, together with two cream jugs, a papboat 
and a pepper caster, weight 13.4oz. (6)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

138

A pAir of george iii silver CAndlestiCks
by A.Montgomery, London 1750  
shaped square base with shell corners, knopped column to urn-shaped sockets, height 
21cm, weight 35.9oz.
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

137136 A george iii silver hot wAter pot
maker’s mark indistinct possibly W.B, London 1809  
Of ovoid form on circular reeded foot, with angular wooden handle and acorn finial, weight 
22.7 oz gross.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot
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A 20th Century silver sAlver
by C.J.Vander Ltd, London 1959  
shaped circular on four scroll feet, centred by the coat of arms of monmouth school and 
presentation inscription for 1934-1960, diameter 31.5cm, weight 30.2oz.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

144A modern silver mounted ClAret jug
by Carrs of Sheffield, 2006  
The glass body of tapering form with plain silver mount and large scroll handle, height 
32cm.
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

143

A silver three pieCe teA serviCe
by E.Druiff & Co, Birmingham 1923  
Oblong on four paw feet, cream jug and sugar bowl with dragon handle, weight 34.8oz.
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

142A four pieCe silver teA serviCe
by Carrington & Co, London 1977  
Of baluster form with gadrooned borders, teapot and hot water pots with wooden 
handles, the sugar bowl lidded, weight 70oz.
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

141

A 20th Century silver trAy
by Garrard & Co Ltd, Birmingham 1973  
Rounded rectangular form with gadrooned edge and acanthus and shell twin handles, length 55.4cm, weight 75.4oz.
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

140
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A george iii silver twin hAndled Cup
marks rubbed, maker’s mark indistinct, London 1792  
Together with a small Victorian hot water pot with wooden handle, London 1881, weight 
23.2oz gross together with a plated soup tureen.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

150A george iii silver mug
by Fuller White, London 1761  
Of baluster form, another, straight sided, both crested together with two further mugs, 
weight 24.4oz. (4)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

149

A Composite viCtoriAn silver CAnteen
various makers and dates to include G.M.Jackson, London 1891  
Of Hanoverian pattern, weight 95oz.
£800 - 1,000          €920 - 1,100

148A george iii silver sugAr CAster
by Jabez Daniell & James Mince, London 1768  
Embossed with foliage, together with a pair of George III silver salts, weight 10.3oz. (3)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

147

An 18th Century silver mug
probably by James Manners, London 1735  
Of baluster form, monogrammed, height 11.5cm, together with a 20th century mug, 
Sheffield 1944, total weight 17.2oz.
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

146A george iii silver sugAr bAsket
by H.Chawner & J.Eames, London 1796  
swing handled with bright-cut decoration, two Continental sweetmeat baskets and a 
George III silver snuff box , weight 16.4oz. (4)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

145
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A smAll group of silver
various makers and dates  
To include a Britannia standard bullet shaped teapot, by Crichton Bros, London 1910, a 
baluster hot water pot, pierced basket, etc 42oz gross.
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

156A smAll ColleCtion of items
various makers and dates  
To include a pin cushion in the form of lady’s shoe, London 1894, a pierced buckle, 
Chester 1898, a bookmark with owl finial, etc. (6)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

155

A george iii helmet shAped CreAm jug
by Peter & Ann Bateman, London 1795  
with bright-cut decoration, a sugar basket in the George III manner, Sheffield 1901 and a 
salt, weight 10.5oz. (3)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

154A group of silver items
various makers and dates  
To include a mug with scroll handle, London 1921, 
sugar bowl, cream jug, and a George III condiment frame base, (divisions and handle 
lacking), weighable silver 28.9oz.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

153

A group of five silver vestA CAses And sovereign holders
various makers and dates  
Together with white metal stamp box, vesta case and coin holders, silver 5.8oz.
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

152A group of five CigArette CAses
various makers and dates  
To include an engine turned cigarette case by Garrard & Co, with gilt foliate thumb-piece, 
a similar powder compact, a modern enamelled compact etc.
£300 - 500          €340 - 570
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A modern silver strAwberry dish
by Mappin & Webb, London 1977  
Of conventional fluted form, diameter 25.5cm, weight 22.4oz.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

161An eArly 20th Century silver sugAr CAster in the form of A milk 
Churn
by William Devenport, Birmingham 1907  
with twin side handles, and a cream jug and sugar bowl with mid ribs, by Hamilton & 
Inches, Edinburgh 1926, weight 9.3oz. (3)
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

160

A williAm iv irish silver fish sliCe And two irish berry spoons
the fish slice by Samuel Green of Cork, Dublin 1836, spoons Dublin 1869/70  
The slice with engraved fish detail and foliate borders to the blade, the spoons with floral 
embossed bowls, weight 7.6oz. (3)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

159A george iii provinCiAl irish sugAr bowl
by Stephen Walsh, Cork circa 1770  
Of hemispherical form with shaped rim on three scrolled feet, together with a helmet 
shaped cream jug, probably by William Townsend, Dublin circa 1770, total weight 14oz. 
(2)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

158

A george iii irish silver trAy
maker’s mark unclear, Dublin 1798  
Of oval form on four bracket feet, centred by engraved shield-shaped cartouche within swag border, length 49cm, weight 68.5oz.
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

157
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An eArly 20th Century silver punCh bowl
by T.Bradbury & Sons Ltd, London 1912  
Of hemispherical form with mid-rib and twin acanthus-capped scrolling handles, diameter 
31cm, weight 81oz and a 19th century fiddle and shell pattern soup ladle. (2)
£700 - 900          €800 - 1,000

164A CAsed mAtChed four pieCe viCtoriAn silver teA serviCe
John Thomas Heath & John Hartshorne Middleton, Birmingham & London, various dates  
Comprising teapot, hot water pot, cream and sugar, of compressed form with gadrooned 
decoration, weight 59.5oz gross.
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

163

An eArly 20th Century five pieCe silver teA serviCe
by Wakely & Wheeler, London 1909/10  
Comprising tea kettle on stand, teapot, hot milk jug, cream jug and sugar bowl, with bands of Celtic decoration, the pots with wooden finials, the tri-handled sugar dish and milk jug with 
dragon head handles, weight 125oz gross.
£1,200 - 1,800          €1,400 - 2,100

162
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A four pieCe silver teA And Coffee set
by B.Gordon, Birmingham 1927  
together with a Continental silver tray, stamped 800, a comport, three bowls and salver, 
weight 116oz gross, qty.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

169A viCtoriAn silver pArt CAnteen
the majority George Adams, London 1860  
Of Grecian pattern, comprising twelve tablespoons, eleven dinner forks, eleven dessert 
spoons, eleven dessert forks, two sauce ladles and four salt spoons, weight 126oz.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

168

A viCtoriAn silver CAnteen
by F.Elkington, Birmingham 1887  
Of Old English pattern, comprising twelve tablespoons, twelve dinner forks, ten dessert 
spoons, eleven dessert forks, and two Edinburgh sauce ladles, weight 90oz.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

167A four pieCe silver teA serviCe
by Nathan & Hayes, Chester 1904  
Comprising tea kettle on stand, teapot, cream jug and sugar bowl, with gadrooned and 
foliate borders, weight 79oz gross.
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

166

A 20th Century silver CAnteen
By O&B, Sheffield 1970  
with shell and foliate detail, a twelve place setting, to include soup spoons, fish eaters, carvers, grapefruit spoons, coffee spoons etc weight of silver excluding knives, fish eaters and carvers 
125oz.
£2,000 - 3,000          €2,300 - 3,400

165
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A ColleCtion of flAtwAre
various makers and dates  
To include six tablespoons, London 1823, further tablespoons, eleven various dinner 
forks, dessert forks, etc, weight 114oz.
£800 - 1,000          €920 - 1,100

174A ColleCtion of silver flAtwAre
various maker’s and dates  
To include an 18th century meat skewer, makers mark of JW only, a George III soup ladle, 
fiddle and shell pattern forks and spoons, etc, weight 93oz.
£800 - 1,000          €920 - 1,100

173

An eArly 20th Century silver-mounted glAss ClAret jug
by W&G Sissons, Sheffield 1910  
Of neo-classical form, a pair of silver twin handled sauce boats and a small basket, 
weighable silver 18.9oz . (4)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

172three silver mounted photogrAph frAmes
various makers and dates  
One of pierced form, a small silver and ivory desk calendar, tortoiseshell mounted mirror, 
both early 20th century etc etc. (7)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

171
Y
Ф

A CAnteen of silver Cutlery,
by Cooper, Sheffield 1961  
In the art Deco style, a twelve place setting, with six tablespoons, two sauce ladles, a soup ladle, contained within a two drawer mahogany canteen on extended legs, height 76cm, length 
68cm, weight 133oz.
£1,500 - 2,000          €1,700 - 2,300

170
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A group of gentlemAn’s silver items
various makers and dates  
To include a table cigarette box, Sheffield 1939, cigar 
cuttersm cigarette boxes, etc., weighable silver 26.6oz .
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

181A set of six persiAn teA glAss holders And 
sAuCers
unmarked  
Of cylindrical form depicting various figures and 
animals, four glass liners present, weight 22oz.
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

180A three pieCe silver teA serviCe
by James Weir, Glasgow 1918  
Of plain oval form, together with a silver cigarette box, a 
three piece condiment set, etc, weighable silver 53oz. (8)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

179

A 19th Century dutCh silver lidded bowl
with makers mark K&Z  
Of lobed form, and a small tulip vase, of shaped form 
with five flower nozzles, weight 10.8oz. (2)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

178A ColleCtion of flAtwAre
various makers and dates to include Thomas Evans, 
London 1774  
To include nine various Hanoverian spoons, to include 
five picture backs, five Old English pattern dessert 
spoons etc, weight 44.8oz.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

177six vArious boxes
various makers and dates  
Including an art Nouveau gun metal vesta case with 
green glass detail, a scottish snuff box, two vinaigrettes 
and two boxes. (6)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

176

A mAtChed five pieCe swedish silver teA And Coffee serviCe
by K.Anderson, 1923/24/35  
Of light hammered finish, of pear-shape with gadrooned border, twist handle and coronet finials, weight 50.8oz.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

175
Y
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A 20th Century four pieCe silver teA serviCe
by Walker & Hall, Sheffield 1931  
Of squat lobed form, with shell and foliate borders, the pots with ivory handles and finials, 
weight 64oz gross.
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

186
Y
Ф

An eArly 20th Century four pieCe silver teA serviCe
by C.Bradbury & Sons, Sheffield 1906  
Comprising tea kettle, teapot, cream jug and sugar bowl, with foliate borders, and an 
epns mounted wooden tea tray, weight of silver 102oz. (5)
£800 - 1,000          €920 - 1,100

185

A mAtChed set of four lAte viCtoriAn CAndlestiCks
Sheffield 1899 and London 1900  
The knopped baluster columns with shaped square bases, height 18.50cm, together with 
a single candlestick, by Walker and Hall, Sheffield 1913, height 29cm, loaded. (5)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

184A group of mAinly CAsed silver flAtwAre
various makers and dates  
To include a 19th century whale-bone handled punch ladle, christening sets, etc 
weighable silver 11oz.
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

183
Y

A silver CAnteen
by Garrard & Co Ltd, Sheffield 1981  
Of london Town pattern, a twelve place setting, also includes carvers, ladles and fish eaters, contained in a lift-top two drawer canteen, weighable silver 129oz.
£3,000 - 4,000          €3,400 - 4,600

182
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A quAntity of silver flAtwAre
various makers and dates  
To include a George IV soup ladle, by William Chawner, London 1829, six Victorian 
tablespoons, etc, weight 34.4oz.
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

192three silver shell butter dishes
one by Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co Ltd, London 1899, cased, the other pair 
Birmingham 1904  
Together with a silver six piece cruet set, with blue glass liners, Birmingham 1912, weight 
14oz. (qty)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

191

A three pieCe silver teA serviCe
by Brook & Son, Sheffield 1918  
Of oval form on four pad feet, and with pierced gallery, weight 40.9oz.
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

190A ColleCtion of sCottish silver flAtwAre
various makers and dates  
To include four toddy ladles, six dessert spoons, and a part set of Queen’s pattern 
teaspoons, Edinburgh 1865, weight 18oz.
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

189

A george iii silver soup lAdle
by Francis Howden, Edinburgh 1794  
Of pointed-end Old English pattern, with engraved initials, and another soup ladle, by 
Alexander Zeigler, Edinburgh 1809, weight 13.3oz.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

188A three pieCe viCtoriAn silver teA serviCe
by Robert Harper, London 1858  
Of pear shape, chased and embossed with flowers and foliage, scroll handles, weight 
44oz.
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

187
Y 
Ф
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A ColleCtion of ContinentAl silver
various makers and dates  
Comprising a yellow metal mounted malachite box, 
German oval pierced sweetmeat dish, together with 
two salts, a wine taster, a beaker and a Victorian caddy 
spoon. (7)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

201A ColleCtion of flAtwAre
various makers and dates  
To include a pair of Harlequin sugar tongs, by Nathan & 
Hayes, Chester 1901, a George III basting spoon, two 
sets of tea knives, etc., weighable silver 15.3oz.
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

200A smAll ColleCtion of silver
various makers and dates  
To include a mexican silver drinks tray, of oval form, 
a sugar caster, sauce boat, cream jug and five salts, 
weight 37oz.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

199

A smAll ColleCtion of silver tAblewAre
various makers and dates  
To include a George III pap boat, by R&D Hennell, 
London 1797,a cased set of four Victorian salts, etc, 
weight 25oz.
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

198A 20th Century silver CAnteen
by William Hutton & Sons, Ltd, Sheffield 1934/35  
Of Old English pattern, a six place setting including table 
forks, tablespoons, dessert forks and desert spoons, 
crested, weight 47.6oz.
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

197A CAsed set of silver And bone hAndled 
(CheCk) fish knives And forks
by H.Atkins, Sheffield 1906-1911  
Twelve pairs, together with a pair of similar servers, 
foliate-engraved.
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

196
Y

A three pieCe silver bAChelors Coffee 
serviCe
by Adie Bros Ltd, Birmingham 1928  
Of tapering fluted form, wieght 13.2oz gross, together 
with a silver mounted table cigar box, Birmingham 1908.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

195A silver Christening bowl
by Brook & Son of Edinburgh, Sheffield 1918  
In the form of a porringer, togther with a quaich, two coin 
trays, an ashtray, and a cream jug. (6)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

194A smAll ColleCtion of silver
various makers and dates  
To include a 20th century silver waiter, an 18th century 
soup ladle, sugar caster, photograph frame, and a pair of 
silver mounted wine coasters, weighable silver 30oz.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

193
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A ColleCtion of 19th Century enAmel deCAnter lAbels
various makers and dates including a George II example  
Comprising one set of six inscribed ‘Brandy’, ‘Port’, ‘whisky’, ‘Claret’, ‘Gin’, ‘Brandy’, another set of five inscribed ‘whisky’, ‘Brandy’, ‘sherry’, ‘Claret’ and ‘Port’, a pair inscribed ‘Port’ and 
‘white wine’, together with a ‘soy’ and a ‘madeira’. (17)
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

206

A CAsed set of four novelty silver menu holders formed As owls
by Sampson Mordan, Chester 1910  
Each upon a circular disc and with glass eyes, weight 2.7oz.
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

205A 19th Century ivory mounted neCessAire
unmarked  
The cover with gold filagree monogram to either side, containing scissors, tweezers, etc., 
height 8cm.
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

204
Y
Ф

A pAir of 20th Century AbAlone, silver And pArCel gilt pedestAl Cups
by St James’s House Company, London 1984  
The bowls of abalone shell supported by a cherub blowing a horn, height 16cm.
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

203A lAte 19th Century viennese silver gilt And enAmel jug
apparently unmarked  
In the baroque style, painted with cherubs, the scrolling handle with bust finial, height 
7.5cm.
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

202
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A ContinentAl gem set And Aventurine quArtz dish
unmarked  
Of circular form with part-enamelled white metal foot, the rim applied with cast leaves and 
supporting a hunter and a bear, height 12cm, diameter 8.5cm.
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

210
≈

A 9Ct gold box
maker’s mark RJLH, London 1967  
The rectangular box with concave lid of two colour rose and yellow gold chequerboard 
design, weight 188g, length 9.2cm, weight 118gms.
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

209

A set of six 22Ct gold Corn on the Cob holders
by Edward Barnard & Sons Ltd, various dates  
Each dagger-like skewer surmounted by a sweetcorn cob in it’s husk, length 67mm, total 
weight 200g, to a fitted case.
£3,000 - 5,000          €3,400 - 5,700

208A ContinentAl gem set owl desk ornAment
unmarked  
The white metal owl realistically cast, ready to take flight from a tree stump, the head and 
tail enamelled in brown, the upper side of the wings set with mixed cut rubies, mounted 
on a stepped aventurine quartz base, height 12.5cm.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

207
≈
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A viCtoriAn silver CorinthiAn Column three light CAndelAbrum
marks rubbed, London 1889  
stepped square base, with scrolling reeded arms, loaded, height 47cm.
£800 - 1,000          €920 - 1,100

214A good george iii silver Composite CAnteen
by Paul Storr, London 1820 and William Chawner 1828/29  
Of King’s husk pattern, a twelve place setting, crested, comprising table forks, table 
spoons, dessert forks, dessert spoons and teapoons, weight 140oz.
£2,000 - 3,000          €2,300 - 3,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

213

A george ii silver sAlver
by Robert Abercromby, London 1741  
with moulded and shell border on four scroll feet, engraved with the Clanwilliam coat of 
arms, diameter 37cm, weight 43oz.
£1,500 - 2,000          €1,700 - 2,300

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

212211 A george iii ClAssiCAl revivAl silver hot wAter pot And stAnd
by Richard Sibley I, London 1814  
The stand on three paw feet, the pot with upward scrolling fruitwood handle, with 
acanthus motifs, the burner crested, weight 40oz gross.
£500 - 700          €570 - 800
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A good pAir of lAte 19th Century silver bowls
by Goldsmith & Silversmiths Co Ltd, London 1899  
Of hemi-spherical form on three dolphin feet, chased and embossed with mythical sea creatures, diameter 16.5cm, weight 35.5oz.
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

216

A silver epergne
by James Deakin and Sons, Sheffield 1914  
The central column supporting one large and three smaller pierced baskets and a flaring flower vase, height 68cm, weight 193oz.
£1,500 - 2,000          €1,700 - 2,300

215
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follower of jAmes hArdy jnr. (british, 1832-1889)
watching the flock  
oil on canvas, 73 x 66cm (28 3/4 x 26in).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

220Attributed to frederiCk ChristiAn (the elder) lewis (british, 1779-1856)
Portrait of Young Boy  
oil on canvas, 54 x 43cm (21 1/4 x 16 15/16in).
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

219

m leemAns, 18th Century
a framed display of six roundels of louis XV  
signed and dated, watercolour, 22.5 x 11.5cm (8 7/8 x 4 1/2in).
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

218217 dutCh sChool (19th Century)
a pair of floral still lifes  
oil on canvas 62 x 48cm (24 7/16 x 18 7/8in). 
a pair, (2)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920
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CynthiA wAll, rsw (british, born 1927)
window  
signed and dated, oil on board, 35 x 25cm (13 3/4 x 9 13/16in).
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

226
AR

ChArles Anslow thornley (british, ACtive 1859-1885)
Boats at whitby Harbour 
signed, oil on canvas, 34 x 29cm (13 3/8 x 11 7/16in).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

225

frAnz xAver wolf (AustriAn, 1896-1990)
still life with spring flowers  
signed, oil on panel, 64 x 53.5cm (25 3/16 x 21 1/16in).
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

224
AR

frenCh sChool, eArly 20th Century
still life with flowers in a vase  
oil on canvas, 41 x 27cm (16 1/8 x 10 5/8in).
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

223

john mACwhirter, rA hrsA ri re (british, 1839-1911)
By a silver birch 
signed, oil on canvas, 74.5 x 54cm (29 5/16 x 21 1/4in).
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

222reuben hunt (british, 1879-1962)
waiting for master 
signed, oil on canvas, 30 x 25cm (11 13/16 x 9 13/16in).
£550 - 650          €630 - 740

221
AR
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CirCle of AbrAhAm hulk (jr.) (british, 1851-1922)
steam boat and masted ship off the Dutch coast  
oil on canvas, 45.5 x 61cm (17 15/16 x 24in). 
together with a masted ship off a coastline with castle (2)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

232george birrell (british, born 1940)
market Flags 
signed, mixed media, 40 x 45cm (15 3/4 x 17 11/16in).
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

231
AR

thomAs Corson morton (british, 1859-1928)
Return of the flock 
signed, oil on canvas, 30 x 62cm (11 13/16 x 24 7/16in).
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

230john miller, rsA prsw (british, 1893-1975)
still life with daffodils  
signed, oil on canvas, 56 x 77cm (22 1/16 x 30 5/16in).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

229
AR

jeAnnie grAnt stevenson (british, ACtive 1886-1937)
Ploughing  
signed, oil on canvas, 50.5 x 61cm (19 7/8 x 24in).
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

228wyCliffe egginton r.i. (british, 1875-1951)
a Dorset moorland  
signed, oil on canvas, 52 x 77cm (20 1/2 x 30 5/16in).
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

227
AR
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george houston (sCottish, 1869-1947)
Feeding the Chickens  
signed and dated, watercolour, 26.5 x 37cm (10 7/16 x 14 9/16in).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

238
AR

pAtriCk downie rsw (british, 1854-1945)
swans and cygnets 
signed, oil on board, 26.2 x 35.5cm (10 5/16 x 14in).
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

237

j(ohn) bAllingAll (british, 19th Century)
Coming into Port  
signed and dated, watercolour, 24 x 34cm (9 7/16 x 13 3/8in).
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

236joe milne (british, 1857-1911)
Clearing the Reeds  
signed, oil on board, 27 x 37cm (10 5/8 x 14 9/16in).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

235

williAm mArshAll brown rsA rsw (british, 1863-1936)
Bathers  
signed, oil on canvas, 20 x 25cm (7 7/8 x 9 13/16in).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

234sir williAm george gillies Cbe lld rsA pprsw rA (1898-1973)
a Quarry  
signed, watercolour, 24 x 25.5cm (9 7/16 x 10 1/16in).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

233
AR
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john miller, rsA prsw (british, 1893-1975)
still life with sunflowers  
signed, oil on canvas, 52 x 62cm (20 1/2 x 24 7/16in).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

244
AR

shAnd hutChison (british, 1920-2015)
Birds in a summer landscape 
signed and dated, oil on canvas, 71 x 91.5cm (27 15/16 x 36in).
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

243
AR

robert eAston stuArt (british, 1890-1940)
From my studio window, Edinburgh  
signed, oil on canvas, 69 x 81cm (27 3/16 x 31 7/8in).
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

242george houston rsA rsw rgi (british, 1869-1947)
a path beside the river  
signed, oil on canvas, 70 x 90cm (27 9/16 x 35 7/16in).
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

241
AR

liz mitChell, 20th Century
The garden window  
signed, oil on board, 60 x 81cm (23 5/8 x 31 7/8in).
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

240dAvid bryCe frse fribA rsA (british, 1803-1876)
Plans for the extension of mauldsie Castle, lanarkshire  
signed and inscribed, watercolour, 58.5 x 97cm (23 1/16 x 38 3/16in).
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

239
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sAx shAw (british, 1916-2000)
Virgilius the magician  
signed and dated, bodycolour, 35 x 24cm (13 3/4 x 9 7/16in).
£100 - 200          €120 - 230

250
AR

jAmes little (british, ACtive 1875-1910)
an Old Town Close, Edinburgh; and a companion picture 
signed, watercolour, 32 x 19cm (12 5/8 x 7 1/2in). 
a pair, (2)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

249

belisArio giojA (itAliAn, 1829-1906)
Father Knows Best 
signed and inscribed, watercolour, 49 x 34cm (19 5/16 x 13 3/8in).
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

248After robert AdAm
a set of three architectural prints of luton Park House  
etching, 59 x 44cm (23 1/4 x 17 5/16in). 
(3)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

247

dAvid w. gunn (british, ACtive 1927-1929)
Portrait of Young Girl with doll  
signed and dated, oil on canvas, 96 x 49.5cm (37 13/16 x 19 1/2in).
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

246english sChool, CirCA 1805
Half-length portrait of a seated military gentleman  
oil on canvas, 91.5 x 71cm (36 x 27 15/16in).
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

245
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mAnner of reverend john thomson of duddingston hrs (british, 
1778-1840)
Coastal scene; and a companion picture 
oil on board, 31 x 35cm (12 3/16 x 13 3/4in). 
a pair, (2)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

256george turner (british, 1843-1910)
The country path  
signed and dated, oil on canvas, 36 x 53.5cm (14 3/16 x 21 1/16in).
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

255

ChArles dukes (british, ACtive 1829-1865)
a shared meal  
oil on canvas, 38.5 x 54cm (15 3/16 x 21 1/4in).
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

254ChArles gustAv louis phillips (british, 1863-1944)
Glen Brerachan  
signed and dated, oil on canvas 38 x 50cm (14 15/16 x 19 11/16in).
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

253
AR

follower of reverend john thomson of duddingston hrs (british, 
1778-1840)
Dunnottar Castle  
oil on canvas, 43.5 x 65cm (17 1/8 x 25 9/16in). 
unframed
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

252Andrew lAw (british, 1873-1967)
Golden Pheasants  
signed, oil on canvas, 61.5 x 89cm (24 3/16 x 35 1/16in).
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

251 
AR
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rory mCewen (british, 1932-1982)
line drawing  
signed and dated, pen and ink, 52 x 63cm (20 1/2 x 24 13/16in).
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

262 
AR

bill wright (british, born 1930)
addled shore Nest  
signed, watercolour, 56 x 66.5cm (22 1/16 x 26 3/16in).
£100 - 200          €120 - 230

261
AR

sir robin philipson rA prsA frsA rsw rgi dlitt lld (british, 1916-1992)
Roses on a Red Table  
signed, further inscribed on label verso, oil on canvas, 63 x 76 cm. (24 13/16 x 29 15/16 
in.)
£1,500 - 2,000          €1,700 - 2,300

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

260
AR

mAry Armour rsA rsw (british, 1902-2000)
still life with Fuchsia  
signed and dated, oil on board, 49 x 59cm (19 5/16 x 23 1/4in).
£1,500 - 2,000          €1,700 - 2,300

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

259
AR

joAn renton, rsw (british, born 1935)
last of the summer Flowers  
signed, watercolour, 24.5 x 74cm (9 5/8 x 29 1/8in).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

258
AR

williAm foremAn (british, 1939)
a group of three landscapes entitled; The Path at arles, The loing at Colingy and The 
Indre at Chateuroux 
each signed, dated and inscribed, oil on canvas, the largest: 40 x 45cm (15 3/4 x 17 
11/16in) 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

257
AR
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A ColleCtion of 18th/19th Century sAtiriCAl prints After george moutArd woodwArd
and others, each approx: 24 x 34cm (9 7/16 x 13 3/8in) 
(9)
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

264

niColAs louis de lespinAsse (pouilly 1734-1808 pAris)
Eleven Russian Views  
etching, each approx: 25 x 35cm (9 13/16 x 13 3/4in).
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

263
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266 A group of three etChings of riversCApes
to include william lionell wyllie, entitled southwark bridge and two by Rowland langmaid, entitled Houses of Parliament 
and st Pauls from the Thames. 
(3)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

A set of five 20th Century ArChiteCturAl prints of edinburgh
lithograph each: 34 x 47cm (13 3/8 x 18 1/2in).
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

268
No lot

267

eugenio federiCo CArlo rossi, rsw (british, 
born 1921)
Contrappunto  
signed and dated, mixed media, 46 x 68cm (18 1/8 x 26 
3/4in).
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

265
AR
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A lAdy’s CroCodile skin trAvelling dressing CAse
by Mappin & Webb  
silk lined and with various silver mounted fitments, ivory boxes, manicure items etc, height 
24cm, length 41cm.
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

272
Y
Ф

A 19th Century CArved giltwood mirror
with oval plate surrounded and flanked by C scrolls, 67cm wide, 8cm deep, 107cm high 
(26in wide, 3in deep, 42in high). 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

271

 pAir of regenCy ebonised And gilt pole sCreens
The painted with a depiction of two girls, the other of a boy with sporting gun, above 
tripod bases and splayed legs, 43cm wide, 39cm deep, 142cm high (16 1/2in wide, 15in 
deep, 55 1/2in high). (2)
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

270An eArly 19th Century rosewood And brAss-inlAid letter box
with pierced lid, inscribed ‘letter Box’, together with a 19th century leather satchel, the 
brass lock inscribed “Balnakeilly letter bag”,31cm wide, 18cm deep, 15cm high (12in 
wide, 7in deep, 5 1/2in high), (2).
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

269
Y

The selected contents of Balnakeilly House, Pitlochry on 
behalf of mrs Rosalind stewart wilson, whose family have 
lived on this site for over 450 years. Her ancestors, the 
stewarts of Balnakeilly, who were descended from the wolf 
of Badenoch originated in nearby Foss. In 1560, after the 
dissolution of the monasteries the lands of Balnakeilly, which 
had formerly belonging to Dunfermline abbey were granted 
to the stewarts. The original house was severely damaged 
by fire in 1800. shortly after this, the present elegant 
neoclassical house, with its elegant drawing room and dining 
room was built on the front, with much of the original house 
surviving behind.

BALNAKEILLy HOuSE, MOuLIN, pITLOCHRy
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A pAir of 19th Century gesso And gilt wood wAll mirrors
Each with arched plate surmounted by ferns and foliage, 28cm wide, 9cm deep, 79cm 
high (11in wide, 3 1/2in deep, 31in high). (2)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

278An edwArdiAn trAvelling wiCker four person piCniC set
with fitted interior with spirit kettle glasses and cups, etc., 62cm wide, 36cm deep, 
23cm high (24in wide, 14in deep, 9in high) 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

277

A 19th Century rosewood And brAss inlAid writing slope
Of rectangular form, the interior with leather covered writing surface, distressed, 40.5cm 
wide, 28cm deep, 13cm high (15 1/2in wide, 11in deep, 5in high) 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

276
Y

A pAir of 19th Century pApier mâChé And mother-of-peArl fACe 
sCreens
Each of lobed from with geometric inlaid mother of pearl, on turned gilt wood handles, 
23cm wide, 1cm deep, 42cm high (9in wide, 0in deep, 16 1/2in high) (2)
£150 - 200          €170 - 230

275
Y

A lAte 19th Century brAss desk Compendium CArriAge CloCk
The escapment stamped R. & Co., made in Paris 
with 2 inch white rectangular dial with arabic numerals, flanked by a barometer with 
mercury thermometer, the top set with a silvered compass, 16.5cm wide, 7cm deep, 
12cm high, (6in wide, 2 1/2in deep, 4 1/2in high)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

274A 19th Century mArble And gilt-metAl mounted mAntel CloCk
The dial inscribed Raingo Fres, a Paris 
The 3 inch white enamel dial with Roman and arabic numerals, the twin train movement 
striking a bell, contained within a breakfront case, surmouted by putti with urn and trailing 
floral garlands, 30cm wide, 12cm deep, 30cm high, (11 1/2in wide, 41/2 in deep, 11 
1/2in high)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

273
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A ColleCtion of bon bon dishes
various makers and dates  
Principally of pierced designs, together with various salts, etc., weighable silver 24.6oz.
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

284A pArCel gilt silver beAker
by Stuart Devlin, London 1969  
with applied vermicular decoration, height 11cm, together with a matched pair of small 
gilded silver quaichs with Celtic knotwork handles, London 1934 and 1936, total weight 
13.2oz. (3)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

283

A pAir of george iii sAlts
Edinburgh late 18th century  
Of navette form with pierced decoration, on four scroll feet, together with a 
cased bon bon dish, a toilet box, etc. (qty)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

282two silver plAted twin-hAndled trAys
The first of oval outline, with husk decoration to the border and incised decoration within, 
75cm x 48cm; 
The second of rounded rectangular form, the border interspersed with shell motifs, 
77cm x 49cm. (2)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

281

A group of flAtwAre
various makers and dates  
To include cased fruit eaters, a George III soup ladle, Edinburgh 1802, a Perth today ladle, 
Dutch spoons, etc. weight 24.8oz excluding fruit eaters.
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

280
Y

four vArious blue glAss spirit deCAnters
19th century 
Three inscribed ‘Hollands’, and ‘Rum’, 21.5cm high - 25.5cm high (4)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

279
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A set of four strAwberry dishes
by S W Smith & Co, London 1902  
Of conventional form diameter 12.5cm, together with three twin handled covered trophy 
cups, total weight 47oz. (7)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

290A ColleCtion of miniAture silver
various makers and dates  
To include a timepiece, Birmingham 1911, a continental grade Viking longboat, a press, 
the Coronation Chair, etc.
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

289

A george iii style sAlver
by Albert Faulkner, Sheffield 1916  
The shaped moulded rim on three scroll feet, diameter 26cm, together with two waiters, 
total weight 38.9oz. (3)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

288A pAir of silver grApe sCissors
by Heath & Middleton, London 1907  
Fitted case, together with two electroplated novelty corkscrews in the form of large keys. 
(3)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

287

A bohemiAn blue flAshed CleAr glAss tAnkArd And A blue glAss 
toilet jAr with Cover
Circa 1880 
The tankard engraved with a stag, the jar with engraved floral panels, 18cm high and 
19cm high (2)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

286A ColleCtion of pepperettes
various makers and dates  
Including a set of four Indian examples chased with scrolling patterns, an example in the 
form of an acorn, height of tallest 10cm, weighable silver 16oz, etc. (11)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

285
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A ColleCtion of vArious english AnimAl models
mostly 19th century 
(9)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

295A pAir of derby figurAl CAndlestAnds And A pAir of derby putto 
figures
Circa 1800 
The candlestands (sconces lacking) with bocage surround and pierced scroll base, the 
figures each with a basket of flowers, candlestands 17cm high, Derby figures 11cm high 
(4)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

294

A pAir of 18th Century style leAther And brAss studded tArges
Each with geometric close nail decoration,  
49cm diameter, (19 1/2in diameter), (2).
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

293A pAir of lAte 18th/eArly 19th Century sCottish open ArmChAirs
Each with arched top rail and vertical splats centred with applied shield shaped cartouche 
painted with coat of arms, 57cm wide, 59cm deep, 115cm high (22in wide, 23in deep, 
45in high). (2)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

292

fine bindings
THaCKERaY (wIllIam maKEPEaCE) The works, 24 vol., half calf by Bayntun, smith Elder, 1869-1886; together with a group of well bound vellum volumes, spines gilt with fleur de lis, 8vo 
(35)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

291
•
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A ColleCtion of ContinentAl porCelAin
late 19th/early 20th century 
Including a pair of Berlin figures with baskets, a Vienna ‘KinderKopf’, and a pair of 
Dresden figural candlesticks, 14cm high - 21.5cm high, (5)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

301A meissen porCelAin figure or A pArrot And A meissen enCrier
20th century 
The encrier with two fitted inkwells and a blotter, the parrot perched on a branch, encrier 
23cm wide, the parrot 26cm high, crossed swords, parrot inscribed 57
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

300

A george iii elm Corner ArmChAir
with scrolling arms, two pierced vase splats, a solid seat and square section legs, 
together with another example in mixed timbers with drop in seat, both approx. 60cm 
wide, 60cm deep, 97cm high (23 1/2in wide, 23 1/2in deep, 38in high, (2).
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

299A group of three 19th Century british militAry swords
The first example stamped weyrsburg solingen, etched with GRV cypher and light 
infantry hunting horn, scabbard lacking, the second etched with VR Cypher and volunteer 
rifles, contained in its steel scabbard the third etched Henry wilkinson Pall mall, stamped 
‘60308’, contained in its leather covered scabbard, together with a 19th century kukri, (4).
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

298

fine bindings
DICKENs (CHaRlEs) The works, The Illustrated library Edition, 30 vol, half morocco gilt, 
8vo, Chapman and Hall, [c.1880]
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

297
•

bindings
HUmE (DaVID) and TOBIas smOllETT The History of England, 13 vol., 
1822--ROBERTsON (wIllIam) The works, 12 vol., 1822--GIBBON (EDwaRD) The 
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, 8 vol., 1823, near uniform contemporary calf, 8vo 
(33)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

296
•
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A george iii mAhogAny And mArquetry CellArette
Of hexagonal form with lead lined interior raised on channel-moulded legs, 58cm wide, 
50cm deep, 63cm high (22 1/2in wide, 19 1/2in deep, 24 1/2in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

307A 19th Century breton CArved oAk CupboArd
with acanthus moulded cornice and pierced frieze above carved pierced doors and 
drawer, raised on a plinth, 100cm wide, 38cm deep, 193cm high (39in wide, 14 1/2in 
deep, 75 1/2in high). 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

306

A Cut glAss fruit bowl on stAnd
Circa 1820 
The body with hobnail cut and strawberry cut diamonds, 24cm high, 29.5cm diameter
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

305A 19th Century rosewood frAmed open ArmChAir
The back seat and arms upholstered in foliate cream fabric with carved cabriole legs with 
castors, 64cm wide, 70cm deep, 104cm high (25in wide, 27 1/2in deep, 40 1/2in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

304
Y

A set of four Art deCo toAst rACks
by Frank Cobb & Co, Sheffield 1931  
Of angular geometric form, together with two further toast racks, total weight 19.6oz.
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

303A george iii style mAhogAny three-tier dumb wAiter
On reeded and turned uprights and tripod base, 45cm in diameter, 100cm high (17 
1/2in in diameter, 39in high). 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

302
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A lAte 19th Century mAhogAny three fold sCreen
Each panel with thistle and lion fabric covering and felt to the reverse, 206cm wide, 3cm 
deep, 200cm high (81in wide, 1in deep, 78 1/2in high). 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

312A george iii mAhogAny And inlAid d-shAped side CAbinet
The moulded top above a pair of cupboard doors raised on out swept square legs, 67cm 
wide, 39cm deep, 84cm high (26in wide, 15in deep, 33in high). 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

311

A george iii mAhogAny And inlAid Cutlery urn
The lid with turned finial, fitted intrior on a circular base and square plinth, 26cm wide, 
26cm deep, 70cm high (10in wide, 10in deep, 27 1/2in high) 
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

310two suites of drinking glAsses
20th century 
Comprising eleven engraved murano wine glasses and nine brandy balloons 
enamelled with game birds, together with thirteen various glass rinsers and finger bowls 
(33)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

309

An 18Ct gold CigArette CAse
Birmingham 1930  
Of cut corner form with engine turned decoration, length 8.8cm, weight 154gms.
£2,000 - 3,000          €2,300 - 3,400

308
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An 18th Century And lAter mAhogAny kneehole desk
The top with moulded edge above a frieze drawer and two banks of three drawers on 
ogee moulded bracket feet, 80cm wide, 47cm deep, 71cm high (31in wide, 18 1/2in 
deep, 27 1/2in high). 
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

316A george iii mAhogAny ewer And bAsin stAnd
with ring support on three downswept legs, 53cm wide, 52cm deep, 81cm high (20 1/2in 
wide, 20in deep, 31 1/2in high). 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

315

A george ii style mAhogAny long stool
with needlework upholstered seat supported on six acanthus carved 
cabriole legs and pad feet, 138cm wide, 53cm deep, 35cm high (54in wide, 20 1/2in 
deep, 13 1/2in high). 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

314A 19th Century mAhogAny tripod supper tAble, of george iii design
The lobed circular carved and recessed top raised on a carved baluster column with leaf 
carved legs and pointed pad feet, 110cm in diameter, 80cm high (43in in diameter, 31in 
high). 
£1,500 - 2,500          €1,700 - 2,900

313
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19th Century english sChool
Five Portrait miniatures of a mother, a Father and three children  
watercolour on paper framed as oneeach 8.5 x 6cm (3 3/8 x 2 3/8in)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

320Attributed to pAtriCk nAysmith
Figure in a Village street  
oil on canvas oil on canvas  
28 x 35cm (11 x 13 3/4in).
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

319

CirCle of pAtriCk nAsmyth (british, 1787-1831)
Cart on a country road  
signed, oil on canvas, 29 x 38cm (11 7/16 x 14 15/16in).
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

318stirling mAlloCh (sCottish, 1865-1901)
Figures on a River Bank  
signed and dated, oil on canvas25 x 35cm (9 13/16 x 13 3/4in).
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

317
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A lAte 19th Century mAhogAny pedestAl tAble, in the mAnner of 
gillows
The rectangular top with re-entrant corners and reeded moulded edge raised on a lotus 
clasped column on tripod base, 39cm wide, 30cm deep, 74cm high (15in wide, 11 1/2in 
deep, 29in high)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

326A 19th Century wAlnut work And gAmes tAble
The hinged lid enclosing various gaming boards above a single drawer and wool reservoir, 
raised on turned legs united by stretchers on brass castors, 51cm wide, 38cm deep, 
72cm high (20in wide, 14 1/2in deep, 28in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

325

A 19th Century burr-oAk pArtners desk, the loCks stAmped j. tAnn, 
11 newgAtes, london
The top inlaid with leather writing surface, each pedestal with cupboard door and turned 
columns with brass capitals, the interior fitted with drawers and pigeon holes, 169cm 
wide, 92cm deep, 69cm high (66 1/2in wide, 36in deep, 27in high). 
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

324
†

A lAte 19th Century wAlnut frenCh-style fAuteil
with gilt C-scroll with foliate details, raised on cabriole legs, 76cm wide, 56cm deep, 
107cm high (29 1/2in wide, 22in deep, 42in high)
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

323

A pAir of gilt bronze, blACk slAte And green vAriegAted mArble six-
brAnCh CAndelAbrA
Each formed as a putto holding a floral spray terminating in sconces, 27cm wide, 22cm 
deep, 71cm high (10 1/2in wide, 8 1/2in deep, 27 1/2in high). (2)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

322A pAir of bronze And blACk slAte two-hAndled tAzzA
Each with lion mask and ring handles supporting chains, 22cm wide, 18cm deep, 22cm 
high (8 1/2in wide, 7in deep, 8 1/2in high). (2)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

321

OTHER pROpERTIES
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A pAir of nApoleAn iii CArved mAhogAny CirCulAr CupboArds
Each with variegated grey marble top, above a single drawer and cupboard with foliate 
carved decoration, 44cm in diameter, 90cm high (17in in diameter, 35in high). (2)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

332A 19th Century CArved pedestAl tAble
The shaped top decorated with putti above a column, raised on a tripod base, 34cm 
wide, 32cm deep, 94cm in diameter, (13in wide, 12 1/2in deep, (37in in diameter, 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

331

An eArly 20th Century howArd style upholstered ArmChAir
with cream upholstered feather filled seat pads, with oak frame raised on brass castors, 
92cm wide, 97cm deep, 70cm high (36in wide, 38in deep, 27 1/2in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

330A george iii mAhogAny pArtners desk
The top with moulded edge, green leather writing surface above two sets of drawers, 
raised on two banks of three drawers (on each side), raised on bracket feet, 136cm wide, 
89cm deep, 76cm high (53 1/2in wide, 35in deep, 29 1/2in high). 135cm wide.
£1,500 - 2,000          €1,700 - 2,300

329

A pAir of 19th Century bronze And mArble CAssolettes
Of ovoid form and ram’s head mounts, the lid fitted with a candle nozzle, 10cm wide, 
10cm deep, 24.5cm high (3 1/2in wide, 3 1/2in deep, 9 1/2in high), (2).
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

328A pAir of brAss And glAss storm lAmp CAndlestiCks
Retailed by Ralph lauren 
with applied ‘Ralph lauren’ badge, the glass shade raised on a tapering glass 
column and a spreading circular base, 24cm in diameter, 71cm high (9in in diameter, 27 
1/2in high). (2)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

327
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A north itAliAn 17th Century And lAter ivory And bone inlAid rosewood CAbinet on stAnd
Of architectural form, the cabinet with an arrangement of seven drawers surrounding a door revealing a further five drawers, the stand with shaped trestle ends joined by shaped iron 
stretchers, inlaid throughout with bone plaques depicting landscapes, hunting scenes, animals, and men-at-arms, 135cm wide, 50.5cm deep, 174cm high (53in wide, 19 1/2in deep, 68 
1/2in high)
£5,000 - 6,000          €5,700 - 6,900

333
Y
Ф
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A viCtoriAn mAhogAny bookCAse CAbinet
with ogee moulded cornice the cupboard enclosing adjustable shelves, above a base 
fitted with four cupboard doors raised on a plinth, 206cm wide, 49cm deep, 233cm high 
(81in wide, 19in deep, 91 1/2in high). 
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

337
†

A mAhogAny And ebony line inlAid breAkfront bookCAse from A 
design Attributed to thomAs ChippendAle
By arthur Brett & sons, model 5000 
with glazed upper section, swan-neck pediment and pierced lattice pediment, the base 
fitted with four long drawers and a pair of cupboards, 201cm wide, 62cm deep, 252cm 
high (79in wide, 24in deep, 99in high). 
£3,000 - 5,000          €3,400 - 5,700

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

336

A 19th Century sCottish mAhogAny And boxwood lined bookCAse
with arched cornice, the upper section with lancet glazed doors enclosing adjustable 
shelves above a base fitted with two cupboards door, raised on bracket feet, 109cm 
wide, 55cm deep, 242cm high (42 1/2in wide, 21 1/2in deep, 95in high). 
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

335A sCottish regenCy mAhogAny And inlAid bookCAse, in the gothiC 
mAnner
The moulded cornice above a pair of astragal doors with adjustable shelves above a frieze 
drawer and cupboard doors with single shelf on lobed bun feet, 126cm wide, 60cm deep, 
226cm high (49 1/2in wide, 23 1/2in deep, 88 1/2in high). 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

334
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A 19th Century CArved rosewood frAmed stool
with foliate carved knees and ball and claw feet, 43cm wide, 48cm deep, 45cm high (16 
1/2in wide, 18 1/2in deep, 17 1/2in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

343
Y

A set of eight george iii CArved mAhogAny dining ChAirs
with pierced yoke-shaped splat, serpentine upholstered seat, on square supports, 57cm 
wide, 48cm deep, 95cm high (22in wide, 18 1/2in deep, 37in high). (8)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

342

A lAte 17th Century oAk gAte leg tAble
with twin flaps raised on turned legs with stretchers, 123cm wide, 156cm deep, 
78cm high (48in wide, 61in deep, 30 1/2in high)
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

341A george iii mAhogAny And inlAid pembroke tAble
The top with moulded edge, inlaid overall above a single frieze drawer, raised on square 
tapering legs with brass caps and castors, 90cm wide, 115cm deep, 72cm high (35in 
wide, 45in deep, 28in high). 88cm wide.
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

340

A pAir of 20th Century mother-of peArl inlAid hArdwood ArmChAirs
The stepped top rail over a central carved and pierced splat flanked by key-pattern with 
solid seat and carved apron, raised on square-form supports on mask feet, 79cm wide, 
65.5cm deep, 85cm high (31in wide, 25 1/2in deep, 33in high). (2)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

339
Y

A very lArge 20th Century mother-of-peArl inlAid hArdwood low 
tAble
The top with central panel inlaid with flowers and flowering branches to the border and 
splayed apron, raised on squat cabriole supports with ball and claw feet, 35.5cm wide, 
150cm deep, 85cm high (13 1/2in wide, 59in deep, 33in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

338
Y
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A set of fourteen edwArdiAn mAhogAny And sAtinwood bAnded 
dining ChAirs, by mAple & Co
Comprising two armchairs each with arched top rail and vertical carved midrails, above an 
upholstered leather seat raised on square tapering legs, the armchairs 60cm wide, 48cm 
deep, 96cm high (23 1/2in wide, 18 1/2in deep, 37 1/2in high) (14)
£2,000 - 3,000          €2,300 - 3,400

349A robert ‘mousemAn’ thompson of kilburn oAk stool
with woven leather top on faceted baluster supports joined by stretchers, one leg 
carved with signature mouse, 34cm wide, 27cm deep, 36cm high (13in wide, 10 1/2in 
deep, 14in high). 
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

348

A george iii mAhogAny And sAtinwood bAnded pembroke tAble
The rectangular top with twin flaps, above a frieze drawer and opposing dummy drawer 
raised on square tapering legs, with brass caps and castors, 106cm wide, 84cm deep, 
73cm high (41 1/2in wide, 33in deep, 28 1/2in high). 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

347A solid wAlnut gAte-leg tAble, in the mAnner of ernest gimson
The oval hand-sawn top raised on chamfered legs and stretchers, 93cm wide, 74cm 
deep, 62cm high (36 1/2in wide, 29in deep, 24in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

346

A 20th Century mother-of-peArl inlAid hArdwood settee
The stepped top-rail above three inlaid splats spaced by open key pattern designs, the 
inset seat panel over inlaid fish-belly apron raised on square form supports on mask feet, 
80cm wide, 188cm deep, 58cm high (31in wide, 74in deep, 22 1/2in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

345
Y

A pAir of 20th Century mother-of-peArl inlAid hArdwood side tAbles
Each top with inset panel and moulded edge above an carved apron and raised on 
square-form supports with mask feet, 51cm wide, 55.5cm deep, 55.5cm high (20in 
wide, 21 1/2in deep, 21 1/2in high). 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

344
Y
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A frAmed wAx portrAit, possibly of queen AlexAndrA
Depicted in Elizabethan dress with seeds pearls and small coloured stones, 21cm wide, 
21cm high (8in wide, 8in high) 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

354A 19th Century white mArble bust of A beArded mAn, possibly AdAm 
lidell
Raised on a variegated marble column with stepped square base, 48cm wide, 30cm 
deep, 177cm high (18 1/2in wide, 11 1/2in deep, 69 1/2in high) 
£600 - 900          €690 - 1,000

353

A 19th Century sAmpler, possibly AmeriCAn
worked in brightly coloured silks depicting couples dancing, one couple in Highland 
dress, ‘a moor’ with turban playing with a dog, surrounded by a geometric border on a 
woven background, framed and glazed 32cm wide, 34cm high (12 1/2in wide, 13in high) 
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

352

A pAir of sèvres style ormolu mounted twin hAndled oil lAmp bAses 
mounted As lAmps
late 19th century 
51cm high (not including shade)
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

351An Arts & CrAfts brAss five-light ChAndelier
Designed by sir Robert lorimer 
The central star-shaped boss, with lotus-clasp bulb holders, with central pomegranate 
pendant, the light fitting 70cm high, 43cm diameter (27 1/2in high, 16 1/2in diameter).
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

350
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A frenCh 18th Century tobACCo Advertising figure, in the form of A 
nAtive AmeriCAn womAn
Carved standing upright, holding cloth with a top knot, 40cm wide, 23cm deep, 
138cm high (15 1/2in wide, 9in deep, 54in high)
£2,000 - 3,000          €2,300 - 3,400

359A 19th Century frAmed silhouette
The first oval example depiciting a young girl in garden, highlighted in gold, together with 
two other smaller examples, 44cm wide, 54.5cm high (17in wide, 21in high) (3)
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

358

A pAir of 18th Century europeAn silk embroidered needleworks
Both worked with allegorical female figures travelling through landscapes, possibly of 
Fortune, framed, 28cm wide, 35cm high, (11in wide, 13 1/2in high) (2)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

357
Y

An Arts And CrAfts wrought iron ChAndelier
The scrolling frame with flower head with four hanging lamps, 84cm diameter, 51cm high 
(33in diameter, 20in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

356A pAir of Art nouveAu bronze CAndlestiCks
Each with foliate nozzle and drip pan, raised on a tripod base, 13cm wide, 10.5cm deep, 
27cm high (5in wide, 4in deep, 10 1/2in high) 
£100 - 200          €120 - 230

355
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360 A pAir of sCottish CArved oAk pews, Attributed to whytoCk And reid or sCott morton
Of rectangular form with panelled back, the terminals in the form of various animals, together with bible rest, each pew 320cm wide, 49cm deep, 91cm high, the rest 320cm long, 24cm 
deep, 91cm high (4)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

361 A sCottish light oAk gothiC ChurCh elders ChAir
with panelled back, the sides carved with foliate designs, 69cm wide, 53cm deep, 111cm 
high (27in wide, 20 1/2in deep, 43 1/2in high)
£250 - 400          €290 - 460

362 A lAte 19th/eArly 20th Century pitCh pine AltAr tAble
The rectangular top with moulded edge raised on block turned legs joined with stretchers, 
145cm wide, 73cm deep, 97cm high (57in wide, 28 1/2in deep, 38in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570
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363 A neAr pAir of sCottish CArved oAk pews, Attributed to whytoCk And reid or sCott morton
with panelled back, the terminals in the form of animals, the longer example with bible shelf fitted to the rear, the first pew 320cm wide, 56cm deep, 91cm high (125 1/2in wide, 22in deep, 
35 1/2in high) 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

364 A CArved oAk AltAr tAble Attributed to whytoCk And reid or sCott 
morton
The rectangular top above an open panelled, pierced and carved front on square section 
legs, 152cm wide, 66cm deep, 86cm high (59 1/2in wide, 25 1/2in deep, 33 1/2in high)
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

365 A gothiC revivAl oAk side tAble, seCond hAlf 19th Century
The frieze drawer with iron handle, raised on reeded legs with elaborate spindle pendants, 
85cm wide, 47cm deep, 73cm in diameter, (33in wide, 18 1/2in deep, (28 1/2in in 
diameter, 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460
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A george ii And lAter mAhogAny silver tAble
The rectangular top with moulded tray top, above frieze drawers raised on lappeted 
carved legs with pad feet, 46cm wide, 74cm deep, 68cm high (18in wide, 29in deep, 26 
1/2in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

371A sCottish george iii mAhogAny pembroke tAble
The solid top above a shaped frieze on angular tapering legs, toupe feet and leather 
castors, 71cm wide, 52cm deep, 71cm in diameter, (27 1/2in wide, 20in deep, (27 1/2in 
in diameter, 
£250 - 400          €290 - 460

370

A george iv rosewood Centre tAble, in the mAnner of gillows
The circular top raised on a concave triangular pedestal applied with dolphins, 
raised on paw feet and counter-sunk castors, 130cm wide, 130cm deep, 72cm high (51in 
wide, 51in deep, 28in high). 
£3,000 - 5,000          €3,400 - 5,700

369
Y

An eArly 19th Century mAhogAny breAkfAst tAble
The hinged circular top with moulded edge raised on a column and outswept fluted legs 
terminating in brass caps and castors, 170cm diameter, 70cm high (66 1/2in diameter, 27 
1/2in high)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

368

A lAte 19th/eArly 20th Century sAtinwood writing desk
The upper section with book recess, above a folding leather writing surface and drawer 
raised on square tapering legs with brass caps and castors, 54cm wide, 42cm deep, 
108cm high (21in wide, 16 1/2in deep, 42 1/2in high). 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

367A 19th Century ovAl sAtinwood And inlAid bijouterie CAbinet
The glazed top with red velvet-lined interior, raised on square tapering legs with brass 
sabots, 82cm wide, 55cm deep, 77cm high (32in wide, 21 1/2in deep, 30in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

366
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A tAbriz rug
167cm x 121cm 
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

375A AfshAr CArpet
371cm x 266cm 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

374

A isfAhAn rug
139cm x 226cm 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

373A persiAn gArden CArpet
228cm x 345cm 
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

372
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BINDINGS
Cases Dedicated in the Court of Session, Court of Justiciary and the House of Lords, 1908-1951, 45 vol., uniformly bound in calf by James Dow, Inv., T .& T. Clark, 1907-1951; The Scots 
Law Times Reports, 1930-1949, 19 vol., W. Green, 1930-1949; Evidence Taken by Her Majesty’s Commissioners of Inquiry into the Condition of the Crofter’s & Cottars in the Highlands & 
Islands of Scotland, 5 vol., Neill & Company, 1884, uniformly bound in half calf, gilt title to spine, 8vo, Edinburgh; and seven other titles (qty)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

378
•

BINDINGS
Cases Dedicated in the Court of Session, Court of Justiciary and the House of Lords, 1873-1906, Fourth Series, vol. 1-25, Fifth Series, vol. 1-8, bound in publisher’s uniform calf by James 
Dow, Inv., gilt morocco title to spine, 8vo, Edinburgh, T. & T. Calf, 1874-1906 (33) length of bindings 224cm
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

377
•

FINE BINDINGS
IRVING (WASHINGTON) The Works, Geoffrey Crayon Edition, 27 vol., Sampson Low, 1880
£200 - 300          €230 - 340
IRVING (WASHINGTON) The Works, Geoffrey Crayon Edition, 27 vol., plates, half red crushed morocco by Brentano of New York, spines panelled gilt, t.e.g., 8vo, Sampson Low, 1880

376
•
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josef lorenzl (AustriAn, 1892-1950), A pAir of Art deCo figures
Each depicting a young girl dancing on a stepped onyx base, signed to each foot, ‘R. 
lor’, 13cm wide, 4.5cm deep, 17cm high (5in wide, 1 1/2in deep, 6 1/2in high) (2)
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

384stefAn dAkon (1904-1992) A Cold-pAinted bronze And CArved ivory 
figurine, CirCA 1935
modelled as a dancing girl raised on a green onyx base, engraved to the base 
‘Dakon’, 6cm wide, 7cm deep, 21cm high (2in wide, 2 1/2in deep, 8in high) 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

383
Y 
Ф

A wAlnut And pArCel gilt mirror, in the george ii style
surmounted by a swan-neck pediment centred with a floral bouquet cresting, 67cm wide, 
138cm high (26in wide, 54in high)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

382A 20th Century CArved mAhogAny wAll mirror probAbly designed by 
sir robert lorimer And mAde by whytoCk & reid, edinburgh
with shaped arched plate, carved stylised foliate decoration, 46cm wide, 4cm deep, 
139cm high (18in wide, 1 1/2in deep, 54 1/2in high).
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

381

A pAtinAted bronze figure of the borghese glAdiAtor, After the 
Antique
Raised on canted rectangular base, 23cm wide, 10cm deep, 25cm high (9in wide, 3 1/2in 
deep, 9 1/2in high) 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

380eugène mArioton (frenCh, 1854-1925), hors ConCours
modelled as a young man balancing a ball on a sword held aloft, raised on a plinth 
scattered with objects suggestive of gambling, bronze with ochre patina, 21.5cm wide, 
19cm deep, 60cm high (8in wide, 7in deep, 23 1/2in high) 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

379
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A lAte 19th Century mAhogAny empire revivAl ormolu-mounted 
neCessAire
The hinged lid enclosing a mirror and fitted interior, above a drawer fitted with leather 
covered writing surface, raised on four foliate clasped tapering columns with conjoined 
U-shaped stretchers, 45.5cm wide, 30cm deep, 71cm high (17 1/2in wide, 11 1/2in 
deep, 27 1/2in high). 
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

387A lAte 19th Century mAhogAny empire revivAl ormolu-mounted 
displAy CAbinet
The upper section with fitted shelves, enclosed within pilasters with applied ormolu 
masks and foliate swags, above a base fitted with one drawer and raised on square 
tapering feet conjoined by a shaped undertier, 128cm wide, 45cm deep, 172cm high 
(50in wide, 17 1/2in deep, 67 1/2in high)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

386

A lAte 19th Century mAhogAny ormolu mounted egyptiAn revivAl 
stool
with gold damasks fabric covered seat raised on cabriole legs with stylised griffin mounts, 
50cm wide, 50cm deep, 46cm high (19 1/2in wide, 19 1/2in deep, 18in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

385

THE FOLLOWING SEvEN LOTS ARE 
FROM KINLOCH CASTLE, ISLE OF RuM, 
SCOTTISH HIGHLANdS.

The castle was built by George Bullough, a wealthy 
industrialist in 1900. The island had been purchased by 
George’s father a decade earlier as a sporting estate and 
country retreat. No expense was spared in the construction, 
it was for example the first private house in scotland to have 
electricity. George Bullough enjoyed the trappings of his 
wealth, his lavish lifestyle included a yacht, Rhouma, moored 
nearby for round the world cruises, a glamorous wife, 
monique ue lily de la Pasture, latterly lady monica, who was 
responsible for much of the interior decoration, and he even 
for a time kept alligators in the Palm House in his grounds. 
The house, garden and grounds formed the playground 
for the extravagant entertaining of society’s finest until the 
outbreak of the First world war.

The present suite and related furniture were part of the 
original furnishings for The Empire Room.
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A lAte 19th Century mAhogAny ormolu mounted egyptiAn revivAl 
jArdinière
Of circular form raised on stylised griffin mounts and cabriole legs, together with a similar 
side table and four side chairs, (distressed) the jardinière 60cm wide, 68cm high, (23 1/2in 
wide, 26 1/2in high)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

391A lAte 19th Century mAhogAny dAy bed in the egyptiAn revivAl style
The seat and sides upholstered in gold damask fabric, the arms with swan head mounts 
raised on cabriole legs with griffin mounts, 179cm wide, 73cm deep, 86cm high (70in 
wide, 28 1/2in deep, 33 1/2in high). 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

390

A pAir of lAte 19th Century mAhogAny And ormolu mounted egyptiAn 
revivAl fAuteil
Each with seat and back upholstered in gold damask fabric, the arms supported by 
sphinx, raised on cabriole legs with griffin mounts, 68cm wide, 63cm deep, 101cm high 
(26 1/2in wide, 24 1/2in deep, 39 1/2in high). (2)
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

389A lAte 19th Century pAir of ormolu mounted mAhogAny egyptiAn 
revivAl side ChAirs
Each with seats and back upholstered in gold damask fabric raised d on cabriole legs with 
griffin mounts, 44cm wide, 44cm deep, 96cm high (17in wide, 17in deep, 37 1/2in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

388
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A pAir of 19th Century itAliAn ebonised pArAde ArmChAirs, in the 
bAroque tAste
Each with cartouche shaped back and seat upholstered in crimson velvet, the scrolling 
frame embellished with acanthus details, 81cm wide, 57cm deep, 114cm high (31 1/2in 
wide, 22in deep, 44 1/2in high). 
£2,000 - 3,000          €2,300 - 3,400

provenance: The National Gallery of scotland

394A pAir of 19th Century itAliAn ebonised pArAde ArmChAirs, in the 
bAroque tAste
Each with cartouche shaped back and seat upholstered in crimson velvet, the scrolling 
frame embellished with acanthus details, , 73cm wide, 56cm deep, 103cm high (28 1/2in 
wide, 22in deep, 40 1/2in high). (2)
£2,000 - 3,000          €2,300 - 3,400

provenance: The National Gallery of scotland

393

A lAte-19th Century sCottish mAhogAny And leAther Chesterfield sofA
Upholstered with deep-buttoned arms, back and seat within foliate carved arms, raised on squat baluster turned legs on brass caps and castors, 217cm wide, 80cm deep, 75cm high (85in 
wide, 31in deep, 29 1/2in high). 
£1,500 - 2,500          €1,700 - 2,900

provenance: The National Gallery of scotland

392
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A 19th Century ottomAn mother-of-peArl And stAined tortoiseshell 
inlAid tAble CAsket
The angled top enclosing an interior fitted with a single cupboard, fitted with three 
drawers and raised on bracket feet raised on bracket feet, 41cm wide, 25cm deep, 36cm 
high (16in wide, 9 1/2in deep, 14in high) 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

400
Y

A 20th Century minAture birdseye-mAple And mArquetry Chest of 
drAwes
with four graduated drawers raised on bracket feet, together with similar rosewood 
example, 27cm wide, 16.5cm deep, 32cm high (10 1/2in wide, 6in deep, 12 1/2in high) 
(2)
£800 - 1,000          €920 - 1,100

399
Y

penelope CArwArdine (british, CirCA 1730-CirCA 1800), portrAit of A 
lAdy in A blue dress
18th century, mounted in a fancy link bracelet.  
Oval, 35mm (1 3/8in) high
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

398ChristiAn friedriCh zinCke (germAn, CirCA 1683-1767), portrAit of A 
mAn in A blue CoAt And powdered wig
18th century, enamel.  
Oval, 40mm (1 9/16in) high
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

397

of sCottish unionist interest: A CommemorAtive horn beAker
The incised horn lid inset with a silver coin, the tapering side engraved ‘God save Queen 
anne 1707’, 10.5cm diameter, 15cm high (4in diameter, 5 1/2in high)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

396A pAir of russiAn CoronAtion ‘Cup of sorrows’ enAmel beAkers, 
CirCA 1896
Of tapering form, with Imperial arms and monogram of Tsar Nicholas II, 9.5cm diameter, 
10.5cm high (3 1/2in diameter, 4in high), (2).
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

395
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A viCtoriAn mAhogAny twin pedestAl desk
The rectangular top with red leather writing surface, above three frieze drawers on two 
banks of three drawers, raised on a plinth, 126cm wide, 67cm deep, 76cm high (49 1/2in 
wide, 26in deep, 29 1/2in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

406An AesthetiC movement mAhogAny Centre tAble, in the mAnner of e. 
w. godwin
with octagonal top on eight turned and splayed supports joined by a similarly shaped 
under shelf, 76cm in diameter, 79cm high (29 1/2in in diameter, 31in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

405

A george iii CrossbAnded mAhogAny serpentine Chest of drAwers
The shaped top above a secretaire drawer and three graduated drawers raised on ogee 
moulded bracket feet, 106cm wide, 64cm deep, 86cm high (41 1/2in wide, 25in deep, 33 
1/2in high)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

404A lAte 17th Century CArved And oAk pAnelled Coffer
Raised on stile feet, lid detached, 123cm wide, 51cm deep, 62cm high (48in wide, 20in 
deep, 24in high)
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

403

A 19th Century rosewood Chiffonier
with raised, shelved, super structure above two frieze drawers and fabric-backed grilled 
cupboard doors on a plinth, 112cm wide, 52cm deep, 139cm high (44in wide, 20in deep, 
54 1/2in high)
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

402
Y

A george ii And lAter feAtherbAnded wAlnut CAbinet on stAnd
The upper section with projecting cornice above a pair of cupboard doors, enclosing an 
arrangement of drawers, around a central cupboard, and a single frieze drawer, raised on 
a base with knopped block-turned legs joined by stretchers, 15.5cm wide, 48cm deep, 
155.5cm high (45in wide, 18 1/2in deep, 61in high)
£1,000 - 2,000          €1,100 - 2,300

401
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An Art nouveAu mAhogAny Centre tAble
Possibly by George washington Jack for morris & Co. 
The shaped circular lobed top on six shaped club supports ending in pad feet, 
conjoined by an undertier 71cm in diameter, 71cm high (27 1/2in in diameter, 27 1/2in 
high). 
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

412A georgiAn mAhogAny kneehole desk
with moulded rectangular edge, above an arrangement of seven drawers raised on 
bracket feet, 89cm wide, 60cm deep, 80cm high (35in wide, 23 1/2in deep, 31in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

411

A 19th Century sCAndinAviAn pAinted Coffer
with domed lid and swing handles, the blue field with flowers and foliage, the front 
inscribed ‘anne endseidath hed aaai 1861’, 105cm wide, 55cm deep, 53cm high (41in 
wide, 21 1/2in deep, 20 1/2in high). 
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

410A lAte 19th Century mAhogAny, kingwood And mArquetry inlAid Chest 
of drAwers
The slightly serpentine top inset with purple variegated marble above two drawers raised 
on cabriole legs with ormolu sabots, 84cm wide, 52cm deep, 86cm high (33in wide, 20in 
deep, 33 1/2in high)
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

409

A 17th Century And lAter mArquetry And bone inlAid deCorAted 
wAlnut CAbinet on stAnd
The upper section with foliate inlaid top with moulded edge above a pair of similar worked 
cupboard doors enclosing sixteen drawers arranged in two banks, above a base fitted 
with a single frieze drawers raised on outswept legs joined by shaped stretchers on bun 
feet, 61cm wide, 37cm deep, 116.5cm high (24in wide, 14 1/2in deep, 45 1/2in high)
£1,000 - 2,000          €1,100 - 2,300

408A george iv bowfronted mAhogAny Chiffonier
The brass galleried shelf on turned columns, with single drawer above panelled doors with 
pilasters and ebonised Egyptian heads and feet, on turned feet, 92cm wide, 53cm deep, 
120cm high (36in wide, 20 1/2in deep, 47in high). 
£200 - 250          €230 - 290

407
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A pAir of george ii style wAlnut And mAhogAny CrossbAnded Chests
The top with feather banding and re-entrant corners above a brushing slide and 
graduated drawers, raised on bracket feet, 61cm wide, 38cm deep, 75cm high (24in 
wide, 14 1/2in deep, 29 1/2in high) (2)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

418A 19th Century bowfronted mAhogAny sideboArd
Fitted with a central frieze drawer flanked by a cupboard door and bottle drawer, 
raised on turned legs, 152cm wide, 68cm deep, 92cm high, (59 1/2in wide, 26 1/2in 
deep, 36in high)
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

417

A lAte 19th Century rosewood frAmed glen mAvis distillery whisky 
Advertising mirror
Inscribed ‘John macnab Glen mavis Distillery Fine Old malt whisky Bathgate’, 93cm wide, 
4cm deep, 71.5cm high, (36 1/2in wide, 1 1/2in deep, 28in high)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

416
Y

A 19th Century militAry needlework bAnner, for the 15th, the kings 
own hussArs
In the form of a banner with VR Cypher and battle honours, within an oak frame, 68cm 
wide, 2cm deep, 61cm high (26 1/2in wide, 0 1/2in deep, 24in high) 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

415

A george iii wAlnut bureAu CAbinet
The upper cupboard with projecting cornice, enclosing shelves and drawers above candle 
slides, above a fall front with fitted interior and drawers, raised on bracket feet 106cm 
wide, 68cm deep, 211cm high (41 1/2in wide, 26 1/2in deep, 83in high)
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

414A george i style figured wAlnut bureAu CAbinet
The moulded cornice above two mirrored doors enclosing shelves, above a base fitted 
with fall front, raised on bracket feet, 74cm wide, 43cm deep, 187cm high (29in wide, 16 
1/2in deep, 73 1/2in high)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

413
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A wAlnut liberty & Co. george wAlton desk, CirCA 1921
with raised superstructure above a writing surface, and five drawers on turned legs, the 
central drawer with ivorine label inscribed ‘liberty & Co. ltd london, w’, 107cm wide, 
55cm deep, 106cm high (42in wide, 21 1/2in deep, 41 1/2in high).
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

424A pAir of 20th Century birds eye mAple And mAhogAny CrossbAnded 
side tAbles
The rectangular top centred with foliate inlay, above a single frieze drawer raised on 
square tapering legs, 62cm wide, 43cm deep, 74cm high (24in wide, 16 1/2in deep, 29in 
high). (2)
£1,200 - 1,800          €1,400 - 2,100

423

mAp of sCotlAnd
[ORTElIUs (aBRaHam)] scotia Tabula, double-page hand-coloured engraved map, 355 
x 475mm., [amsterdam, 1574]
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

422A pAir of 19th Century florentine giltwood CirCulAr piCture frAmes
Each with foliate and scallop shell pierced borders, each containing a colour print of a 
female subject, 67cm wide, 3cm deep, 68cm high (26in wide, 1in deep, 26 1/2in high). (2)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

421

An edwArdiAn rosewood Chiffonier
with marquetry inlaid motifs, the upper section with broken pediment and mirror back, 
raised on turned legs, 137cm wide, 40.5cm deep, 220cm high (53 1/2in wide, 15 1/2in 
deep, 86 1/2in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

420
Y

A george i And lAter wAlnut Chest-on-stAnd
The rectangular quarter veneered top within a crossbanded border above three short and 
three long graduated drawers, the base fitted with three frieze drawers above a shaped 
apron, on later ball feet, 93cm wide, 57cm deep, 123cm high (36 1/2in wide, 22in deep, 
48in high). 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

419
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A lAte-20th Century deCorAtive pond yACht
The hull with separate rudder and varnished timber deck with bi-wood planks and an oval 
hatch, with wooden spars and canvas sails, supported on a stand, the hull 123cm wide, 
22cm deep, 22cm high (48in wide, 8 1/2in deep, 8 1/2in high) 
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

430A lAte 19th Century english ships figureheAd in the form of A femAle 
subjeCt
Polychrome painted overall, the base carved ‘1815’, 40cm wide, 42cm deep, 77cm high 
(15 1/2in wide, 16 1/2in deep, 30in high) 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

429

Annonymous, in the style of sir edwin lutyens
a bespoke arts and Crafts oak and painted drinks cabinet, c.1910 
The tapered top fitted with iron-studded doors enclosing a concave shelf, on turned legs, 
60cm wide, 40cm deep, 130cm high (23 1/2in wide, 15 1/2in deep, 51in high). 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

428After mArCel breuer A wAssily ChAir
Together with a pair of plated wire-framed chairs with pierced black-painted seat and 
back restthe first example 46cm wide, 42cm deep, 78cm high (18in wide, 16 1/2in deep, 
30 1/2in high). (3)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

427

A group of lAte 19th eArly/20th Century Cold pAinted bronzes
Of various animals and sizes and a small bronze group, (qty)
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

426A 19th Century CArved ivory figure of An owl,
signed syd Patton, raised on a turned ebonised plinth, together with two 19th century 
ivory Chinese page turners, the first example carved with fish, the second with a deer, the 
owl 7cm diameter, 16cm high (2 1/2in diameter, 6in high)(3).
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

425
Y
Ф
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After ferdinAndo de luCA (itAliAn, lAte 19th/eArly 20th Century), A 
bronze figurAl group of ‘nereide Astride A dolphin’
Bearing signature F. D. Luca and inscribed SIRENA MADE IN ITALY, brown patination, 
raised on a Verde antico marble circular plinth base, 45cm high
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

436pAuoosie lytA, CAnAdiAn (1918-), wAlrus
with ivory tusks, the base with paper label inscribed ‘carving number 828-68’, 
together with a brass plaque engraved ‘Pauloose lyta lake Harbour N.w.T. walrus’, 39 
wide, 18cm deep, 37cm high (15in wide, 7in deep, 14 1/2in high) 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

435
Y
Ф

A two tier Coffee tAble Attributed to merrow AssoCiAtes, englAnd, 
1970’s
The glazed top within plated metal frame with rosewood base on castors, 122cm wide, 
57cm deep, 41cm high (48in wide, 22in deep, 16in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

434
Y

An edwArdiAn sAtinwood side CAbinet
The upper section with three quarter gallery and a glazed door above a cupboard door 
raised on square tapering legs, 49cm wide, 28cm deep, 115cm high (19in wide, 11in 
deep, 45in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

433

A george iii blown-glAss And white metAl-mounted lAntern
Possibly anglo-Chinese 
The baluster-shaped body fitted with a retractable base 20cm wide, 20cm deep, 50cm 
high (7 1/2in wide, 7 1/2in deep, 19 1/2in high) 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

432A group of 20th Century tinplAte monkey AutomAtons
The first musical automaton with guitar and microphone stamped ‘made in Japan’, the 
second with bubble wand similarly stamped, the last with bottle stamped ‘line-made 
Toys, Japan’, each approx. 30cm high (11 1/2in high) (3)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

431
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A viCtoriAn wAlnut breAkfront side CAbinet
with central adjustable bookcase flanked by glazed cupboards raised on a plinth, 198cm 
wide, 39cm deep, 104cm high (77 1/2in wide, 15in deep, 40 1/2in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

442A 19th Century Chinoiserie deCorAted Chiffionere
with raised superstructure and backboard above two frieze drawers and cupboard doors, 
raised on a plinth, 119cm wide, 43cm deep, 133cm high (46 1/2in wide, 16 1/2in deep, 
52in high)
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

441

A robert ‘mousemAn’ thompson of kilburn Adzed oAk bowl
The interior with signature mouse, 27.5cm wide, 7.5cm high (10 1/2in wide, 2 1/2in high) 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

440A regenCy style mAhogAny settee
Upholstered in cream damask raised on square tapering legs with brass caps and 
castors, 186cm wide, 70cm deep, 87cm high (73in wide, 27 1/2in deep, 34in high). 
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

439

An wmf trAy, CirCA 1900
Of oval form, depicting a kneeling child with snail, 27cm wide, 13.5cm deep, 2cm high 
(10 1/2in wide, 5in deep, 0 1/2in high) 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

438An eArly 20th Century wmf CentrepieCe
In the form of a cherub holding aloft a circular dish 22cm diameter, 27cm high (8 1/2in 
diameter, 10 1/2in high)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

437
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A 17th Century itAliAn ebonised, gilt metAl mounted, Coloured glAss 
inset And ivory line inlAid CAbinet
The central door inset with a portrait miniature of a Pope to the reverse, concealing secret 
drawers, surrounded by an arrangement of nine drawers, 80cm wide, 30cm deep, 51cm 
high (31in wide, 11 1/2in deep, 20in high). 
£1,000 - 1,200          €1,100 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

448
Y
Ф

An 19th Century mArquetry inlAid inverted breAkfront bookCAse
The centre section with adjustable shelves flanked by cupboard doors, raised on bracket 
feet, 251cm wide, 42cm deep, 138cm high (98 1/2in wide, 16 1/2in deep, 54in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

447

A 17th Century And lAter benCh, AlterAtions
The moulded rectangular back and seat raised on trestles supports, 178cm wide, 42cm 
deep, 85cm high (70in wide, 16 1/2in deep, 33in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

provenance: The National Gallery of scotland

446A group of frAmed CoptiC textiles
all contained within wooden frames, (7).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

445

liberty & Co., A ‘tudriC’ pewter vAse designed by ArChibAld knox
The bombe-shaped body cast with stylised foliage, embellished with enamel details, 
stamped ‘0226’ and ‘made By liberty’ together with similar example lacking glass liner, 
stamped ‘0226’, 12cm wide, 10cm deep, 19cm high (4 1/2in wide, 3 1/2in deep, 7in 
high) (2)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

444A tudriC pewter dish with enAmel Centre
Of oval form stamped to the base ‘Tudric, 0535, 0’, and a wmF oval dish worked with 
a stylised kissing couple, stamped to the base with wmF mark, 25cm wide, 16cm 
deep, 7cm high (9 1/2in wide, 6in deep, 2 1/2in high) (2)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

443
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A regenCy ConCertinA-ACtion mAhogAny dining tAble
The top with rounded corners, on turned legs with brass caps and castors, with three additional leaves, 243cm wide, 120cm deep, 72cm high (95 1/2in wide, 47in deep, 28in high)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

453

An impressive 20th Century oversized CArved wooden jArdinere
Fitted with a removable metal liner, 151cm wide, 100cm deep, 86cm high (59in wide, 39in 
deep, 33 1/2in high) 
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

452A lAte 19th Century pAinted sAtinwood ovAl work box tAble
with fitted interior and wool bag, 39cm wide, 50cm deep, 93cm high (15in wide, 19 1/2in 
deep, 36 1/2in high)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

451

A set of six george ii style side ChAirs
Upholstered in red-damask silk with deep-buttoned back and upholstered seat, raised on 
square section legs with H-stretchers, on brass and ceramic castors, 67cm wide, 67cm 
deep, 94cm high (26in wide, 26in deep, 37in high). (6)
£3,000 - 5,000          €3,400 - 5,700

provenance: The National Gallery of scotland

450A pAir of george iii mAhogAny lAdderbACk dining ChAirs
Each with shaped top-rail and corresponding mid-rails with shaped saddle seat with 
embroidered drop-in seat raised on square section legs with H-stretchers, 53cm wide, 
47cm deep, 95cm high (20 1/2in wide, 18 1/2in deep, 37in high). (2)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

449
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A viCtoriAn oAk And inlAid Centre tAble
The hexagonal top with feather banding inlaid with a compass rose in a variety of timbers, raised on a corresponding spreading base with moulded plinth, 127cm wide, 148cm deep, 74cm 
high (50in wide, 58in deep, 29in high). 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

provenance: The National Gallery of scotland

458

A 19th Century burr-wAlnut pier CAbinet
The rectangular top above a cupboard door with mirror plate, and raised on a plinth, 
77cm wide, 44cm deep, 114cm high (30in wide, 17in deep, 44 1/2in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

457A lAte 18th Century sCottish mAhogAny sofA
The serpentine back with curving scroll arms, the reeded seat rail centred with a 
patera and fabric swags raised on square tapering legs, 200cm wide, 79cm deep, 95cm 
high (78 1/2in wide, 31in deep, 37in high). 6ft 6in wide.
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

456

A set of six regenCy mAhogAny dining ChAirs
Comprising two elbow and four hand chairs, each with striped upholstery raised on 
square tapering legs, 55cm wide, 50cm deep, 84cm high (21 1/2in wide, 19 1/2in deep, 
33in high). (6)
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

455A set of six george ii style side ChAirs
Upholstered in red-damask silk with deep-buttoned back and seat, raised on square 
section legs with H-stretchers, raised on brass and ceramic castors, 67cm wide, 66cm 
deep, 90cm high (26in wide, 25 1/2in deep, 35in high). (6)
£3,000 - 5,000          €3,400 - 5,700

provenance: The National Gallery of scotland

454
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A set of three georgiAn style gilt brAss 
hAnging lAnterns
with scroll and acanthus leaf moulded detail and acorn 
finials, the central column supporting five branches with 
sconces, (electrified), excluding chain approx. 90cm 
high, 47cm diameter (35in high, 18 1/2in diameter) (3)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

467A brAss engrAved snuff box, of 
CromwelliAn interest
Of cushion shape, the top inset with a bone plaque 
engraved ‘O. Cromwell 1655’, 6cm wide, 4.5cm deep, 
2.3cm high (2in wide, 1 1/2in deep, 0 1/2in high) 
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

466A 19th Centry gilt gesso And CArved wood 
wAll brACket
Of lobed form the bracket encrusted with harebells and 
fern, 39cm wide, 23cm deep, 37cm high (15in wide, 9in 
deep, 14 1/2in high) 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

465

A lAte 19th Century vizAgApAtAm work box
Of sarcophagus form, raised on lion paw feet, with fitted 
interior, together with two other boxes (see condition 
report), 34cm wide, 25cm deep, 12cm high (13in wide, 9 
1/2in deep, 4 1/2in high) (3).
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

464
Y
Ф

An mid-19th Century irish yew Chess boArd, 
kilArney
Of hinged rectangular form with inlaid border, the interior 
with backgammon board, closed 53.5cm wide, 25cm 
deep, 8cm high (21in wide, 9 1/2in deep, 3in high).
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

463A lAte 18th/eArly 19th Century pressed 
horn snuff box And Cover
Of circular form, with crest and inscription; 
together with a collection of other snuff boxes and mulls, 
(see condition report) (qty)
£600 - 900          €690 - 1,000

462
Y

A 19th Century insCribed mAori pAddle,
The paddle with slender leaf-shaped blade inscribed in 
moaoi “apuku a toku Pitaeito Puta Ko Pikopo” which 
translates as “apuku my pitaejto produced, Catholic”, 
The inscription is bordered by panels of geometric 
decoration. 148cm high 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

461A lArge semi-polished CoCo de mer 
(lodoiCeA mAldiviCA) nut
Unmounted, 30cm long (11 1/2in long)
£250 - 300          €290 - 340

460
Y

three AustrAliAn AboriginAl ArtefACts, mid/
lAte 19th Century
Including a broad shield, a leangle club and a parrying 
shield from the Victorian/south Eastern australian region 
(3)
£1,500 - 2,000          €1,700 - 2,300

459
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A rAre george iii mAhogAny CozA lAmp stAnd, edinburgh C.1800
with dished top raised on an ebonised, fluted column, 23cm wide, 23cm deep, 
171cm high (9in wide, 9in deep, 67in high). 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

471A george ii mAhogAny kettle stAnd
The lobed moulded top raised on a diamond-carved column, raised on a tripod base with 
scrolling feet and foliate carved knees, 46cm wide, 40cm deep, 58cm high (18in wide, 15 
1/2in deep, 22 1/2in high). 
£2,000 - 3,000          €2,300 - 3,400

470

A tAbriz rug And A hAmAdAn rug
132cm x 190cm and 35cm x 187cm, (2) 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

469fred mAnn (sCottish, 1931-2008) ‘the hArlequin’, no. 21
a woven wool hanging tapestry, 140cm wide, 100cm high (55in wide, 39in high) 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

468
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A pAir of 19th Century CArved And pAinted Console tAbles
with pierced and carved frieze raised on cabriole legs with scalloped feet, losses, 152cm 
wide, 66cm deep, 88cm high (59 1/2in wide, 25 1/2in deep, 34 1/2in high). (2) 
One of two items illustrated.
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

475A set of eight regenCy rosewood dining ChAirs, possibly sCottish
with shaped top rail with lotus clasp mid rail, above a tapering drop-in seat raised on 
turned front legs, each 47cm wide, 42cm deep, 88cm high (18 1/2in wide, 16 1/2in deep, 
34 1/2in high).
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

474
Y

A 19th Century figured wAlnut ‘piAno-top’ dAvenport, by mAple & Co.
The rising stationery compartment and hinged top enclosing a writing surface, above a 
bank of four drawers, 55cm wide, 56cm deep, 89cm high (21 1/2in wide, 22in deep, 35in 
high). 
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

473A lAte 19th Century jApAnned CAbinet on stAnd
Of architectural form, with pierced brass gallery above a pair of cupboard doors enclosing 
a central well surrounded by fifteen drawers above a stand with shaped apron raised 
on tapering square legs with an under tier and shaped stretchers, worked overall with 
chinoiserie and foliate decoration, 50cm wide, 32.5cm deep, 132cm high (19 1/2in wide, 
12 1/2in deep, 51 1/2in high). 
£800 - 1,000          €920 - 1,100

472
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A ColleCtion of eight 17th Century oAk And leAther ChAirs
Each with leather covered midrails, above an upholstered leather seat, raised on square 
section legs, slight variations between chairs, (8)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

provenance: The National Gallery of scotland

479A sCottish williAm iv mAhogAny lobby tAble
The moulded gallery back above acanthus-carved trusses, surmounted by lion masks, 
107cm wide, 35cm deep, 100cm high (42in wide, 13 1/2in deep, 39in high). 
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

provenance: The National Gallery of scotland

478

A 19th Century mAhogAny bookCAse CAbinet
The upper section with moulded cornice above twin astragal glazed doors enclosing 
shelves, above a lower section fitted with two cupboard doors raised on bracket feet, 
121cm wide, 53cm deep, 205cm high (47 1/2in wide, 20 1/2in deep, 80 1/2in high). 
212cm high, 120cm wide.
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

477A george iv rosewood CArd tAble, in the mAnner of gillows
The hinged top above a faceted pedestal applied with dolphins, raised on paw feet with 
counter-sunk castors, 94cm wide, 46cm deep, 74cm high (37in wide, 18in deep, 29in 
high). 89cm wide..
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

476
Y
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THE FOLLOWING 38 LOTS ARE THE REMAINING 
CONTENTS OF THE OLd RECTORy, WINESTEAd, EAST 
RIdING OF yORKSHIRE

In 1947 Colonel Rupert alexander alec-smith acquired ‘The Old Rectory’ in East 
Yorkshire. Principally a Georgian structure, the property was later modified by a local 
architect Francis Johnson (1911-1995). Ten years later The Colonel compiled an 
inventory of the contents of the house; meticulously working room by room and listing 
provenance where possible. In the introduction he describes how the itemised antiques 
‘have been inherited by me from my grandfather, alexander smith of woodleigh House 
(1849-1927), and my father and mother at warne lodge; also items which I have 
collected myself as well as certain things from my wife’s family at Holyrood House’. 
many of the pieces were inherited, or purchased, from properties in the local area such 
as sigglesthorne Hall, Hull and Philhurst, York, and further afield at The woodlands, 
Cambridgeshire and Keystone manor in Huntingdon.

In January 1965 Country life magazine wrote an article focusing on the architecture of 
‘The Old Rectory’ but also remarked on the spirit with which the contents were collected 
‘...enthusiasm and interest are expressed in almost all the fittings, the furniture and 
portraits. The intrinsic visual appeal and historical interest has always been the main 
reason for their acquisition...’ The published photographs offer a pictorial record perfectly 
illustrating the written inventory.

Through these sources we are able to appreciate the collecting pattern of a traditional 
Yorkshire home and the history of the pieces from this unique property.

A set of six george iii beeCh elbow ChAirs
Each with silk damask upholstery, painted with entwined ribbonwork in the classical style, 
on tapering legs, 62cm wide, 56cm deep, 92cm high (24in wide, 22in deep, 36in high). (6)
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

482A george iii mAhogAny CoCkpen ChAir
with shaped seat upholstered in striped silk, close nail decoration on shaped legs 
conjoined by stretchers, and another 19th century example approx., 67cm wide, 47cm 
deep, 92cm high (26in wide, 18 1/2in deep, 36in high). (2)
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

481

A 19th Century mAhogAny extending dining tAble
The rectangular top with rounded ends and reeded moulded edge, raised on tapering 
reeded legs with brass caps and castors, 146cm wide, 77cm deep, 360cm high (57in 
wide, 30in deep, 141 1/2in high). 
£1,200 - 1,800          €1,400 - 2,100

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

480
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A set of six george iii mAhogAny frAmed dining ChAirs
Upholstered in red fabric, with close nail detail on square section legs conjoined by 
stretchers, approx. 60cm wide, 67cm deep, 97cm high (23 1/2in wide, 26in deep, 38in 
high) (6)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

486A set of three regenCy pAinted beeChwood elbow ChAirs
Each splat decorated with an oval vignette of a classical figure, above caned back and 
seat, raised on turned splayed legs, 53cm wide, 53cm deep, 84cm high (20 1/2in wide, 
20 1/2in deep, 33in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

485

An george ii wAlnut side tAble
The rectangular top with rounded corners above an ogee moulded frieze fitted with a 
single drawer raised on cabriole legs, 81cm wide, 48cm deep, 71cm high (31 1/2in wide, 
18 1/2in deep, 27 1/2in high). 
£700 - 1,000          €800 - 1,100

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

484A 19th Century empire style pArCel-gilt mAhogAny Centre tAble
The circular top with brass gallery, raised on three gilt caryatid supports raised on a trefoil 
base with castors, 100cm in diameter, 79cm high (39in in diameter, 31in high). 
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot
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A CAuCAsiAn runner
591 x 97cm 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

491

A george ii mAhogAny folding teA tAble
with breakfront top, on cabriole legs with shaped feet, 82cm wide, 41cm deep, 
73cm high (32in wide, 16in deep, 28 1/2in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

490A george iii mAhogAny frAmed gAinsborough-type ArmChAir
The back, seat and arms upholstered in striped fabric with close nail detail on square 
supports with stretchers, 66cm wide, 70cm deep, 98cm high (25 1/2in wide, 27 1/2in 
deep, 38 1/2in high). 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

489

An itAliAn CArved giltwood mirror
The rectangular plate contained within a foliate encrusted moulded frame surmounted by 
acanthus leaves and C-scrolls, 97cm wide, 16cm deep, 138cm high (38in wide, 6in deep, 
54in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

488An edwArdiAn CAst iron And brAss stiCkstAnd
with eight divisions, containing one shooting stick; two swagger sticks; two crops and 
three walking sticks, the drip pans with registration mark, 48cm wide, 22cm deep, 66cm 
high (18 1/2in wide, 8 1/2in deep, 25 1/2in high). 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

487
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A smAll CAuCAsiAn rug
204 x 204cm 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

497A CAuCAsiAn CArpet
331 x 428cm 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

496

A pAir of regenCy pAinted beeCh elbow ChAirs
with caned back and seat raised on turned tapering legs, 54cm wide, 47cm deep, 77cm 
high (21in wide, 18 1/2in deep, 30in high). (2)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

495A lArge regenCy Century mAhogAny sofA tAble
The top with moulded edge above four frieze drawers upon trestle supports united by a 
stretcher with brass caps and castors, 148cm wide, 101cm deep, 71cm high (58in wide, 
39 1/2in deep, 27 1/2in high). 
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

494

An eArly 20th Century eighteen brAnCh gilt metAl eleCtrolier
The central column supporting two tiers of scrolling branches, decorated with foliage, 
masks and classical ornament, 90cm wide, 106cm high (35in wide, 41 1/2in high)
£2,000 - 3,000          €2,300 - 3,400

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

493A george ii style giltwood wAll mirror
The framed bevelled mirror plate surmounted by an arched pediment above a fabric 
swathed mask contained within an oak and acanthus lead encrusted frame, 89cm wide, 
12cm deep, 151cm high (35in wide, 4 1/2in deep, 59in high). 
£700 - 900          €800 - 1,000

492
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A george ii mAhogAny side tAble
with rectangular red variegated marble top and moulded frieze, on lappet carved cabriole 
legs and pad feet, 114cm wide, 65cm deep, 83cm high (44 1/2in wide, 25 1/2in deep, 32 
1/2in high). 
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

503A george ii wAlnut And pollArd oAk side tAble
The marble top with moulded edge and re-entrant corners raised on cabriole legs, 115cm 
wide, 71cm deep, 79cm high (45in wide, 27 1/2in deep, 31in high). 
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

502

A george iii mAhogAny wAshstAnd
The hinged top enclosing a fitted interior above a pull-out wash bowl raised on square 
tapering legs and brass castors, 66cm wide, 51cm deep, 88cm high (25 1/2in wide, 20in 
deep, 34 1/2in high). 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

501A george iii mAhogAny writing tAble
with galleried top and frieze drawer, on square supports with platform undertier on brass 
caps and castors, 64cm wide, 33cm deep, 79cm high (25in wide, 12 1/2in deep, 31in 
high). 
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

500

A george iii mAhogAny urn stAnd
The square top with undulating gallery above a pull out slide raised on square chaffered 
legs conjoined by a pierced stretcher, 31cm wide, 31cm deep, 75cm high (12in wide, 
12in deep, 29 1/2in high). 
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

499An eArly 20th Century Chesterfield sofA
with outswept arms and back upholstered in green fabric raised on turned cabouchon 
clasped mahogany feet with castors, 217cm wide, 77cm deep, 65cm high (85in wide, 
30in deep, 25 1/2in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

498
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A george iii mAhogAny bookCAse
with moulded cornice, above a cupboard enclosing adjustable shelves, the lower section 
fitted with cupboard doors, on bracket feet, 102cm wide, 46cm deep, 206cm high (40in 
wide, 18in deep, 81in high). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

507A george iii And lAter mAhogAny four-poster bed
The headboard within tapering block-turned columns, the footboard with reeded columns, 
raised on white ceramic castors, with reeded pelmet with floral fabric, 150cm wide, 
120cm deep, 253cm high (59in wide, 47in deep, 99 1/2in high). 
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

506

A 19th Century oAk breAkfront bookCAse
The top with raised backboard above a moulded cornice above shelves raised on a plinth, 
168cm wide, 30cm deep, 123cm high (66in wide, 11 1/2in deep, 48in high). 
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

505A regenCy rosewood breAkfront bookCAse
The upper section with angular cornice and stepped depth shelves above grilled 
cupboard doors backed in green fabric, raised on a plinth, 270cm wide, 37cm deep, 
210cm high (106in wide, 14 1/2in deep, 82 1/2in high). 
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot
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A pedestAl stem tAzzA, A silesiAn stem tAzzA, And A Cut ClAss bowl 
with downturned fluted rim
Early 19th century 
tazzas 28cm and 30cm diameter, 25cm high
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

513A lAte 19th Century CArved white vAriegAted mArble model of A lion
modelled fighting a panther, on a detached oval marble plinth, 25cm wide, 11cm deep, 
19cm high (9 1/2in wide, 4in deep, 7in high)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

512

A 19th Century bronze And blACk slAte figurAl mAntel CloCk
The dial inscribed C. Derouche, fourn’r de s.m l’empereur Paris 
The 4 1/2 inch dial with Roman numerals, twin train movement striking a bell, contained 
within a black slate case surmounted by a female figure reading in relaxed repose, 53cm 
wide, 21cm deep, 48cm high, (20in wide, 8in deep, 18 1/2 in high)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

511A regenCy ormolu figurAl mAntel CloCk
The movement stamped I. Rochefort, Paris. 
The 3 inch dial with Roman numerals, twin train movement striking a bell contained in a 
case surmounted by a female figure and symbols emblematic of the arts and science, 
34cm wide, 12.5cm deep, 46cm high, (13in high, 4 1/2in deep, 18in high)
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

510

A derby imAri pAttern pArt dinner serviCe
Early 19th century
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

509A royAl Crown derby imAri pAttern dessert serviCe And A 19th 
Century twin hAndled vAse And Cover
The dessert service comprising twelve plates and three pairs of serving plates, the green 
ground vase puce painted to one side with a scene of courtship and to the reverse with 
trophies of arts and music, 37cm high, impressed XII
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

508
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Anglo-Chinese sChool, 18th / 19th Century
Tea drinkers  
oil on board, 22.5 x 30.5cm (8 7/8 x 12in). 
(3)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

518
No lot

517A pAir of regenCy mAhogAny pole sCreens
Each with oval painted screen depicting a forested view, raised on a tripod base with 
reeded legs, 46cm wide, 44cm deep, 152cm high (18in wide, 17in deep, 59 1/2in high). 
(2)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

516

english sChool, british 17th Century
Portrait of James, Duke of monmouth, KG (1649-1685), High steward and 
Governor of Hull (1673-1682) 
oil on canvas, painted in oval cartouche,  
73 x 60cm (28 3/4 x 23 5/8in).
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

515english sChool (CirCA 1750)
a Coastal scene, possibly whitby 
collector’s seal verso, possibly by Robert willoughby, oil on canvas, 63 x 109cm (24 13/16 
x 42 15/16in).
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot
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A 19th Century repeAting brACket CloCk movement And diAl
The dial and back plate engraved James mcCabe 
The 6 inch arched silvered dial engraved ‘James mcCabe Royal exchange london, 2224’, 
with Roman numerals, striking on eight bells, and the hour on a single bell, triple chain 
drive fuseé, 17cm wide, 12cm deep, 25cm high, (6 1/2in wide, 4 1/2in deep, 9 1/2in high)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

522A 18th Century ebonised brACket CloCk CAse
surmounted by a turned finial raised on reeded squat brass feet, 29cm wide, 22cm deep, 
55cm high, (11 in wide, 8 1/2in deep, 21 1/2 in high)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

521

An 18th Century repeAting brACket CloCk movement And diAl
The dial and rear plate engraved wightwick and moss london 
The 7 inch arch dial with Roman and arabic numerals, twin train gut drive fuseé, 
movement striking on a bell, 18cm wide, 9cm deep, 25cm high, (7in wide, 3 1/2 deep, 9 
1/2 high)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

520An smAll eArly 19th Century mAhogAny CAsed brACket CloCk
The dial inscribed Henry Pace, london 
The 3 3/4 inch arched white dial with Roman numerals, single train movement, 16cm 
wide, 11 cm deep, 23cm high, (6 in wide, 4 in deep, 9in high)
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

519

THE FOLLOWING TWENTy LOTS ARE FROM THE ESTATE OF KEN SHENTON  
FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THE ANTIquE HOROLOGICAL SOCIETy
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A lAte 19th Century frenCh brAss skeletonised AlArm mAntel CloCk
with 2 inch enamel dial with Roman numerals, central alarm set dial, single train spring 
driven movement contained under a glass dome, 16cm wide, 9cm deep, 25cm high, (6 in 
high, 3 1/2 in deep, 9 1/2 in high)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

526A 18th Century longCAse CloCk movement And diAl
Engraved Jos Fordham, Brantree 
10 inch square brass dial twin train movement striking a bell, 26cm wide, 13cm deep, 
25.5cm high (10in wide, 5in deep, 10in high)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

525

An eArly 20th Century frenCh eleCtriCAl bulle mAntel CloCk
The 4 inch white dial with arabic numerals, the brass movement under a glass dome 
raised on a moulded mahogany base, 20cm diameter, 42cm high, (7 1/2 in diameter, 16 
1/2in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

524A 17th Century longCAse CloCk movement And diAl
The dial engraved Tho Baker, Blandford 
The 11 inch square brass dial with silvered chapter ring with Roman and arabic numerals, 
seconds dial and date aperture, and strike silent lever, twin train movement striking on two 
bells, with five knopped pillars, 28cm wide, 16cm deep, 29cm high (29in wide, 11in deep, 
11in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

523
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A 19th Century leAther CAsed poCket bArometer
Engraved Negretti & Zambra 
Together with another example by J. Hicks london, an uncased example by short & 
mason london, and cased pocket thermometer, the lid inscribed ‘Cam. opticien rue de la 
Prix 24 a Paris’, (4).
£350 - 450          €400 - 520

531

A lAte 19th Centry leAther CAsed poCket bArometer And CompAss
The dial engraved Negretti & Zambra, london 7123
Together with another similar example by ‘P. H. stewart, 406 & 66 strand, 54 Cornhill 
& 456 west strand, london 2180’, and a larger leather cased pocket barometer by ‘T. 
Cooke & sons ltd, london, york & CApe town’, (3)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

530

A 19th Century mAhogAny wheel bArometer
The dial inscribed Dolland, london 
The silvered 6 inch dial with mercury thermometer and hydrometer above, 22cm wide, 
4cm deep, 105cm high, (8 1/2 in wide, 1 1/2 in deep, 41in high)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

529

A lAte 19th oAk CAse bArogrAph
Engraved Ross, london 
with silvered dial and six tier bellow contained in a bevelled glass case, 36 cm wide, 
23cm deep, 21cm high, (14in wide, 9in deep, 8in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

528A 19th Century mAhogAny And inlAid wheel bArometer
Inscribed Jos aprile, sudbury 
Together with another similar example engraved ‘molton Norwich’, 26cm wide, 6cm 
deep, 98cm high, (10in wide, 2 in deep, 38 1/2 in high)
£300 - 400          €340 - 460

527
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A fuller’s CylindriCAl slide rule CAlCulAtor stAnley & Co., london
Contained within a mahogany case, together with a cased Negretti and Zabra 
airmeter and a mahogany cased Edison and swan 1919 Galvometer, the first 33.5cm 
long (3)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

536 A lAte 18th Century And lAter month durAtion oAk CAsed longCAse 
CloCk
Engraved Rob Thomson Dundee 
The arched dial with Roman numerals, second dial and date aperture, the twin train 
movement striking a bell, 50 cm wide, 23cm deep, 220cm high, (19 1/2in wide, 9 in 
deep, 86 1/2 in high)
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

535

A 19th Century leAther CAsed poCket bArometer
Dial inscribed J. Hicks maker, london 7044 
Together with another similar example by T. Hill, london, and two other unnamed 
examples, (4).
£350 - 450          €400 - 520

534

A 19th Century shAku dokei
The weight-driven movement with pierced running foliage frontplate set with freestanding 
turned pillars to each corner, verge escapement with balance wheel set with a gong 
indicator, over a trunk set, with key drawer, 7cm wide, 5cm deep, 52cm high, (2 1/2in 
wide, 1 1/2 in deep, 20in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

533A mid 19th Century dAi tokei wAll CloCk
The 2 1/2 inch dial with twin weight driven train movement striking a bell with balance 
wheel and verge escapement, 11cm wide, 11cm deep, 21 cm high, 4in wide, 4 in deep, 
8in high)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

532
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A 19th Century And lAter sAtinwood And mAhogAny drop diAl wAll 
CloCk
The dial inscribed ‘Cozens, matthews & Thorp, 10 Bunhill Row, london’ 
The 12 inch white enamel convex dial with Roman numerals and subsidiary seconds dial, 
the single train chain drive fuseé movement contained within a mahogany and satinwood 
drop dial case, 37cm wide, 14cm deep, 46cm high (14 1/2in wide, 5 1/2in deep, 18in 
high)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

542A smAll 19th Century And lAter mAhogAny CAsed drop diAl wAll 
CloCk
Inscribed James mcCabe, Royal Exchange, london, 2546 
The 8 inch white dished enamel dial with Roman numerals, the single train chain drive 
fuseé movement with anchor escapement, the back plate engraved ‘James mcCabe, 
london’ the mahogany case with carved and inlaid brass details, 29cm wide, 15cm 
deep, 40cm high, (11in wide, 5 1/2 in wide, 15 1/2 in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

541

A lAte 19th Century bi-metAl CArriAge CloCk
The dial and movement Poton Paris 
The 2 1/2 inch rectangular dial with Roman numerals, the twin train movement striking a 
bell contained with a canted case, 13cm wide, 10cm deep, 16cm high, (5in wide, 3 1/2in 
deep, 6in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

540An eArly 20th Century repeAting AlArm CArriAge CloCk
The 2 3/4 inch dial with Roman numerals and alarm set dial, twin train movement striking 
a gong, contained within a brass case with bevelled glass plates, 10.5cm wide, 9.5cm 
deep, 16cm high, (4in wide, 3 1/2in deep, 6in high)
£500 - 800          €570 - 920

539

A smAll 19th Century And lAter mAhogAny CAsed wAll CloCk
The dial inscribed Barnett & sons, london 
The 7 1/2 inch convex enamel dial with Roman numerals, the single train gut fuseé 
movement contained within a mahogany case, 28cm wide, 13cm deep, 28cm high (11in 
wide, 5in deep, 11in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

538A 19th Century mAhogAny CAsed wAll CloCk
The dial inscribed Geo Priest, Norwich 
The 12 inch convex enamel dial with Roman numerals, the single train gut fuseé 
movement contained with a mahogany case with brass bezel, 37cm wide, 17 cm deep, 
37cm high, (14 1/2 in wide, 6 1/2in deep, 14 1/2 in high)
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

537
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A lAte 18th Century mAhogAny CAsed repeAting brACket CloCk
The dial inscribed John Harvey, weymouth 
The 7 inch arched painted dial with Roman and arabic numerals, the arch with strike/
silent dial the twin wire fuseé movement with verge escapement striking on a bell, 
contained within a bell-topped case, raised on brass bracket feet, 28cm wide, 19cm 
deep, 46cm high, (11 in wide, 7in deep, 18in high)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

548A smAll viCtoriAn mAhogAny CAsed brACket CloCk
lambert, Coventry street, london 
The 4 inch arched brass dial with silvered chapter ring with Roman and arabic numerals, 
the arch with strike/silent dial, the twin chain drive fuseé movement striking on a bell, 
contained within a mahogany case with swing handle, 20cm wide, 15cm deep, 26cm 
high, 7 1/2in wide, 5 1/2 deep. 10in high)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

547

An eArly 20th Century frenCh Cloisonné enAmel repeAting CArriAge 
CloCk
Retailed by Kierulff of Peking 
The 2 1/2 inch rectangular white enamel dial with subsidiary alarm set dial, the rectangular 
case with swing handle enamelled with scrolls and flowers, in later fitted case, 9.5cm 
wide, 8.5cm deep, 15cm high, (31/2in wide, 3in deep, 5 1/2 in high)
£500 - 700          €570 - 800

546An eArly 20th Century brAss CArriAge CloCk
The dial inscribed Hamilton & Inches Paris, the movement bearing the stamp of margaine 
The 2 3/4 inch rectagualr white enamel dial with Roman numerals, single train movement, 
9.5cm wide, 8cm deep, 15cm high, (3 1/2in wide, 3in deep, 5 1/2in high)
£250 - 500          €290 - 570

545

A lAte-viCtoriAn ebonised And gilt metAl mounted repeAting brACket 
CloCk
The 7 1/2 inch brass dial, silvered chapter ring, Roman and arabic numerals, Chime silent 
slow/fast, chiming eight bells/Cambridge chimes dials, triple train movement striking on 
bells and a gong, 48cm wide, 27cm deep, 75cm high.
£1,000 - 1,500          €1,100 - 1,700

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

544A 18th Century wAlnut CAsed brACket CloCk
The dial engraved Jn Donson Grays Inn london 
The 6 3/4 inch arched brass dial with silvered chapter ring with arabic and Roman 
numerals, strike/silent adjustment dial, date dial and beat indicator, the twin train gut fuseé 
movement, verge escapement striking a bell, with scrolling foliate engraved back plate 
contained with a bell toped case raised on bracket feet, 27cm wide, 18cm deep, 46cm 
high, (10 1/2in wide, 7in deep, 18in high)
£1,500 - 2,000          €1,700 - 2,300

543
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A smAll 19th Century mAhogAny And brAss inlAyed drop diAl wAll 
CloCk
The dial inscribed Robert Folks, Kirton-in-lindsay 
The 7 1/2 inch dished white enamel dial with Roman numerals, the single chain driven 
fuseé movement, contained within a mahogany case with brass inlay, 27cm wide, 14cm 
deep, 46cm high, (10 1/2 in wide, 5 1/2in deep, 18in high)
£400 - 600          €460 - 690

553

A 17th Century And lAter brAss lAntern CloCk
The chapter ring engraved Rayment Bury 
The 6 inch dial engraved with Roman numerals, the single chain drive fuseé movement 
striking a bell, contained with a brass case surmounted by a bell, raised on turned brass 
feet, 15.5 cm wide, 13cm deep, 34cm high, (6in wide, 5in deep, 14in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

552

A 19th Century rosewood wheel bArometer
Engraved Upjohn, Exeter 
The 7 1/2 inch silvered dial, with damp/dry indicator and alcohol thermometer, ivory 
vernier, 27cm wide, 7 cm deep, 101cm high (10 1/2 in wide, 2 1/2in deep, 39 1/2 in high)
£200 - 300          €230 - 340

551
Y
Ф

A lAte 19th Century pAinted metAl mAntel CloCk
The 3 inch dial with arabic cartouche numerals, twin train movement striking a bell, 
stamped ‘169 Deniere a Paris’, 27cm wide, 11cm deep, 46cm high, (10 1/2in wide, 4in 
deep, 18in high)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

550A first world wAr british militAry box sextAnt
Engraved H. Hughers & sons ltd, No, 5475 1918  
Contained in a leather case, together with another example engraved ‘F. Barker & sons 
(1932) ltd GPO, contained in leather case and similar instrument engraved ‘Elliot Bros 
london contained in a leather case, 7cm diameter, 8cm diameter, and 5cm diameter (3). 
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

549

OTHER pROpERTIES
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A lAte 19th/eArly 20th Century mAhogAny CAsed bArogrAph
Inscribed E. lennie, Edinburgh 
with seven tier bellows contained with a glazed case, with a single drawers raised on 
bracket feet, 36cm wide, 21cm deep, 22cm high, (14in wide, 8in deep, 8 1/5in high)
£250 - 350          €290 - 400

558 An eArly 20th Century mAhogAny longCAse CloCk of diminuitive 
proportions
The dial engraved Finnigans, manchester 
The 8 1/2 inch silvered arched dial with Roman numerals, seconds dial and ‘chime 
silent’, triple-train movement striking westminster chimes on an array of gongs, with blind 
fretwork frieze above two pillars, the glazed long door flanked by quartered Corinthian 
columns, 42cm wide, 32cm deep, 187cm high, (16 1/2in wide, 12 1/2 in deep, 73in high)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

557

jAeger-le Coultre: An Atmos CloCk CAliber 526-8, brushed gilt brAss 
CAse
a 5 inch circular dial, with arabic numerals, serial number 383009, 21cm wide, 16cm 
deep, 23cm high, (8in wide, 6 in deep, 9in high)
£300 - 500          €340 - 570

556
Ω

A CArpenter & westley gould-type Compound miCrosCope, english, 
CirCA 1830,
signed Carpenter & westley, 24 Regent st., london 
In mahogany case with three objectives, live box, stage condenser and forceps, spring 
stage and concave reflector, and a simple cased microscope in with three objectives, 
6 1/2in (16.5cm) wide
£300 - 800          €340 - 920

see Bonhams.com for further footnote on this lot

555
Y 
Ф

A lAte 19th Century louis xv style white mArble And gilt metAl lyre 
mAntle CloCk
The 3 inch white enamel dial with arabic numerals and floral garlands, the twin train 
movement striking a bell, contained within a white marble and gilt metal mounted case, 
14cm wide, 11cm high, 36cm high, (5 1/2in wide, 4in wide, 14in high)
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

554
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A thomAs robinson portAble trAnsit theodolite, english CirCA 1830
signed Robinson, 38 Devonshire st., Portland Plce., london 
The silvered vertical and horizontal circle of degrees with verniers, magnifiers and bubble 
level, raised on three levelling screws resting in brass indentations on the mahogany 
carrying case, theodolite 19cm high (7 1/2in high) 
£600 - 800          €690 - 920

560A 19th Century mAhogAny longCAse CloCk
The dial inscribed Thomas Pothouse, 10 Northampton square, london 
The 12 inch enamel circular dial with Roman numerals, subsidiary second dial, the twin 
train movement striking a bell, contained within a hood with arched pediment and canted 
angles, raised on a box base with plinth, 43cm wide, 24cm deep, 202cm high (16 1/2in 
wide, 9in deep, 79 1/2in high)
£800 - 1,200          €920 - 1,400

559
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An eArly 18th Century And lAter wAlnut And florAl mArquetry 
longCAse CloCk
The dial engraved by william Roper of Oakhill 
The 11 inch square brass dial with silvered chapter and dial centre, Roman and arabic 
numerals and date aperture, the twin train movement striking a bell contained within 
a hood with blind fretwork frieze and barley twist columns above a trunk fitted with 
pendulum viewing aperture raised on a box base with bun feet, 46cm wide, 29cm deep, 
206cm high, (18in wide, 11in deep, 81in high)
£2,000 - 3,000          €2,300 - 3,400

562A 19th Century mAhogAny CAsed domestiC regulAtor longCAse 
CloCk
The dial engraved James lunan, aberdeen, 
The 13 inch silvered dial with arabic and Roman numerals, subsidiary seconds dial, date 
aperture and strike/silent lever, the twin train movement striking a bell contained with 
a drum head hood with foliate finals, 47cm wide, 23cm deep, 220cm high, (18 1/2in 
wide, 9in deep, 86 1/2in high)
£700 - 900          €800 - 1,000

561
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This notice is addressed by Bonhams to any person who 
may be interested in a Lot, including Bidders and potential 
Bidders (including any eventual Buyer of the Lot). For ease of 
reference we refer to such persons as “Bidders” or “you”. Our 

Notice 
to Bidders. It is at Appendix 3 at the back of the Catalogue. 
Where words and phrases are used in this notice which are in 

IMPORTANT: Additional information applicable to the Sale 
may be set out in the Catalogue for the Sale, in an insert in 
the Catalogue and/or in a notice displayed at the Sale venue 

the Sale may also be given out orally before and during the 
Sale without prior written notice. You should be alert to the 
possibility of changes and ask in advance of bidding if there 
have been any.

1.  OUR ROLE

In its role as Auctioneer of Lots, Bonhams acts solely for 
and in the interests of the Seller. Bonhams’ job is to sell the 
Lot at the highest price obtainable at the Sale to a Bidder. 
Bonhams does not act for Buyers or Bidders in this role and 
does not give advice to Buyers or Bidders. When it or its 

Lot or, if Bonhams provides 
a Condition Report on a Lot it is doing that on behalf of the 
Seller of the Lot. Bidders and Buyers who are themselves 
not expert in the Lots are strongly advised to seek and obtain 
independent advice on the Lots and their value before bidding 
for them. The Seller has authorised Bonhams to sell the Lot 
as its agent on its behalf and, save where we expressly make 
it clear to the contrary, Bonhams acts only as agent for the 
Seller. Any statement or representation we make in respect 
of a Lot is made on the Seller’s behalf and, unless Bonhams 
sells a Lot as principal, not on our behalf and any Contract for 
Sale is between the Buyer and the Seller and not with us. If 
Bonhams sells a Lot as principal this will either be stated in the 
Catalogue 
the Auctioneer, or it will be stated in a notice at the Sale or an 
insert in the Catalogue. 

Bonhams does not owe or undertake or agree to any duty 
or responsibility to you in contract or tort (whether direct, 
collateral, express, implied or otherwise). If you successfully bid 
for a Lot and buy it, at that stage Bonhams does enter into an 
agreement with the Buyer. The terms of that contract are set 
out in our Buyer’s Agreement, 
2 at the back of the Catalogue. This will govern Bonhams’ 
relationship with the Buyer.

2.  LOTS

Subject to the Contractual Description printed in bold letters 
in the Entry about the Lot in the Catalogue (see paragraph 3 
below), Lots are sold to the Buyer on an “as is” basis, with 
all faults and imperfections. Illustrations and photographs 
contained in the Catalogue (other than photographs forming 
part of the Contractual Description) or elsewhere of any Lots 

true condition of the Lot. A photograph or illustration may not 
Lot. 

Lots are available for inspection prior to the Sale and it is for 
you to satisfy yourself as to each and every aspect of a Lot, 
including its authorship, attribution, condition, provenance, 
history, background, authenticity, style, period, age, suitability, 
quality, roadworthiness (if relevant), origin, value and 
estimated selling price (including the Hammer Price). It is your 
responsibility to examine any Lot in which you are interested. It 
should be remembered that the actual condition of a Lot may 
not be as good as that indicated by its outward appearance. 
In particular, parts may have been replaced or renewed and 
Lots may not be authentic or of satisfactory quality; the inside 
of a Lot may not be visible and may not be original or may be 
damaged, as for example where it is covered by upholstery 

Lots they may have been 
damaged and/or repaired and you should not assume that 
a Lot is in good condition. Electronic or mechanical parts 
may not operate or may not comply with current statutory 
requirements. You should not assume that electrical items 
designed to operate on mains electricity will be suitable for 
connection to the mains electricity supply and you should 

doing so. Such items which are unsuitable for connection 
are sold as items of interest for display purposes only. If you 
yourself do not have expertise regarding a Lot, you should 
consult someone who does to advise you. We can assist in 
arranging facilities for you to carry out or have carried out more 

Any person who damages a Lot will be held liable for the  
loss caused.

3.  DESCRIPTIONS OF LOTS AND ESTIMATES

Contractual Description of a Lot 
The Catalogue contains an Entry about each Lot. Each Lot 
is sold by its respective Seller to the Buyer of the Lot as 
corresponding only with that part of the Entry which is  
printed in bold letters and (except for the colour, which may  
be inaccurately reproduced) with any photograph of the Lot  
in the Catalogue. The remainder of the Entry, which is not 
printed in bold letters, represents Bonhams’ opinion (given on 
behalf of the Seller) about the Lot only and is not part of the 
Contractual Description in accordance with which the Lot is 
sold by the Seller.

Estimates 
In most cases, an Estimate is printed beside the Entry. 
Estimates are only an expression of Bonhams’ opinion made 
on behalf of the Seller of the range where Bonhams thinks the 
Hammer Price for the Lot is likely to fall; it is not an Estimate 
of value. It does not take into account any VAT or Buyer’s 
Premium payable. Lots can in fact sell for Hammer Prices 
below and above the Estimate. Any Estimate should not be 
relied on as an indication of the actual selling price or value of a 
Lot. Estimates are in the currency of the Sale.

Condition Reports 
In respect of most Lots, you may ask for a Condition Report 
on its physical condition from Bonhams. If you do so, this will 
be provided by Bonhams on behalf of the Seller free of charge. 
Bonhams is not entering into a contract with you in respect 
of the Condition Report and accordingly does not assume 
responsibility to you in respect of it. Nor does the Seller owe or 
agree to owe you as a Bidder any obligation or duty in respect 
of this free report about a Lot, which is available for your own 
inspection or for inspection by an expert instructed by you. 
However, any written Description of the physical condition of 
the Lot contained in a Condition Report will form part of the 
Contractual Description of the Lot under which it is sold to 
any Buyer.

The Seller’s responsibility to you 
The Seller does not make or agree to make any representation 
of fact or contractual promise, Guarantee or warranty and 
undertakes no obligation or duty, whether in contract or in 
tort (other than to the eventual Buyer as set out above), in 
respect of the accuracy or completeness of any statement 
or representation made by him or on his behalf, which is in 
any way descriptive of any Lot or as to the anticipated or 
likely selling price of any Lot. Other than as set out above, no 
statement or representation in any way descriptive of a Lot 
or any Estimate is incorporated into any Contract for Sale 
between a Seller and a Buyer.

Bonhams’ responsibility to you 
You have the opportunity of examining the Lot if you want to 
and the Contract for Sale for a Lot is with the Seller and not 
with Bonhams; Bonhams acts as the Seller’s agent only (unless 
Bonhams sells the Lot as principal).

Bonhams undertakes no obligation to you to examine, 

all, on each Lot to establish the accuracy or otherwise of any 
Descriptions or opinions given by Bonhams, or by any person 
on Bonhams’ behalf, whether in the Catalogue or elsewhere. 

You should not suppose that such examinations, investigations 
or tests have occurred.

Bonhams does not make or agree to make any representation 
of fact, and undertakes no obligation or duty (whether in 
contract or tort) in respect of the accuracy or completeness 
of any statement or representation made by Bonhams or on 
Bonhams’ behalf which is in any way descriptive of any Lot 

or as to the anticipated or likely selling price of any Lot. No 
statement or representation by Bonhams or on its behalf in any 
way descriptive of any Lot or any Estimate is incorporated into 
our Buyer’s Agreement.

Alterations 
Descriptions and Estimates may be amended at Bonhams’ 
discretion from time to time by notice given orally or in  
writing before or during a Sale.

THE LOT IS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION AND YOU MUST 
FORM YOUR OWN OPINION IN RELATION TO IT. YOU ARE 

LOT OR HAVE IT 
SALE.

4.  CONDUCT OF THE SALE

Our Sales are public auctions which persons may attend and 
you should take the opportunity to do so. We do reserve the 
right at our sole discretion to refuse admission to our premises 
or to any Sale without stating a reason. We have complete 
discretion as to whether the Sale proceeds, whether any 
Lot is included in the Sale, the manner in which the Sale is 

Lots for Sale in any order we 
choose notwithstanding the numbers given to Lots in the 
Catalogue. You should therefore check the date and starting 
time of the Sale, whether there have been any withdrawals 
or late entries. Remember that withdrawals and late entries 

Lot you are interested in is put 
up for Sale. We have complete discretion to refuse any bid, 
to nominate any bidding increment we consider appropriate, 
to divide any Lot, to combine two or more Lots, to withdraw 
any Lot from a Sale and, before the Sale has been closed, 
to put up any Lot for auction again. Auction speeds can 
exceed 100 Lots to the hour and bidding increments are 
generally about 10%. However these do vary from Sale to 
Sale and from Auctioneer to Auctioneer. Please check with 
the department organising the Sale for advice on this. Where 
a Reserve has been applied to a Lot, the Auctioneer may, 
in his absolute discretion, place bids (up to an amount not 
equalling or exceeding such Reserve) on behalf of the Seller. 
We are not responsible to you in respect of the presence or 
absence of any Reserve in respect of any Lot. If there is a 
Reserve 
any Estimate in the Catalogue, assuming that the currency of 
the Reserve 
of the Estimate. The Buyer will be the Bidder who makes the 
highest bid acceptable to the Auctioneer for any Lot (subject 
to any applicable Reserve) to whom the Lot is knocked down 
by the Auctioneer at the fall of the Auctioneer’s hammer. Any 
dispute as to the highest acceptable bid will be settled by the 
Auctioneer in his absolute discretion. All bids tendered will 
relate to the actual Lot number announced by the Auctioneer. 
An electronic currency converter may be used at the Sale. This 
equipment is provided as a general guide as to the equivalent 
amount in certain currencies of a given bid. We do not accept 
any responsibility for any errors which may occur in the use of 
the currency converter. We may use video cameras to record 
the Sale and may record telephone calls for reasons of security 
and to assist in solving any disputes which may arise in relation 
to bids made at the Sale. At some Sales, for example, jewellery 
Sales, we may use screens on which images of the Lots will be 
projected. This service is provided to assist viewing at the Sale. 
The image on the screen should be treated as an indication 
only of the current Lot. It should be noted that all bids tendered 
will relate to the actual Lot number announced by  
the Auctioneer. We do not accept any responsibility for any 
errors which may occur in the use of the screen.

5.  BIDDING

We do not accept bids from any person who has not 
completed and delivered to us one of our Bidding Forms, 
either our Bidder Registration Form, Absentee Bidding Form or 
Telephone Bidding Form. You will be asked for proof of identity, 
residence and references, which, when asked for, you must 
supply if your bids are to be accepted by us. Please bring 
your passport, driving licence (or similar photographic proof of 
identity) and proof of address. We may request a deposit from 
you before allowing you to bid. We may refuse entry to a Sale 
to any person even if that person has completed a Bidding 
Form.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
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Bidding in person 
You should come to our Bidder registration desk at the Sale 

Bidder Registration Form on (or, if possible, 
before) the day of the Sale. The bidding number system is 
sometimes referred to as “paddle bidding”. You will be issued 
with a large card (a “paddle”) with a printed number on it. This 
will be attributed to you for the purposes of the Sale. Should 
you be a successful Bidder you will need to ensure that your 
number can be clearly seen by the Auctioneer and that it is 

Buyer’s. You should not 
let anyone else use your paddle as all Lots will be invoiced to 
the name and address given on your Bidder Registration Form. 
Once an invoice is issued it will not be changed. If there is 
any doubt as to the Hammer Price of, or whether you are the 
successful Bidder of, a particular Lot, you must draw this to 
the attention of the Auctioneer before the next Lot 
Sale. At the end of the Sale
please return your paddle to the Bidder registration desk.

Bidding by telephone 
If you wish to bid at the Sale by telephone, please complete a 
Telephone Bidding Form
in the Catalogue
for the Sale at least 24 hours in advance of the Sale. It is 

bid has been received. Telephone calls will be recorded. The 
telephone bidding facility is a discretionary service and may not 
be available in relation to all Lots. We will not be responsible 
for bidding on your behalf if you are unavailable at the time of 
the Sale or if the telephone connection is interrupted during 
bidding. Please contact us for further details.

Bidding by post or fax 
Absentee Bidding Forms can be found in the back of this 
Catalogue 
responsible for the Sale. It is in your interests to return your 
form as soon as possible, as if two or more Bidders submit 
identical bids for a Lot
In any event, all bids should be received at least 24 hours 
before the start of the Sale. Please check your Absentee 
Bidding Form carefully before returning it to us, fully completed 
and signed by you. It is your responsibility to check with our 

made at your own risk and we cannot accept liability for our 
failure to receive and/or place any such bids. All bids made 
on your behalf will be made at the lowest level possible 
subject to Reserves and other bids made for the Lot. Where 
appropriate your bids will be rounded down to the nearest 
amount consistent with the Auctioneer’s bidding increments. 
New Bidders must also provide proof of identity and address 
when submitting bids. Failure to do this will result in your bid 
not being placed.

Bidding via the internet 
Please visit our Website at http://www.bonhams.com for  
details of how to bid via the internet.

Bidding through an agent 
Bids will be accepted as placed on behalf of the person named 
as the principal on the Bidding Form although we may refuse 
to accept bids from an agent on behalf of a principal and 

the agent’s authority to bid. Nevertheless, as the Bidding 
Form explains, any person placing a bid as agent on behalf 
of another (whether or not he has disclosed that fact or the 
identity of his principal) will be jointly and severally liable with 
the principal to the Seller and to Bonhams under any contract 
resulting from the acceptance of a bid. Subject to the above, 
please let us know if you are acting on behalf of another 
person when bidding for Lots at the Sale.

Equally, please let us know if you intend to nominate another 
person to bid on your behalf at the Sale unless this is to be 
carried out by us pursuant to a Telephone or Absentee Bidding 
Form that you have completed. If we do not approve the 
agency arrangements in writing before the Sale, we are entitled 
to assume that the person bidding at the Sale is bidding on 
his own behalf. Accordingly, the person bidding at the Sale will 
be the Buyer and will be liable to pay the Hammer Price and 
Buyer’s Premium and associated charges. If we approve the 
identity of your client in advance, we will be in a position to 
address the invoice to your principal rather than you. We will 

require proof of the agent’s client’s identity and residence in 
advance of any bids made by the agent on his behalf. Please 
refer to our Conditions of Business and contact our Customer 
Services Department for further details.

6.  CONTRACTS BETWEEN THE BUYER AND 
SELLER AND THE BUYER AND BONHAMS

On the Lot being knocked down to the Buyer, a Contract for 
Sale of the Lot will be entered into between the Seller and the 
Buyer on the terms of the Contract for Sale set out in Appendix 
1 at the back of the Catalogue. You will be liable to pay the 
Purchase Price, which is the Hammer Price plus any applicable 
VAT. At the same time, a separate contract is also entered into 
between us as Auctioneers and the Buyer. This is our Buyer’s 
Agreement, the terms of which are set out in Appendix 2 at the 
back of the Catalogue. Please read the terms of the Contract 
for Sale and our Buyer’s Agreement contained in the Catalogue 
in case you are the successful Bidder. We may change the 
terms of either or both of these agreements in advance of 

Catalogue and/or by placing an insert in the Catalogue and/
or by notices at the Sale venue and/or by oral announcements 
before and during the Sale. You should be alert to this 
possibility of changes and ask if there have been any.

7.  BUYER’S PREMIUM AND OTHER CHARGES 
PAYABLE BY THE BUYER

Under the Buyer’s Agreement, a premium (the Buyer’s 
Premium) is payable to us by the Buyer in accordance with the 
terms of the Buyer’s Agreement and at rates set out below, 
calculated by reference to the Hammer Price and payable in 
addition to it. Storage charges and Expenses are also payable 
by the Buyer as set out in the Buyer’s Agreement. All the sums 
payable to us by the Buyer are subject to VAT. For this Sale the 
following rates of Buyer’s Premium will be payable by Buyers 
on each lot purchased: 

25% up to £100,000 of the Hammer Price
20% from £100,001 to £2,000,000 of the Hammer Price
12% from £2,000,001 of the Hammer Price

The Buyer’s premium is payable for the services to be provided 
by Bonhams in the Buyer’s Agreement which is contained in 
the Catalogue for this Sale and for the opportunity to bid for 
the Lot at the Sale.

On certain Lots, which will be marked “AR” in the Catalogue 
and which are sold for a Hammer Price of €1,000 or greater 
(converted into the currency of the Sale using the European 
Central Bank Reference rate prevailing on the date of the Sale), 
the Additional Premium will be payable to us by the Buyer to 
cover our Expenses relating to the payment of royalties under 
the Artists Resale Right Regulations 2006. The Additional 
Premium will be a percentage of the amount of the Hammer 
Price calculated in accordance with the table below, and shall 
not exceed €12,500 (converted into the currency of the Sale 
using the European Central Bank Reference rate prevailing on 
the date of the Sale).

Hammer Price  Percentage amount 
From €0 to €50,000 4%
From €50,000.01 to €200,000  3%
From €200,000.01 to €350,000  1%
From €350,000.01 to €500,000  0.5%
Exceeding €500,000  0.25%

8.  VAT

The prevailing rate of VAT at the time of going to press is 20%, 
but this is subject to government change and the rate payable 
will be the rate in force on the date of the Sale.

The following symbols are used to denote that VAT is due on 
the Hammer Price and Buyer’s Premium:
† VAT at the prevailing rate on Hammer Price and Buyer’s 

Premium
 VAT on imported items at the prevailing rate on Hammer 

Price and Buyer’s Premium
* VAT on imported items at a preferential rate of 5% 

on Hammer Price and the prevailing rate on Buyer’s 
Premium

VAT on the Hammer Price 
and subject to VAT at the prevailing rate on the Buyer’s 
Premium

• Zero rated for VAT, no VAT will be added to the Hammer 
Price or the Buyer’s Premium

 Buyers from within the EU: VAT is payable at the 
prevailing rate on just the Buyer’s Premium (NOT the 
Hammer Price). Buyers from outside the EU: VAT is 
payable at the prevailing rate on both Hammer Price and 
Buyer’s Premium. If a Buyer, having registered under 
a non-EU address, decides that the item is not to be 
exported from the EU, then he should advise Bonhams 
immediately.

In all other instances no VAT will be charged on the Hammer 
Price, but VAT at the prevailing rate will be added to Buyer’s 
Premium which will be invoiced on a VAT inclusive basis. 

9.  PAYMENT

It is of critical importance that you ensure that you have readily 
available funds to pay the Purchase Price and the Buyer’s 
Premium (plus VAT and any other charges and Expenses to us) 
in full before making a bid for the Lot. If you are a successful 
Bidder, payment will be due to us by 4.30 pm on the second 
working day after the Sale so that all sums are cleared by 
the eighth working day after the Sale. Unless agreed by us in 
advance payments made by anyone other than the registered 
Buyer will not be accepted. Payment will have to be by one of 
the following methods (all cheques should be made payable to 
Bonhams 1793 Limited). Bonhams reserves the right to vary 
the terms of payment at any time.

Sterling personal cheque drawn on a UK branch of a bank or 
building society: all cheques must be cleared before you can 
collect your purchases;

Cash: you may pay for Lots purchased by you at this Sale 
with notes, coins or travellers cheques in the currency in which 
the Sale is conducted (but not any other currency) provided 
that the total amount payable by you in respect of all Lots 
purchased by you at the Sale does not exceed £3,000, or 
the equivalent in the currency in which the Sale is conducted, 
at the time when payment is made. If the amount payable 
by you for Lots exceeds that sum, the balance must be paid 
otherwise than in coins, notes or travellers cheques;

Bank transfer: you may electronically transfer funds to our 
Trust Account. If you do so, please quote your paddle number 
and invoice number as the reference. Our Trust Account details 
are as follows:

Bank: National Westminster Bank Plc
Address: PO Box 4RY
250 Regent Street
London W1A 4RY
Account Name: Bonhams 1793 Limited Trust Account
Account Number: 25563009
Sort Code: 56-00-27

If paying by bank transfer, the amount received after the 
deduction of any bank fees and/or conversion of the currency 
of payment to pounds sterling must not be less than the 
sterling amount payable, as set out on the invoice. 

Debit cards: there is no additional charge for purchases made 

issued by an overseas bank, deferred and company debit 
cards and all credit cards will be subject to a 2% surcharge;

Credit cards: Visa and Mastercard only. Please note there is 
a 2% surcharge on the total invoice value when payments are 
made using credit cards. It may be advisable to notify your 
card provider of your intended purchase in advance to reduce 
delays caused by us having to seek authority when you come 
to pay. If you have any questions with regard to payment, 
please contact our Customer Services Department.

China UnionPay (CUP) debit cards:   No surcharge for using 

to a Buyer in any Sale;  a 2% surcharge will be made on the 
balance over £100,000.
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10.  COLLECTION AND STORAGE

The Buyer of a Lot will not be allowed to collect it until payment 
in full and in cleared funds has been made (unless we have 
made a special arrangement with the Buyer). For collection and 
removal of purchased Lots, please refer to Sale Information at 
the front of the Catalogue. 
Monday to Friday. Details relating to the collection of a Lot, the 
storage of a Lot and our Storage Contractor after the Sale are 
set out in the Catalogue.

11.  SHIPPING

Please refer all enquiries to our shipping department on:
Tel: +44 (0)20 8963 2850/2852  Fax: +44 (0)20 8963 2805    
Email: shipping@bonhams.com

12.  EXPORT/TRADE RESTRICTIONS

It is your sole responsibility to comply with all export and 
import regulations relating to your purchases and also to 
obtain any relevant export and/or import licence(s). Export 
licences are issued by Arts Council England and application 
forms can be obtained from its Export Licensing Unit. The 
detailed provisions of the export licencing arrangements can 
be found on the ACE website http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/
what-we-do/supporting-museums/cultural-property/export-
controls/export-licensing/ or by phoning ACE on +44 (0)20 
7973 5188. The need for import licences varies from country 
to country and you should acquaint yourself with all relevant 
local requirements and provisions. The refusal of any import or 
export licence(s) or  
any delay in obtaining such licence(s) shall not permit the 
rescission of any Sale nor allow any delay in making full 
payment for the Lot
department before the Sale if you require assistance in  
relation to export regulations. 

13.  CITES REGULATIONS

Please be aware that all Lots marked with the symbol Y are 
subject to CITES regulations when exporting these items 
outside the EU. These regulations may be found at  
http://www.defra.gov.uk/ahvla-en/imports-exports/cites/ or 
may be requested from:

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA) 
Wildlife Licencing
Floor 1, Zone 17, Temple Quay House
2 The Square, Temple Quay
BRISTOL BS1 6EB
Tel: +44 (0) 117 372 8774

14.  THE SELLERS AND/OR BONHAMS’ LIABILITY

Other than any liability of the Seller to the Buyer of a Lot 
under the Contract for Sale, neither we nor the Seller are 
liable (whether in negligence or otherwise) for any error or 
misdescription or omission in any Description of a Lot or any 
Estimate in respect of it, whether contained in the Catalogue or 
otherwise, whether given orally or in writing and whether given 
before or during the Sale. Neither we nor the Seller will be 
liable for any loss of Business, 
for loss of reputation, or for disruption to Business or wasted 

or consequential damages of any kind, irrespective in any 
case of the nature, volume or source of the loss or damage 

loss or damage is caused by or claimed in respect of any 
negligence, other tort, breach of contract (if any) or statutory 
duty, restitutionary claim or otherwise. In any circumstances 
where we and/or the Seller are liable in relation to any Lot or 
any Description or Estimate made of any Lot, or the conduct 
of any Sale in relation to any Lot, whether in damages, for 
an indemnity or contribution, or for a restitutionary remedy or 
otherwise, our and/or the Seller’s liability (combined, if both 
we and the Seller are liable) will be limited to payment of a sum 
which will not exceed by way of maximum the amount of the 
Purchase Price of the Lot irrespective in any case of the nature, 

or sum claimed as due, and irrespective of whether the liability 
arises from any negligence, other tort, breach of  contract (if 
any) or statutory duty or otherwise. Nothing set out above will 
be construed as excluding or restricting (whether directly or 

indirectly) our liability or excluding or restricting any person’s 
rights or remedies in respect of (i) fraud, or (ii) death or 
personal injury caused by our negligence (or by the negligence 
of any person under our control or for whom we are legally 
responsible), or (iii) acts or omissions for which we are liable 
under the Occupiers Liability Act 1957, or (iv) any other liability 
to the extent the same may not be excluded or restricted as 
a matter of law or (v) our undertakings under paragraphs 9 (in 
relation to specialist Stamp or Book Sales only) and 10 of the 
Buyer’s Agreement. The same applies in respect of the Seller, 
as if references to us in this paragraph were substituted with 
references to the Seller.

15.  BOOKS

As stated above, all Lots are sold on an “as is” basis, subject 
to  all faults, imperfections and errors of Description save as 
set out below. However, you will be entitled to reject a Book 
in the circumstances set out in paragraph 11 of the Buyers 
Agreement. Please note that Lots comprising printed Books, 
unframed maps and bound manuscripts are not liable to VAT 
on the Buyer’s Premium.

16.  CLOCKS AND WATCHES

All Lots are sold “as is”, and the absence of any reference to 
the condition of a clock or watch does not imply that the Lot is 
in good condition and without defects, repairs or restorations. 
Most clocks and watches have been repaired in the course of 
their normal lifetime and may now incorporate parts not original 
to them. Furthermore, Bonhams makes no representation or 
warranty that any clock or watch is in working order. As clocks 

Bidders should be aware that a general service, change of 
battery or further repair work, for which the Buyer is solely 
responsible, may be necessary. Bidders should be aware 
that the importation of watches such as Rolex, Frank Muller 
and Corum into the United States is highly restricted. These 
watches may not be shipped to the USA and can only be 
imported personally.

17.  FIREARMS – PROOF, CONDITION AND 
CERTIFICATION

Proof of Firearms 

examined at a Proof House, but not proved, as either (a) it was 
deemed of interest and not intended for use, or (b) ammunition 

proved for Black Powder should not be used with smokeless 
ammunition.

has been examined at a Proof House and is deemed both 
unsuitable for proof and use. Reproof is required before any 

Guns Sold as Parts 
Barrels of guns sold as parts will only be made available for 
sleeving and measurements once rendered unserviceable 

Rules of Proof.

Condition of Firearms 
Comment in this Catalogue is restricted, in general, to 
exceptional condition and to those defects that might 

intending Bidder unable to make technical examinations 
and assessments is recommended to seek advice from a 

Bidders
measurements posted in the saleroom and available from the 
department. Bidders should note that guns are stripped only 
where there  
is a strong indication of a mechanical malfunction. Stripping  

 
be stripped and cleaned beforehand. Hammer guns should 
have their rebound mechanisms checked before use. The  
safety mechanisms of all guns must be tested before use.  
All measurements are approximate.

Gunmakers 

hold their original records. 

Licensing Requirements 
Firearms Act 1968 as amended 
Bonhams is constantly reviewing its procedures and would 

Bonhams is 

purchased prior to taking full payment of the amount shown 
on your invoice. Should you not already be in possession of 
such an authority or exemption, you are required to initially 
pay a deposit of 95% of the total invoice with the balance of 

Please be advised that if a successful Bidder is then unable 
to produce the correct paperwork, the Lot(s)
by Bonhams in the next appropriate Sale, on standard terms 
for Sellers, and you will be responsible for any loss incurred by 
Bonhams on the original Sale to you.

a Fax or photocopy. It would be helpful if you could send us an 

or changed.

Lots

import licence.

Lots marked ‘S2’ and bearing blue labels are Section 2 

licence or import licence.

Lots marked ‘S5´ and bearing specially marked red labels are 

Authority or import licence.

Lots marked with a ‘S58´ and bearing yellow labels are for 
obsolete calibres and no licence is required unless ammunition 
is held.

Unmarked Lots require no licence.

Department should you have any queries.

Taxidermy and Related Items 
As a Seller of these articles, Bonhams undertakes to comply 
fully with Cites and DEFRA regulations. Buyers are advised to 
inform themselves of all such regulations and should expect  
the exportation of items to take some time to arrange. 

18.  FURNITURE

Upholstered Furniture 
Whilst we take every care in cataloguing furniture which has 

Guarantee as to the originality  
of the wood covered by fabric or upholstery.

19.  JEWELLERY

 Ruby and Jadeite 
Ruby and jadeite gemstones of Burmese (Myanmar) origin 
may not be imported into the US.  Rubies and jadeite of 

into the US and it is the Buyer’s responsibility to obtain all 

and documentation before shipping. Failure by the Buyer to 
successfully import goods into the US does not constitute 
grounds for non payment or cancellation of Sale. Bonhams 
will not be responsible for any additional costs in this regard 
howsoever incurred.
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Gemstones 
Historically many gemstones have been subjected to a variety 
of treatments to enhance their appearance.  Sapphires and 
rubies are routinely heat treated to improve their colour and 
clarity, similarly emeralds are frequently treated with oils 
or resin for the same purpose.  Other treatments such as 
staining, irradiation or coating may have been used on other 
gemstones.  These treatments may be permanent, whilst 
others may need special care or re-treatment over the years 
to retain their appearance. Bidders should be aware that 
Estimates assume that gemstones may have been subjected 

that give more detailed Descriptions of gemstones. However 

the degrees, or types of treatment for any particular gemstone.  
In the event that Bonhams has been given or has obtained 

Lot in the Sale 
disclosed in the Catalogue.  Although, as a matter of policy, 
Bonhams
laboratories for certain gemstones, it is not feasible to obtain 

Lot
published in the Catalogue, Bidders should assume that the 
gemstones may have been treated.  Neither Bonhams nor 
the Seller

Buyers on any Lots subsequent to 
the Sale.

Estimated Weights 
If a stone(s) weight appears within the body of the Description 
in capital letters, the stone(s) has been unmounted and 
weighed by Bonhams.  If the weight of the stone(s) is stated 
to be approximate and does not appear in capital letters, the 
stone(s) has been assessed by us within its/their settings, 
and the stated weight is a statement of our opinion only.  This 
information is given as a guide and Bidders should satisfy 
themselves with regard to this information as to its accuracy.

Signatures 
1.  A diamond brooch, by Kutchinsky 
When the maker’s name appears in the title, in Bonhams’  
opinion the piece is by that maker.

2.  A diamond brooch, signed Kutchinsky  
Has a signature that, in Bonhams’ opinion, is authentic but 
may contain gemstones that are not original, or the piece may 
have been altered.

3.  A diamond brooch, mounted by Kutchinsky 
Has been created by the jeweller, in Bonhams’ opinion, but 
using stones or designs supplied by the client.

20.  PHOTOGRAPHS

Explanation of Catalogue Terms
• “Bill Brandt”: in our opinion a work by the artist.
• “Attributed to Bill Brandt”: in our opinion probably a work by 

the artist, but less certainty to authorship is expressed than 
in the preceding category.

• “Signed and/or titled and/or dated and/or inscribed”: in 
our opinion the signature and/or title and/or date and/or 
inscription are in the artist’s hand.

• “Signed and/or titled and/or dated and/or inscribed in 
another hand”: in our opinion the signature and/or title and/
or date and/or inscription have been added by  
another hand.

• The date given is that of the image (negative). Where no 
further date is given, this indicates that the photographic 
print is vintage (the term “vintage” may also be included in 
the Lot Description). A vintage photograph is one which 
was made within approximately 5-10 years of the negative. 
Where a second, later date appears, this refers to the date 
of printing. Where the exact printing date is not known, but 
understood to be later, “printed later” will appear in the Lot 
Description.

the piece of paper on which the image is printed, including 
any margins. Some photographs may appear in the 
Catalogue without margins illustrated.

• All photographs are sold unframed unless stated in the Lot 
Description.

21.  PICTURES

Explanation of Catalogue Terms 
The following terms used in the Catalogue have the following 
meanings but are subject to the general provisions relating to 
Descriptions contained in the Contract for Sale:
• “Jacopo Bassano”: in our opinion a work by the artist. 

When the artist’s forename(s) is not known, a series of 
asterisks, followed by the surname of the artist, whether 
preceded by an  initial or not, indicates that in our opinion 
the work is by the artist named;

• “Attributed to Jacopo Bassano”: in our opinion probably 
a work by the artist but less certainty as to authorship is 
expressed than in the preceding category;

• “Studio/Workshop of Jacopo Bassano”: in our opinion a 
work by an unknown hand in a studio of the artist which 
may or may not have been executed under the artist’s 
direction;

• “Circle of Jacopo Bassano”: in our opinion a work by 
a hand closely associated with a named artist but not 
necessarily his pupil;

• “Follower of Jacopo Bassano”: in our opinion a work by a 
painter working in the artist’s style, contemporary or nearly 
contemporary, but not necessarily his pupil;

• “Manner of Jacopo Bassano”: in our opinion a work in the 
style of the artist and of a later date;

• “After Jacopo Bassano”: in our opinion, a copy of a known 
work of the artist;

• “Signed and/or dated and/or inscribed”: in our opinion the 
signature and/or date and/or inscription are from the hand 
of the artist;

• “Bears a signature and/or date and/or inscription”: in our 
opinion the signature and/or date and/or inscription have 
been added by another hand.

22.  PORCELAIN AND GLASS

Damage and Restoration 
For your guidance, in our Catalogues we detail, as far as 

restoration. Such practicable Descriptions of damage cannot 
Condition Reports, we cannot 

Guarantee that there are no other defects present which have 
not been mentioned. Bidders should satisfy themselves by 
inspection, as to the condition of each Lot. Please see the 
Contract for Sale printed in this Catalogue. Because of the 

repolished, in our Catalogues reference is only made to visible 
chips and cracks. No mention is made of repolishing, severe 
or otherwise.

23.  VEHICLES

The Veteran Car Club of Great Britain  
 

 
When mention is made of a Veteran Car Club Dating Plate or 

Catalogue, it should be borne in mind 

Veteran Car Company Ltd, does from time to time, review cars 
already dated and, in some instances, where fresh evidence 
becomes available, the review can result in an alteration of 
date. Whilst the Club and Veteran Car Company Ltd make 

intending purchasers should make their own enquiries as to the 
date of the car.

24.  WINE

Lots which are lying under Bond and those liable to VAT may 
not be available for immediate collection.

Examining the wines 
It is occasionally possible to provide a pre-Sale tasting for 

more recent and everyday drinking wines. Please contact the 
department for details. 

It is not our policy to inspect every unopened case. In the case 
of wines older than 20 years the boxes will usually have been 
opened and levels and appearance noted in the Catalogue 
where necessary. You should make proper allowance for 
variations in ullage levels and conditions of corks, capsules 
and labels.

Corks and Ullages 
Ullage refers to the space between the base of the cork 
and the wine. Ullage levels for Bordeaux shaped bottles are 
only normally noted when below the neck and for Burgundy, 

than 4 centimetres (cm). Acceptable ullage levels increase with 
age; generally acceptable levels are as follows:

It should be noted that ullages may change between 
publication of the Catalogue and the Sale and that corks may 
fail as a result of transporting the wine. We will only accept 
responsibility for Descriptions of condition at the time of 
publication of the Catalogue and cannot accept responsibility 
for any loss resulting from failure of corks either before or after 
this point.

Options to buy parcels 
A parcel is a number of Lots of identical size of the same wine, 
bottle size and Description. The Buyer of any of these Lots has 
the option to accept some or all of the remaining Lots in the 
parcel at the same price, although such options will be at the 
Auctioneer’s sole discretion. Absentee Bidders are, therefore, 

Lot in a parcel.

Wines in Bond 
Lots sold under Bond, 

and which the Buyer wishes to remain under Bond,  will be 
invoiced without VAT or Duty on the Hammer Price.  If the 
Buyer wishes to take the Lot
VAT will be added to the Hammer Price on the invoice.

Buyers must notify Bonhams at the time of the sale whether 
they wish to take their wines under Bond or Duty paid.  If a 
Lot is taken under Bond, the Buyer will be responsible for all 
VAT, Duty, clearance and other charges that may be payable 
thereon.

Buyers
agent appointed to export their purchases must have a 

Lots to be released under Bond.

Bottling Details and Case Terms 
The following terms used in the Catalogue have the following 
meanings:

Château bottled 

owc original wooden case
iwc individual wooden case
oc original carton
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SYMBOLS

THE FOLLOWING SYMBOLS ARE USED TO 
DENOTE

Y Subject to CITES regulations when exporting these items 
outside the EU, see clause 13.

TP Objects displayed with a TP will be located at the 
Cadogan Tate warehouse and will only be available for 
collection from this location.

W Objects displayed with a w will be located in the 
Bonhams Warehouse and will only be available for 
collection from this location.

  Please note that as a result of recent legislation ruby and 
jadeite gem stones of Burmese (Myanmar) origin may not be 
imported into the US. Rubies and jadeite of non-Burmese 

 Wines lying in Bond.
AR  An Additional Premium will be payable to us by the Buyer 

to cover our Expenses relating to payment of royalties 
under the Artists Resale Right Regulations 2006. See 
clause 7 for details.

  The Seller has been guaranteed a minimum price for the 
Lot, either by Bonhams or a third party. This may take the 
form of an irrevocable bid by a third party, who may make 

Sale
unsuccessful.

  Bonhams owns the Lot either wholly or partially or may 
otherwise have an economic interest. 

 This lot contains or is made of ivory. The United States 

 the USA.

,  see clause 8, VAT, for details. 

DATA PROTECTION – USE OF YOUR INFORMATION

Where we obtain any personal information about you, we 
shall only use it in accordance with the terms of our Privacy 

have given at the time your information was disclosed). A 
copy of our Privacy Policy can be found on our Website www.
bonhams.com or requested by post from Customer Services 
Department, 101 New Bond Street, London, W1S 1SR or by 
email from info@bonhams.com

APPENDIX 1

CONTRACT FOR SALE

IMPORTANT: These terms may be changed in advance of 
the Sale of the Lot 
in the Catalogue for the Sale and/or by placing an insert in the 
Catalogue and/or by notices at the Sale venue and/or by oral 
announcements before and during the Sale at the Sale venue. 
You should be alert to this possibility of changes and ask in 
advance of bidding if there have been any.

Under this contract the Seller’s liability in respect of the quality 
of the Lot, 
any Description is limited. You are strongly advised to examine 
the Lot for yourself and/or obtain an independent examination 
of it before you buy it.

1  THE CONTRACT

1.1  These terms govern the Contract for Sale of the Lot 
by the Seller to the Buyer.

3 in the Catalogue are incorporated into this Contract 
for Sale and a separate copy can also be provided 
by Bonhams on request. Where words and phrases 

printed in italics.

1.3  The Seller sells the Lot as the principal to the 
Contract for Sale, such contract being made 
between the Seller and you through Bonhams which 
acts in the sole capacity as the Seller’s agent and not 
as an additional principal. However, if the Catalogue 
states that Bonhams sells the Lot as principal, or 
such a statement is made by an announcement 
by the Auctioneer, or by a notice at the Sale, or an 
insert in the Catalogue, then Bonhams is the Seller 
for the purposes of this agreement.

1.4  The contract is made on the fall of the Auctioneer’s 
hammer in respect of the Lot when it is knocked 
down to you.

2  SELLER’S UNDERTAKINGS

2.1  The Seller undertakes to you that:

2.1.1  the Seller is the owner of the Lot or is duly authorised 
to sell the Lot by the owner;

2.1.2  save as disclosed in the Entry for the Lot in the 
Catalogue, the Seller sells the Lot with full title 
guarantee or, where the Seller is an executor, trustee, 
liquidator, receiver or administrator, with whatever 
right, title or interest he may have in the Lot;

2.1.3  except where the Sale is by an executor, trustee, 
liquidator, receiver or administrator the Seller is both 
legally entitled to sell the Lot, and legally capable 
of conferring on you quiet possession of the Lot 
and that the Sale conforms in every respect with 

2.1.4  the Seller has complied with all requirements, legal or 
otherwise, relating to any export or import of the Lot, 
and all duties and taxes in respect of the export or 
import of the Lot have (unless stated to the contrary 
in the Catalogue or announced by the Auctioneer) 
been paid and, so far as the Seller is aware, all third 
parties have complied with such requirements in  
the past;

made by announcement or notice at the Sale venue 
or by the Notice to Bidders or by an insert in the 
Catalogue, the Lot corresponds with the Contractual 
Description of the Lot, being that part of the Entry 
about the Lot in the Catalogue which is in bold 
letters and (except for colour) with any photograph of 
the Lot in the Catalogue and the contents of  
any Condition Report which has been provided to 
the Buyer.

3  DESCRIPTIONS OF THE LOT

3.1  Paragraph 2.1.5 sets out what is the Contractual 
Description of the Lot. In particular, the Lot is not 
sold as corresponding with that part of the Entry in 
the Catalogue which is not printed in bold letters, 
which merely sets out (on the Seller’s behalf) 
Bonhams’ opinion about the Lot and which is not 
part of the Contractual Description upon which the 
Lot is sold. Any statement or representation other 
than that part of the Entry referred to in paragraph 
2.1.5 (together with any express alteration to it 
as referred to in paragraph 2.1.5), including any 
Description or Estimate, whether made orally or in 
writing, including in the Catalogue or on Bonhams’ 
Website, or by conduct, or otherwise, and whether 
by or on behalf of the Seller or Bonhams and 
whether made prior to or during the Sale, is not part 
of the Contractual Description upon which the Lot is 
sold.

3.2  Except as provided in paragraph 2.1.5, the Seller 
does not make or give and does not agree to 
make or give any contractual promise, undertaking, 
obligation, guarantee, warranty, or representation 
of fact, or undertake any duty of care, in relation to 
any Description of the Lot or any Estimate in relation 
to it, nor of the accuracy or completeness of any 
Description or Estimate which may have been made 
by or on behalf of the Seller including by Bonhams. 
No such Description or Estimate is incorporated into 
this Contract for Sale.

4  FITNESS FOR PURPOSE AND 
SATISFACTORY QUALITY

4.1  The Seller does not make and does not agree 
to make any contractual promise, undertaking, 
obligation, guarantee, warranty, or representation of 
fact in relation to the satisfactory quality of the Lot or 

4.2  The Seller will not be liable for any breach of any 

Act 1979 or otherwise, as to the satisfactory quality 
of the Lot 

5 RISK, PROPERTY AND TITLE

5.1  Risk in the Lot passes to you when it is knocked 
down to you on the fall of the Auctioneer’s 
hammer in respect of the Lot. The Seller will 
not be responsible thereafter for the Lot prior to 
you collecting it from Bonhams or the Storage 
Contractor, with whom you have separate contract(s) 
as Buyer. You will indemnify the Seller and keep the 
Seller 
proceedings, costs, expenses and losses arising in 
respect of any injury, loss and damage caused to the 
Lot after the fall of the Auctioneer’s hammer until you 
obtain full title to it.

5.2  Title to the Lot remains in and is retained by the 
Seller until the Purchase Price and all other sums 
payable by you to Bonhams in relation to the Lot 
have been paid in full to, and received in cleared 
funds by, Bonhams.

6  PAYMENT

6.1  Your obligation to pay the Purchase Price arises 
when the Lot is knocked down to you on the fall of 
the Auctioneer’s hammer in respect of the Lot.

6.2  Time will be of the essence in relation to payment of 
the Purchase Price and all other sums payable by 
you to Bonhams. Unless agreed in writing with you 
by Bonhams on the Seller’s behalf (in which case 
you must comply with the terms of that agreement), 
all such sums must be paid to Bonhams by you 
in the currency in which the Sale was conducted 
by not later than 4.30pm on the second working 
day following the Sale and you must ensure that 
the funds are cleared by the seventh working day 
after the Sale. Payment must be made to Bonhams 
by one of the methods stated in the Notice to 
Bidders unless otherwise agreed with you in writing 
by Bonhams. If you do not pay any sums due in 
accordance with this paragraph, the Seller will have 
the rights set out in paragraph 8 below.

7  COLLECTION OF THE LOT

7.1  Unless otherwise agreed in writing with you by 
Bonhams, the Lot will be released to you or to your 
order only when Bonhams has received cleared 
funds to the amount of the full Purchase Price and 
all other sums owed by you to the Seller and to 
Bonhams.

7.2  The Seller is entitled to withhold possession from you 
of any other Lot he has sold to you at the same or 
at any other Sale and whether currently in Bonhams’ 
possession or not until payment in full and in cleared 
funds of the Purchase Price and all other sums due 
to the Seller and/or Bonhams in respect of the Lot.

7.3  You will collect and remove the Lot at your own 
expense from Bonhams’ custody and/ or control or 
from the Storage Contractor’s custody in accordance 
with Bonhams’ instructions or requirements.

7.4  You will be wholly responsible for packing, handling 
and transport of the Lot on collection and for 
complying with all import or export regulations in 
connection with the Lot.

7.5  You will be wholly responsible for any removal, 
storage or other charges or Expenses incurred  
by the Seller if you do not remove the Lot in 
accordance with this paragraph 7 and will  
indemnify the Seller against all charges, costs, 
including any legal costs and fees, Expenses and 

Seller by reason of your  
failure to remove the Lot including any charges  
due under any Storage Contract. All such sums  
due to the Seller will be payable on demand.
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8  FAILURE TO PAY FOR THE LOT

8.1  If the Purchase Price for a Lot is not paid to 
Bonhams in full in accordance with the Contract for 
Sale the Seller will be entitled, with the prior written 
agreement of Bonhams but without further notice to 
you, to exercise one or more of the following rights 
(whether through Bonhams or otherwise):

8.1.1  to terminate immediately the Contract for Sale of the 
Lot for your breach of contract;

8.1.2  to resell the Lot by auction, private treaty or any 
other means on giving seven days’ written notice to 
you of the intention to resell;

8.1.3  to retain possession of the Lot;

8.1.4  to remove and store the Lot at your expense;

8.1.5  to take legal proceedings against you for any sum 
due under the Contract for Sale and/or damages for 
breach of contract;

8.1.6  to be paid interest on any monies due (after as well 
as before judgement or order) at the annual rate 
of 5% per annum above the base rate of National 
Westminster Bank Plc from time to time to be 
calculated on a daily basis from the date upon which 
such monies become payable until the date of actual 
payment;

8.1.7  to repossess the Lot (or any part thereof) which has 
not become your property, and for this purpose 
(unless the Buyer buys the Lot as a Consumer from 
the Seller selling in the course of a Business) you 
hereby grant an irrevocable licence to the Seller by 
himself and to his servants or agents to enter upon 
all or any of your premises (with or without vehicles) 
during normal Business hours to take possession of 
the Lot or part thereof;

8.1.8  to retain possession of any other property sold to 
you by the Seller at the Sale or any other auction 
or by private treaty until all sums due under the 
Contract for Sale shall have been paid in full in 
cleared funds;

8.1.9  to retain possession of, and on seven days written 
notice to sell, Without Reserve, any of your other 
property in the possession of the Seller and/or of 
Bonhams (as bailee for the Seller) for any purpose 
(including, without limitation, other goods sold to 
you) and to apply any monies due to you as a result 
of such Sale in satisfaction or part satisfaction of any 
amounts owed to the Seller or to Bonhams; and

8.1.10  so long as such goods remain in the possession 
of the Seller or Bonhams as its bailee, to rescind 
the contract for the Sale of any other goods sold to 
you by the Seller at the Sale or at any other auction 
or by private treaty and apply any monies received 
from you in respect of such goods in part or full 
satisfaction of any amounts owed to the Seller or to 
Bonhams by you.

8.2  You agree to indemnify the Seller against all legal 
and other costs of enforcement, all losses and other 
Expenses and costs (including any monies payable 
to Bonhams in order to obtain the release of the 
Lot) incurred by the Seller (whether or not court 
proceedings will have been issued) as a result of 
Bonhams taking steps under this paragraph 8 on 
a full indemnity basis together with interest thereon 
(after as well as before judgement or order) at the 

which the Seller becomes liable to pay the same until 
payment by you.

8.3  On any resale of the Lot under paragraph 8.1.2, the 
Seller will account to you in respect of any balance 
remaining from any monies received by him or on 
his behalf in respect of the Lot, after the payment of 
all sums due to the Seller and to Bonhams, within 
28 days of receipt of such monies by him or on his 
behalf.

9  THE SELLER’S LIABILITY

9.1  The Seller will not be liable for any injury, loss or 
damage caused by the Lot after the fall of the 
Auctioneer’s hammer in respect of the Lot.

9.2  Subject to paragraph 9.3 below, except for breach of 
the express undertaking provided in paragraph 2.1.5, 
the Seller will not be liable for any breach of any term 
that the Lot will correspond with any Description 
applied to it by or on behalf of the Seller, whether 

9.3  Unless the Seller sells the Lot in the course of a 
Business and the Buyer buys it as a Consumer,

9.3.1  the Seller will not be liable (whether in negligence, 
other tort, breach of contract or statutory duty or in 
restitution or under the Misrepresentation Act 1967, 
or in any other way) for any lack of conformity with, 
or inaccuracy, error, misdescription or omission in 
any Description of the Lot or any Entry or Estimate in 
relation to the Lot made by or on behalf of the Seller 
(whether made in writing, including in the Catalogue, 
or on the Website, or orally, or by conduct or 
otherwise) and whether made before or after this 
agreement or prior to or during the Sale;

9.3.2  the Seller will not be liable for any loss of Business, 
Business 
reputation or for disruption to Business or wasted 
time on the part of the Buyer or of the Buyer’s 

consequential damages of any kind, irrespective in 
any case of the nature, volume or source of the loss 

of whether the said loss or damage is caused by 
or claimed in respect of any negligence, other tort, 
breach of contract, statutory duty, restitutionary claim 
or otherwise;

9.3.3  in any circumstances where the Seller is liable to 
you in respect of the Lot, or any act, omission, 
statement, or representation in respect of it, or 
this agreement or its performance, and whether in 
damages, for an indemnity or contribution or for 
a restitutionary remedy or in any way whatsoever, 
the Seller’s liability will be limited to payment of a 
sum which will not exceed by way of maximum the 
amount of the Purchase Price of the Lot irrespective 
in any case of the nature, volume or source of 

claimed as due, and irrespective of whether the 
liability arises from any negligence, other tort, breach 
of contract, statutory duty, bailee’s duty, restitutionary 
claim or otherwise.

9.4  Nothing set out in paragraphs 9.1 to 9.3 above will 
be construed as excluding or restricting (whether 
directly or indirectly) any person’s liability or excluding 
or restricting any person’s rights or remedies in 
respect of (i) fraud, or (ii) death or personal injury 
caused by the Seller’s negligence (or any person 
under the Seller’s control or for whom the Seller is 
legally responsible), or (iii) acts or omissions for which 
the Seller is liable under the Occupiers Liability Act 
1957, or (iv) any other liability to the extent the same 
may not be excluded or restricted as a matter of law.

10  MISCELLANEOUS

the Contract for Sale.

10.2  The Seller’s failure or delay in enforcing or exercising 
any power or right under the Contract for Sale will 
not operate or be deemed to operate as a waiver of 
his rights under it except to the extent of any express 
waiver given to you in writing. Any such waiver will 

Seller’s ability subsequently to enforce 
any right arising under the Contract for Sale.

10.3  If either party to the Contract for Sale is prevented 
from performing that party’s respective obligations 
under the Contract for Sale by circumstances 
beyond its reasonable control or if performance of its 
obligations would by reason of such circumstances 

cost to it, that party will not, for so long as such 
circumstances prevail, be required to perform such 
obligations. This paragraph does not apply to the 
obligations imposed on you by paragraph 6.

10.4  Any notice or other communication to be given 
under the Contract for Sale must be in writing and 

post or air mail or fax transmission, if to the Seller, 
addressed c/o Bonhams at its address or fax 
number in the Catalogue (marked for the attention of 
the Company Secretary), and if to you to the address 
or fax number of the Buyer given in the Bidding Form 
(unless notice of any change of address is given in 
writing). It is the responsibility of the sender of the 
notice or communication to ensure that it is received 
in a legible form within any applicable time period.

10.5  If any term or any part of any term of the Contract 
for Sale is held to be unenforceable or invalid, 

enforceability and validity of the remaining terms or 
the remainder of the relevant term.

10.6  References in the Contract for Sale to Bonhams will, 
where appropriate, include reference to Bonhams’ 

10.7  The headings used in the Contract for Sale are for 

10.8  In the Contract for Sale “including” means “including, 
without limitation”.

10.9  References to the singular will include reference to 
the plural (and vice versa) and reference to any one 
gender will include reference to the other genders.

10.10  Reference to a numbered paragraph is to a 
paragraph of the Contract for Sale.

10.11  Save as expressly provided in paragraph 10.12 
nothing in the Contract for Sale confers (or purports 
to confer) on any person who is not a party to the 
Contract for Sale 
right to enforce any term of, the Contract for Sale.

10.12  Where the Contract for Sale confers an immunity 
from, and/or an exclusion or restriction of, the 
responsibility and/or liability of the Seller, it will also 

Bonhams, 
Bonhams’ holding company and the subsidiaries 
of such holding company and the successors and 
assigns of Bonhams and of such companies and of 

Bonhams and 
such companies, each of whom will be entitled to 
rely on the relevant immunity and/or exclusion and/or 
restriction within and for the purposes of Contracts 
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999, which enables the 

is not a party to the contract, and generally at law.

11  GOVERNING LAW

 All transactions to which the Contract for Sale 
applies and all connected matters will be governed 
by and construed in accordance with the laws of 

Sale 
takes place and the Seller and you each submit to 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of that part 

Seller may 
bring proceedings against you in any other court of 
competent jurisdiction to the extent permitted by 
the laws of the relevant jurisdiction. Bonhams has a 
complaints procedure in place.
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APPENDIX 2

BUYER’S AGREEMENT 

IMPORTANT: These terms may be changed in advance of 
the Sale of the Lot 
in the Catalogue for the Sale and/or by placing an insert in the 
Catalogue and/or by notices at the Sale venue and/or by oral 
announcements before and during the Sale at the Sale venue. 
You should be alert to this possibility of changes and ask in 
advance of bidding if there have been any.

1  THE CONTRACT

1.1  These terms govern the contract between Bonhams 
personally and the Buyer, being the person to whom 
a Lot has been knocked down by the Auctioneer. 

3 to the Catalogue for the Sale are incorporated 
into this agreement and a separate copy can also 
be provided by us on request. Where words and 

are used in this agreement, they are printed in italics. 
Reference is made in this agreement to information 
printed in the Notice to Bidders, printed in the 
Catalogue for the Sale, and where such information 
is referred to it is incorporated into this agreement. 

Notice to 
Bidders the Contract for Sale of the Lot between you 
and the Seller is made on the fall of the Auctioneer’s 
hammer in respect of the Lot, when it is knocked 
down to you. At that moment a separate contract is 
also made between you and Bonhams on the terms 
in this Buyer’s Agreement.

1.4  We act as agents for the Seller and are not 
answerable or personally responsible to you for any 
breach of contract or other default by the Seller, 
unless Bonhams sells the Lot as principal.

1.5  Our personal obligations to you are governed by 
this agreement and we agree, subject to the terms 
below, to the following obligations: 

Notice 
to Bidders Lot 
in accordance with paragraph 5;

1.5.2  subject to any power of the Seller or us to refuse to 
release the Lot to you, we will release the Lot to you 
in accordance with paragraph 4 once you have paid 
to us, in cleared funds, everything due to us and the 
Seller; 

1.5.3 we will provide guarantees in the terms set out in 
paragraphs 9 and 10.

1.6  We do not make or give and do not agree to make 
or give any contractual promise, undertaking, 
obligation, Guarantee, warranty, representation of 
fact in relation to any Description of the Lot or any 
Estimate in relation to it, nor of the accuracy or 
completeness of any Description or Estimate which 
may have been made by us or on our behalf or by 
or on behalf of the Seller (whether made orally or in 
writing, including in the Catalogue or on Bonhams’ 
Website, or by conduct, or otherwise), and whether 
made before or after this agreement or prior to or 
during the Sale.  No such Description or Estimate is 
incorporated into this agreement between you and 
us. Any such Description or Estimate, if made by us 
or on our behalf, was (unless Bonhams itself sells 
the Lot as principal) made as agent on behalf of the 
Seller.

2  PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTRACT FOR 
SALE

 You undertake to us personally that you will 
observe and comply with all your obligations and 
undertakings to the Seller under the Contract for 
Sale in respect of the Lot. 

3  PAYMENT

3.1  Unless agreed in writing between you and us or as 
otherwise set out in the Notice to Bidders, you must 
pay to us by not later than 4.30pm on the second 
working day following the Sale:

3.1.1  the Purchase Price for the Lot; 

3.1.2  a Buyer’s Premium in accordance with the rates set 
out in the Notice to Bidders on each lot, and

3.1.3  if the Lot is marked [AR], an Additional Premium 
which is calculated and payable in accordance with 
the Notice to Bidders together with VAT on that sum 
if applicable so that all sums due to us are cleared 
funds by the seventh working day after the Sale.

3.2  You must also pay us on demand any Expenses 
payable pursuant to this agreement.

3.3  All payments to us must be made in the currency 
in which the Sale was conducted, using, unless 
otherwise agreed by us in writing, one of the 
methods of payment set out in the Notice to 
Bidders. Our invoices will only be addressed to the 
registered Bidder unless the Bidder is acting as an 
agent for a named principal and we have approved 
that arrangement, in which case we will address the 
invoice to the principal.

3.4  Unless otherwise stated in this agreement all 
sums payable to us will be subject to VAT at the 
appropriate rate and VAT will be payable by you on 
all such sums. 

the monies paid by you to us the Buyer’s Premium, 
the Commission payable by the Seller in respect 
of the Lot, any Expenses and VAT and any interest 
earned and/or incurred until payment to the Seller.

3.6  Time will be of the essence in relation to any 
payment payable to us. If you do not pay the 
Purchase Price, or any other sum due to us in 
accordance with this paragraph 3, we will have the 
rights set out in paragraph 7 below. 

3.7  Where a number of Lots have been knocked down 
to you, any monies we receive from you will be 

Purchase Price of 
each Lot and secondly pro-rata to pay all amounts 
due to Bonhams.

4  COLLECTION OF THE LOT

4.1  Subject to any power of the Seller or us to refuse 
to release the Lot to you, once you have paid to us, 
in cleared funds, everything due to the Seller and 
to us, we will release the Lot  to you or as you may 
direct us in writing. The Lot will only be released on 
production of a buyer collection document, obtained 

4.2  You must collect and remove the Lot at your own 
Notice 

to Bidders
the seventh day after the Sale. 

4.3  For the period referred to in paragraph 4.2, the Lot 
can be collected from the address referred to in the 
Notice to Bidders for collection on the days and 

Notice to Bidders. Thereafter, 
the Lot may be removed elsewhere for storage and 
you must enquire from us as to when and where you 
can collect it, although this information will usually be 
set out in the Notice to Bidders.

4.4 If you have not collected the Lot by the date 
 Notice to Bidders, you authorise us, 

acting as your agent and on your behalf, to enter 
into a contract (the “Storage Contract”) with the 
Storage Contractor for the storage of the Lot on the 
then current standard terms and conditions agreed 
between Bonhams and the Storage Contractor 
(copies of which are available on request).  If the Lot 
is stored at our premises storage fees at our current 
daily rates (currently a minimum of £3 plus VAT per 
Lot per day) will be payable from the expiry of the 
period referred to in paragraph 4.2.  These storage 
fees form part of our Expenses.

4.5  Until you have paid the Purchase Price and any 
Expenses in full the Lot will either be held by us as 
agent on behalf of the Seller or held by the Storage 
Contractor as agent on behalf of the Seller and 
ourselves on the terms contained in the Storage 
Contract.

4.6  You undertake to comply with the terms of any 
Storage Contract and in particular to pay the 
charges (and all costs of moving the Lot into storage) 
due under any Storage Contract. You acknowledge 
and agree that you will not be able to collect the Lot 
from the Storage Contractor’s premises until you 
have paid the Purchase Price, any Expenses and all 
charges due under the Storage Contract.

4.7  You will be wholly responsible for packing, handling 
and transport of the Lot on collection and for 
complying with all import or export regulations in 
connection with the Lot.

4.8  You will be wholly responsible for any removal, 
storage, or other charges for any Lot not removed 
in accordance with paragraph 4.2, payable at our 
current rates, and any Expenses we incur (including 
any charges due under the Storage Contract), all of 
which must be paid by you on demand and in any 
event before any collection of the Lot by you or on 
your behalf.

5  STORING THE LOT 

 We agree to store the Lot until the earlier of your 
removal of the Lot or until the time and date set out 
in the Notice to Bidders, on the Sale Information 
Page or at the back of the catalogue (or if no date 

Sale) and, subject to paragraphs 6 and 10, to be 
responsible as bailee to you for damage to or the 
loss or destruction of the Lot (notwithstanding that it 
is not your property before payment of the Purchase 
Price).  If you do not collect the Lot before the time 
and date set out in the Notice to Bidders (or if no 

after the Sale) we may remove the Lot to another 
location, the details of which will usually be set out 
in the relevant section of the Catalogue. If you have 
not paid for the Lot in accordance with paragraph 3, 
and the Lot is moved to any third party’s premises, 
the Lot will be held by such third party strictly to 
Bonhams’ order and we will retain our lien over the 
Lot until we have been paid in full in accordance with 
paragraph 3.

6  RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LOT

6.1  Only on the payment of the Purchase Price to us 
will title in the Lot pass to you. However under the 
Contract for Sale, the risk in the Lot passed to you 
when it was knocked down to you. 

6.2  You are advised to obtain insurance in respect of the 
Lot as soon as possible after the Sale.
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7  FAILURE TO PAY OR TO REMOVE THE LOT 
AND PART PAYMENTS

7.1  If all sums payable to us are not so paid in full at 
the time they are due and/or the Lot is not removed 
in accordance with this agreement, we will without 
further notice to you be entitled to exercise one or 
more of the following rights (without prejudice to any 
rights we may exercise on behalf of the Seller):

7.1.1  to terminate this agreement immediately for your 
breach of contract;

7.1.2  to retain possession of the Lot;

7.1.3  to remove, and/or store the Lot at your expense;

7.1.4  to take legal proceedings against you for payment 
of any sums payable to us by you (including the 
Purchase Price) and/or damages for breach of 
contract;

7.1.5  to be paid interest on any monies due to us (after 
as well as before judgement or order) at the annual 
rate of 5% per annum above the base lending rate 
of National Westminster Bank Plc from time to time 
to be calculated on a daily basis from the date upon 
which such monies become payable until the date of 
actual payment; 

7.1.6  to repossess the Lot (or any part thereof) which has 
not become your property, and for this purpose 
(unless you buy the Lot as a Consumer) you hereby 
grant an irrevocable licence to us, by ourselves, our 
servants or agents, to enter upon all or any of your 
premises (with or without vehicles) during normal 
business hours to take possession of any Lot or part 
thereof;

7.1.7  to sell the Lot Without Reserve by auction, private 
treaty or any other means on giving you three 
months’ written notice of our intention to do so;

7.1.8  to retain possession of any of your other property in 
our possession for any purpose (including, without 
limitation, other goods sold to you or with us for Sale) 
until all sums due to us have been paid in full;

7.1.9  to apply any monies received from you for any 
purpose whether at the time of your default or at any 
time thereafter in payment or part payment of any 
sums due to us by you under this agreement;

7.1.10  on three months’ written notice to sell, Without 
Reserve, any of your other property in our 
possession or under our control for any purpose 
(including other goods sold to you or with us for 
Sale) and to apply any monies due to you as a result 
of such Sale in payment or part payment of any 
amounts owed to us;

7.1.11 refuse to allow you to register for a future Sale or to 
reject a bid from you at any future Sale or to require 
you to pay a deposit before any bid is accepted by 
us at any future Sale in which case we will be entitled 
to apply such deposit in payment or part payment, 
as the case may be, of the Purchase Price of any Lot 
of which you are the Buyer.

7.2  You agree to indemnify us against all legal and other 
costs, all losses and all other Expenses (whether or 
not court proceedings will have been issued) incurred 
by us as a result of our taking steps under this 
paragraph 7 on a full indemnity basis together with 
interest thereon (after as well as before judgement or 

the date upon which we become liable to pay the 
same until payment by you.

7.3  If you pay us only part of the sums due to us such 
Purchase Price 

of the Lot (or where you have purchased more than 
one Lot pro-rata towards the Purchase Price of each 
Lot) and secondly to the Buyer’s Premium  (or where 
you have purchased more than one Lot pro-rata to 
the Buyer’s Premium on each Lot) and thirdly to any 
other sums due to us.

7.4  We will account to you in respect of any balance we 
hold remaining from any monies received by us in 
respect of any Sale of the Lot under our rights under 
this paragraph 7 after the payment of all sums due to 
us and/or the Seller within 28 days of receipt by us of 
all such sums paid to us.

8  CLAIMS BY OTHER PERSONS IN RESPECT 
OF THE LOT 

8.1  Whenever it becomes apparent to us that the Lot is 
the subject of a claim by someone other than you 
and other than the Seller (or that such a claim can 
reasonably be expected to be made), we may, at our 
absolute discretion, deal with the Lot in any manner 
which appears to us to recognise the legitimate 
interests of ourselves and the other parties involved 
and lawfully to protect our position and our legitimate 
interests. Without prejudice to the generality of the 
discretion and by way of example, we may:

8.1.1  retain the Lot to investigate any question raised or 
reasonably expected by us to be raised in relation to 
the Lot; and/or

8.1.2  deliver the Lot to a person other than you; and/or

8.1.3  commence interpleader proceedings or seek any 
other order of any court, mediator, arbitrator or 
government body; and/or

8.1.4  require an indemnity and/or security from you in 
return for pursuing a course of action agreed to by 
you.

8.2  The discretion referred to in paragraph 8.1:

8.2.1  may be exercised at any time during which we have 
actual or constructive possession of the Lot, or at 
any time after such possession, where the cessation 
of such possession has occurred by reason of any 
decision, order or ruling of any court, mediator, 
arbitrator or government body; and

8.2.2 will not be exercised unless we believe that there 
exists a serious prospect of a good arguable case in 
favour of the claim.

9  FORGERIES

9.1  We undertake a personal responsibility for any 
Forgery in accordance with the terms of this 
paragraph 9.

9.2  Paragraph 9 applies only if:

9.2.1  your name appears as the named person to whom 
the original invoice was made out by us in respect of 
the Lot and that invoice has been paid; and 

9.2.2  you notify us in writing as soon as reasonably 
practicable after you have become aware that the 
Lot is or may be a Forgery, and in any event within 
one year after the Sale, that the Lot is a Forgery; and

given, you return the Lot to us in the same condition 
as it was at the time of the Sale, accompanied by 
written evidence that the Lot is a Forgery and details 
of the Sale and Lot
Lot.

9.3  Paragraph 9 will not apply in respect of a Forgery if:

9.3.1  the Entry in relation to the Lot contained in the 
Catalogue
opinion of scholars and experts or fairly indicated 

the then current opinion of an expert acknowledged 

9.3.2  it can be established that the Lot is a Forgery only 
by means of a process not generally accepted for 
use until after the date on which the Catalogue was 
published or by means of a process which it was 
unreasonable in all the circumstances for us to have 
employed.

9.4  You authorise us to carry out such processes and 
tests on the Lot as we in our absolute discretion 
consider necessary to satisfy ourselves that the Lot 
is or is not a Forgery.

Lot is a Forgery we will (as 
principal) purchase the Lot from you and you will 
transfer the title to the Lot in question to us, with 
full title guarantee, free from any liens, charges, 
encumbrances and adverse claims, in accordance 
with the provisions of Sections 12(1) and 12(2) of 

an amount equal to the sum of the Purchase Price, 
Buyer’s Premium, VAT and Expenses paid by you in 
respect of the Lot.

incapable of assignment by, you.

9.7  If you sell or otherwise dispose of your interest in the 
Lot
cease. 

9.8  Paragraph 9 does not apply to a Lot made up of or 
including a Chinese painting or Chinese paintings, a 
motor vehicle or motor vehicles, a Stamp or Stamps 
or a Book or Books.

10  OUR LIABILITY

10.1  We will not be liable whether in negligence, other 
tort, breach of contract or statutory duty or in 
restitution or under the Misrepresentation Act 1967 
or in any other way for lack of conformity with or 
any inaccuracy, error, misdescription or omission in 
any Description of the Lot or any Entry or Estimate 
in respect of it, made by us or on our behalf or by 
or on behalf of the Seller (whether made in writing, 
including in the Catalogue, or on the Bonhams’ 
Website, or orally, or by conduct or otherwise) and 
whether made before or after this agreement or prior 
to or during the Sale. 

10.2  Our duty to you while the Lot is at your risk and/or 
your property and in our custody and/or control is to 
exercise reasonable care in relation to it, but we will 
not be responsible for damage to the Lot or to other 
persons or things caused by:

10.2.1  handling the Lot Sale 
to you by woodworm and any damage is caused as 

10.2.2  changes in atmospheric pressure; nor will we be 
liable for:

10.2.3  damage to tension stringed musical instruments; or

10.2.4 damage to gilded picture frames, plaster picture 
frames or picture frame glass; and if the Lot is or 
becomes dangerous, we may dispose of it without 

and we will be under no liability to you for doing so.
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10.3.1  We will not be liable to you for any loss of Business, 
Business
Business reputation or for disruption to Business or 
wasted time on the part of the Buyer’s management 

Lot in the course of 
a Business, for any indirect losses or consequential 
damages of any kind, irrespective in any case of 
the nature, volume or source of the loss or damage 

the said loss or damage is caused by or claimed 
in respect of any negligence, other tort, breach of 
contract,  statutory duty, bailee’s duty, a restitutionary 
claim or otherwise.

10.3.2  Unless you buy the Lot as a Consumer, in any 
circumstances where we are liable to you in 
respect of a Lot, or any act, omission, statement, 
representation in respect of it, or this agreement 
or its performance, and whether in damages, for 
an indemnity or contribution or for a restitutionary 
remedy or in any way whatsoever, our liability will be 
limited to payment of a sum which will not exceed 
by way of maximum the amount of the Purchase 
Price of the Lot plus Buyer’s Premium (less any 
sum you may be entitled to recover from the Seller) 
irrespective in any case of the nature, volume or 

or sum claimed as due, and irrespective of whether 
the liability arises from negligence, other tort, 
breach of contract, statutory duty, bailee’s duty, a 
restitutionary claim or otherwise. 

 You may wish to protect yourself against loss by 
obtaining insurance.

10.4  Nothing set out above will be construed as excluding 
or restricting (whether directly or indirectly) any 
person’s liability or excluding or restricting any 
person’s rights or remedies in respect of (i) fraud, or 
(ii) death or personal injury caused by our negligence 
(or any person under our control or for whom we 
are legally responsible), or (iii) acts or omissions for 
which we are liable under the Occupiers Liability Act 
1957, or (iv) any other liability to the extent the same 
may not be excluded or restricted as a matter of law, 
or (v) under our undertaking in paragraph 9 of these 
conditions.

11 BOOKS MISSING TEXT OR ILLUSTRATIONS

 Where the Lot is made up wholly of a Book or Books 
and any Book does not contain text or illustrations (in 
either case referred to as a “non-conforming Lot”), 
we undertake a personal responsibility for such a 
non-conforming Lot in accordance with the terms of 
this paragraph, if:

  the original invoice was made out by us to you in 
respect of the Lot and that invoice has been paid; 
and 

  you notify us in writing as soon as reasonably 
practicable after you have become aware that the 
Lot is or may be a non-conforming Lot, and in any 
event within 20 days after the Sale (or such longer 
period as we may agree in writing) that the Lot is a 
non-conforming Lot; and 

  within 20 days of the date of the relevant Sale (or 
such longer period as we may agree in writing) you 
return the Lot to us in the same condition as it was 
at the time of the Sale, accompanied by written 
evidence that the Lot is a non-conforming Lot and 
details of the Sale and Lot
identify the Lot.

 but not if:

 the Entry in the Catalogue in respect of the Lot 
indicates that the rights given by this paragraph do 
not apply to it; or

 

 the Entry in the Catalogue in respect of the Lot 

scholars and experts or fairly indicated that there 

 it can be established that the Lot is a non-
conforming Lot only by means of a process not 
generally accepted for use until after the date on 
which the Catalogue was published or by means 
of a process which it was unreasonable in all the 
circumstances for us to have employed; or

 the Lot comprises atlases, maps, autographs, 
manuscripts, extra illustrated books, music or 
periodical publications; or 

 the Lot was listed in the Catalogue under 
“collections” or “collections and various” or the Lot 
was stated in the Catalogue to comprise or contain a 
collection, issue or Books which are undescribed or 
the missing text or illustrations are referred to or the 
relevant parts of the Book contain blanks, half titles 
or advertisements.

Lot is a non- 
conforming Lot, we will (as principal) purchase the 
Lot from you and you will transfer the title to the Lot 
in question to us, with full title guarantee, free from 
any liens, charges, encumbrances and adverse 
claims and we will pay to you an amount equal to 
the sum of the Purchase Price and Buyer’s Premium 
paid by you in respect of the Lot.

incapable of assignment by, you and if you sell or 
otherwise dispose of your interest in the Lot, all rights 

12  MISCELLANEOUS

this agreement.

12.2  Our failure or delay in enforcing or exercising any 
power or right under this agreement will not operate 
or be deemed to operate as a waiver of our rights 
under it except to the extent of any express  waiver 

our ability subsequently to enforce any right arising 
under this agreement.

12.3  If either party to this agreement is prevented from 
performing that party’s respective obligations 
under this agreement by circumstances beyond its 
reasonable control or if performance of its obligations 
would by reason of such circumstances give rise 

party will not, for so long as such circumstances 
prevail, be required to perform such obligations. This 
paragraph does not apply to the obligations imposed 
on you by paragraph 3.

12.4  Any notice or other communication to be given 
under this agreement must be in writing and may 

air mail or fax transmission (if to Bonhams marked 
for the attention of the Company Secretary), to the 
address or fax number of the relevant party given 
in the Contract Form (unless notice of any change 
of address is given in writing). It is the responsibility 
of the sender of the notice or communication to 
ensure that it is received in a legible form within any 
applicable time period.

12.5  If any term or any part of any term of this agreement 
is held to be unenforceable or invalid, such 

enforceability and validity of the remaining terms or 
the remainder of the relevant term.

12.6  References in this agreement to Bonhams will, where 
appropriate, include reference to Bonhams
employees and agents.

12.7  The headings used in this agreement are for 

12.8  In this agreement “including” means “including, 
without limitation”.

12.9  References to the singular will include reference to 
the plural (and vice versa) and reference to any one 
gender will include reference to the other genders.

12.10 Reference to a numbered paragraph is to a 
paragraph of this agreement.

12.11 Save as expressly provided in paragraph 12.12 
nothing in this agreement confers (or purports to 
confer) on any person who is not a party to this 

enforce any term of, this agreement.

12.12  Where this agreement confers an immunity 
from, and/or an exclusion or restriction of, the 
responsibility and/or liability of Bonhams, it will also 

Bonhams’ 
holding company and the subsidiaries of such 
holding company and the successors and assigns 
of Bonhams and of such companies and of any 

Bonhams and such 
companies, each of whom will be entitled to rely 
on the relevant immunity and/or exclusion and/or 
restriction within and for the purposes of Contracts 
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999, which enables the 

is not a party to the contract, and generally at law.

13  GOVERNING LAW 

All transactions to which this agreement applies 
and all connected matters will be governed by and 
construed in accordance with the laws of that part 

Sale takes (or 
is to take) place and we and you each submit to 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of that part 

proceedings against you in any other court of 
competent jurisdiction to the extent permitted by 
the laws of the relevant jurisdiction. Bonhams has a 
complaints procedure in place.

DATA PROTECTION – USE OF YOUR INFORMATION 

Where we obtain any personal information about you, we 
shall only use it in accordance with the terms of our Privacy 

have given at the time your information was disclosed). A 
copy of our Privacy Policy can be found on our Website www.
bonhams.com or requested by post from Customer Services 
Department, 101 New Bond Street, London W1S 1SR, United 

APPENDIX 3

DEFINITIONS AND GLOSSARY

following words and phrases used have (unless the context 
otherwise requires) the meanings given to them below. The 

be familiar.

LIST OF DEFINITIONS

“Additional Premium” a premium, calculated in accordance 
with the Notice to Bidders, to cover Bonhams’ Expenses 
relating to the payment of royalties under the Artists Resale 
Right Regulations 2006 which is payable by the Buyer to 
Bonhams on any Lot marked [AR] which sells for a Hammer 
Price which together with the Buyer’s Premium (but excluding 
any VAT) equals or exceeds 1000 euros (converted into 
the currency of the Sale using the European Central Bank 
Reference rate prevailing on the date of the Sale).
“Auctioneer” the representative of Bonhams conducting 
the Sale.
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“Bidder” a person who has completed a Bidding Form. 
“Bidding Form” our Bidding Registration Form, our Absentee 
Bidding Form or our Telephone Bidding Form. 
“Bonhams” Bonhams 1793 Limited or its successors or 
assigns. Bonhams is also referred to in the Buyer’s Agreement, 
the Conditions of Business and the Notice to Bidders by the 
words “we”, “us” and “our”.
“Book” a printed Book Sale at a specialist Book 
Sale.
“Business” includes any trade, Business and profession.
“Buyer” the person to whom a Lot is knocked down by the 
Auctioneer. The Buyer is also referred to in the Contract for 
Sale and the Buyer’s Agreement by the words “you” and 
“your”.
“Buyer’s Agreement” the contract entered into by Bonhams 
with the Buyer (see Appendix 2 in the Catalogue). 
“Buyer’s Premium” the sum calculated on the Hammer Price 
at the rates stated in the Notice to Bidders. 
“Catalogue” the Catalogue relating to the relevant Sale, 
including any representation of the Catalogue published on 
our Website.
“Commission” the Commission payable by the Seller to 
Bonhams calculated at the rates stated in the Contract Form.
“Condition Report” a report on the physical condition of a Lot 
provided to a Bidder or potential Bidder by Bonhams on behalf 
of the Seller.
“Conditions of Sale” the Notice to Bidders, Contract for Sale, 
Buyer’s Agreement 
“Consignment Fee” a fee payable to Bonhams by the Seller 
calculated at rates set out in the Conditions of Business.
“Consumer” a natural person who is acting for the relevant 
purpose outside his trade, Business or profession. 
“Contract Form” the Contract Form, or vehicle Entry form, as 
applicable, signed by or on behalf of the Seller listing the Lots 

Sale by Bonhams. 
“Contract for Sale” the Sale contract entered into by the 
Seller with the Buyer (see Appendix 1 in the Catalogue). 
“Contractual Description” the only Description of the Lot 
(being that part of the Entry about the Lot in the Catalogue 
which is in bold letters, any photograph (except for the colour) 
and the contents of any Condition Report) to which the Seller 
undertakes in the Contract of Sale the Lot corresponds.
“Description” any statement or representation in any 
way descriptive of the Lot, including any statement or 
representation relating to its authorship, attribution, condition, 
provenance, authenticity, style, period, age, suitability, quality, 
origin, value, estimated selling price (including the Hammer 
Price).
“Entry” a written statement in the Catalogue identifying the 
Lot and its Lot number which may contain a Description and 
illustration(s) relating to the Lot.
“Estimate” a statement of our opinion of the range within 
which the hammer is likely to fall.
“Expenses” charges and Expenses paid or payable by 
Bonhams in respect of the Lot including legal Expenses, 
banking charges and Expenses incurred as a result of 
an electronic transfer of money, charges and Expenses 
for loss and damage cover, insurance, Catalogue and 
other reproductions and illustrations, any customs duties, 
advertising, packing or shipping costs, reproductions rights’ 
fees, taxes, levies, costs of testing, searches or enquiries, 
preparation of the Lot for Sale, storage charges, removal 
charges, removal charges or costs of collection from the Seller 
as the Seller’s agents or from a defaulting Buyer, plus VAT if 
applicable.
“Forgery” an imitation intended by the maker or any other 
person to deceive as to authorship, attribution, origin, 
authenticity, style, date, age, period, provenance, culture, 
source or composition, which at the date of the Sale had a 
value materially less than it would have had if the Lot had not 
been such an imitation, and which is not stated to be such 
an imitation in any description of the Lot. A Lot will not be a 
Forgery by reason of any damage to, and/or restoration and/ 

having been carried out on the Lot, where that damage,

Lot as one conforming to 
the Description of the Lot.
“Guarantee” the obligation undertaken personally by 
Bonhams to the Buyer in respect of any Forgery and, in the 
case of specialist Stamp Sales and/or specialist Book Sales, a 
Lot made up of a Stamp or Stamps or a Book or Books as set 
out in the Buyer’s Agreement.
“Hammer Price” the price in the currency in which the Sale is 
conducted at which a Lot is knocked down by the Auctioneer.

“Loss and Damage Warranty” means the warranty described 
in paragraph 8.2 of the Conditions of Business. 
“Loss and Damage Warranty Fee” means the fee described 
in paragraph 8.2.3 of the Conditions of Business.
“Lot” any item consigned to Bonhams with a view to its Sale 
at auction or by private treaty (and reference to any Lot will 
include, unless the context otherwise requires, reference to 
individual items comprised in a group of two or more items 

Sale as one Lot).
“Motoring Catalogue Fee” a fee payable by the Seller to 
Bonhams in consideration of the additional work undertaken 
by Bonhams in respect of the cataloguing of motor vehicles 
and in respect of the promotion of Sales of motor vehicles.
“New Bond Street” means Bonhams’ saleroom at 101 New 
Bond Street, London W1S 1SR.
“Notional Charges” the amount of Commission and VAT 
which would have been payable if the Lot had been sold at the 
Notional Price.
“Notional Fee” the sum on which the Consignment Fee 
payable to Bonhams by the Seller is based and which is 
calculated according to the formula set out in the Conditions 
of Business.
“Notional Price” the latest in time of the average of the 
high and low Estimates given by us to you or stated in the 
Catalogue or, if no such Estimates have been given or stated, 
the Reserve applicable to the Lot.
“Notice to Bidders” the notice printed at the back or front of 
our Catalogues.
“Purchase Price” the aggregate of the Hammer Price and 
VAT on the Hammer Price (where applicable), the Buyer’s 
Premium and VAT on the Buyer’s Premium and any Expenses.
“Reserve” the minimum price at which a Lot may be sold 
(whether at auction or by private treaty).
“Sale” the auction Sale at which a Lot Sale 
by Bonhams.
“Sale Proceeds” the net amount due to the Seller from the 
Sale of a Lot, being the Hammer Price less the Commission, 
any VAT chargeable thereon, Expenses and any other amount 
due to us in whatever capacity and howsoever arising.
“Seller” Lot for Sale named on 
the Contract Form
the form another person as acting as his agent, or where the 
person named on the Contract Form acts as an agent for a 
principal (whether such agency is disclosed to Bonhams or 
not), “Seller” includes both the agent and the principal who 
shall be jointly and severally liable as such. The Seller is also 
referred to in the Conditions of Business by the words “you” 
and “your”.
“Specialist Examination” a visual examination of a Lot by a 
specialist on the Lot.
“Stamp” means a postage Stamp Sale at a 
Specialist Stamp Sale.
“Standard Examination” a visual examination of a Lot by a 
non-specialist member of Bonhams’ 
“Storage Contract” means the contract described in 
paragraph 8.3.3 of the Conditions of Business or paragraph 
4.4 of the Buyer’s Agreement (as appropriate). 
“Storage Contractor”
in the Catalogue.
“Terrorism” means any act or threatened act of terrorism, 
whether any person is acting alone or on behalf of or in 
connection with any organisation(s) and/or government(s), 
committed for political, religious or ideological or similar 

any government and/or put the public or any section of the 
public into fear.
“Trust Account” the bank account of Bonhams into which all 
sums received in respect of the Purchase Price of any
Lot will be paid, such account to be a distinct and separate 
account to Bonhams’ normal business bank account. 
“VAT” value added tax at the prevailing rate at the date of the 
Sale 
“Website” Bonhams Website at www.bonhams.com 
“Withdrawal Notice” the Seller’s written notice to Bonhams 
revoking Bonhams’ instructions to sell a Lot. 
“Without Reserve” where there is no minimum price at which 
a Lot may be sold (whether at auction or by private treaty).

GLOSSARY

which you may not be familiar. The following glossary is 
intended to give you an understanding of those expressions 
but is not intended to limit their legal meanings:

“artist’s resale right”: the right of the creator of a work of art 
to receive a payment on Sales of that work subsequent to the 
original Sale of that work by the creator of it as set out in the 
Artists Resale Right Regulations 2006. 
“bailee”: a person to whom goods are entrusted. 
“indemnity”: an obligation to put the person who has the 

have been, had the circumstances giving rise to the indemnity 
not arisen and the expression “indemnify” is construed 
accordingly.
“interpleader proceedings”: proceedings in the Courts to 
determine ownership or rights over a Lot.
“knocked down”: when a Lot is sold to a Bidder, indicated by 
the fall of the hammer at the Sale.
“lien”: a right for the person who has possession of the Lot to 
retain possession of it.
“risk”: the possibility that a Lot may be lost, damaged, 
destroyed, stolen, or deteriorate in condition or value. 
“title”: the legal and equitable right to the ownership of a Lot.
“tort”: a legal wrong done to someone to whom the wrong 
doer has a duty of care.

SALE OF GOODS ACT 1979

“Section 12 Implied terms about title, etc

(1) In a contract of sale, other than one to which subsection 
(3) below applies, there is an implied term on the part of 
the seller that in the case of a sale he has a right to sell 
the goods, and in the case of an agreement to sell he 
will have such a right at the time when the property is to 
pass.

(2) In a contract of sale, other than one to which subsection 
(3) below applies, there is also an implied term that-

(a) the goods are free, and will remain free until 
the time when the property is to pass, from any 
charge or encumbrance not disclosed or known 
to the buyer before the contract is made, and

(b) the buyer will enjoy quiet possession of the 
goods except in so far as it may be disturbed by 
the owner or other person entitled to
of any charge or encumbrance so disclosed or 
known.

(3) This subsection applies to a contract of sale in the 
case of which there appears from the contract or is 
to be inferred from its circumstances an intention that 
the seller should transfer only such title as he or a third 
person may have.

(4) In a contract to which subsection (3) above applies there 
is an implied term that all charges or encumbrances 
known to the seller and not known to the buyer have 
been disclosed to the buyer before the contract is 
made.

(5) In a contract to which subsection (3) above applies 
there is also an implied term that none of the following 
will disturb the buyer’s quiet possession of the goods, 
namely:

(a) the seller;

(b) in a case where the parties to the contract intend 
that the seller should transfer only such title as a 
third person may have, that person;

(c) anyone claiming through or under the seller or 
that third person otherwise than under a charge 
or encumbrance disclosed or known to the buyer 
before the contract is made.

(5A) As regards England and Wales and Northern Ireland, the 
term implied by subsection (1) above is a condition and 
the terms implied by subsections (2), (4) and (5) above 
are warranties.”
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This sale will be conducted in accordance with 
Bonhams’ Conditions of Sale and bidding and buying 
at the Sale will be regulated by these Conditions. 
You should read the Conditions in conjunction with 
the Sale Information relating to this Sale which sets 
out the charges payable by you on the purchases 
you make and other terms relating to bidding and 
buying at the Sale. You should ask any questions you 
have about the Conditions before signing this form. 
These Conditions also contain certain undertakings 
by bidders and buyers and limit Bonhams’ liability to 
bidders and buyers. 

Data protection – use of your information
Where we obtain any personal information about you, 
we shall only use it in accordance with the terms of our 
Privacy Policy (subject to any additional specific consent(s) 
you may have given at the time your information was 
disclosed). A copy of our Privacy Policy can be found on 
our website (www.bonhams.com) or requested by post 
from Customer Services Department, 101 New Bond 
Street, London W1S 1SR United Kingdom or by e-mail 
from info@bonhams.com.

Credit and Debit Card Payments 
There is no surcharge for payments made by debit cards 
issued by a UK bank. All other debit cards and all credit cards 
are subject to a 2% surcharge on the total invoice price.

Notice to Bidders.
Clients are requested to provide photographic proof of 
ID - passport, driving licence, ID card, together with proof 
of address - utility bill, bank or credit card statement 
etc. Corporate clients should also provide a copy of their 
articles of association / company registration documents, 
together with a letter authorising the individual to bid on 
the company’s behalf. Failure to provide this may result in 
your bids not being processed. For higher value lots you 
may also be asked to provide a bank reference.

If successful

I will collect the purchases myself

Please contact me with a shipping quote 
(if applicable)

Registration and Bidding Form 
(Attendee / Absentee / Online / Telephone Bidding)
Please circle your bidding method above.

Paddle number (for office use only)
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BY THEM, AND AGREE TO PAY THE BUYER’S PREMIUM, VAT AND ANY OTHER CHARGES MENTIONED IN THE NOTICE TO BIDDERS. THIS AFFECTS YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS.

Your signature: Date:

NB. Payment will only be accepted from an account in the same name as shown on the invoice and Auction Registration form.
Please email or fax the completed Auction Registration form and requested information to:  
Bonhams, Customer Services, 101 New Bond Street, London, W1S 1SR. Tel: +44 (0) 20 7447 7447 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7447 7401, bids@bonhams.com
Bonhams 1793 Limited. Montpelier Street, London SW7 1HH.  Incorporated in England. Company Number 4326560.

If you are not attending the sale in person, please provide details of the Lots on which you wish to bid at least 24 hours 
prior to the sale. Bids will be rounded down to the nearest increment. Please refer to the Notice to Bidders in the catalogue 
for further information relating to Bonhams executing telephone, online or absentee bids on your behalf. Bonhams will 
endeavour to execute these bids on your behalf but will not be liable for any errors or failing to execute bids.

General Bid Increments:
£10 - 200 .....................by 10s
£200 - 500 ...................by 20 / 50 / 80s
£500 - 1,000 ................by 50s
£1,000 - 2,000 .............by 100s
£2,000 - 5,000 .............by 200 / 500 / 800s
£5,000 - 10,000 ...........by 500s

£10,000 - 20,000 .........by 1,000s
£20,000 - 50,000 .........by 2,000 / 5,000 / 8,000s
£50,000 - 100,000 .......by 5,000s
£100,000 - 200,000 .....by 10,000s
above £200,000 ...........at the auctioneer’s discretion

Telephone or 
Absentee (T / A) Lot no. Brief description

MAX bid in GBP  
(excluding premium 
& VAT)

Covering bid*

The auctioneer has discretion to split any bid at any time. 

Please note that all telephone calls are recorded.

FOR WINE SALES ONLY

Please leave lots “available under bond” in bond I will collect from Park Royal or bonded warehouse Please include delivery charges (minimum charge of £20 + VAT)

* Covering Bid: A maximum bid (exclusive of Buyers Premium and VAT) to be executed by Bonhams only if we are unable to contact you by telephone, or should the connection be lost during bidding.
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THIS SALE 
FEATURES 
Silver, Ceramics and Glass, Furniture, 
Works of Art, Clocks and Pictures

AT HOME WITH 
Nicky Wilson, the founder of Jupiter Artland23502
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